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Please Note: The Council permits the filming and/or recording of the public element of its
meetings. Electronic equipment and devices should be operated as unobtrusively as
possible and without disruption to the business of the meeting. The Council retains copyright
in all recordings. Filmed images should not be used or reproduced in a way that
misrepresents or distorts the nature of the proceedings or seeks to lower the public
reputation of the Council or an individual.
This meeting may also be filmed by the Council, broadcast live and subsequently retained
as an archive on the Council’s website (www.elmbridge.gov.uk). The images and sound
recording may be used for the purposes of public record or for training purposes. Entry to
the meeting room and use of the public seating area will be treated as consent to being
filmed.
Members of the public are also asked to ensure their mobile phones are switched off during
the course of the meeting, as they can interfere with the induction loop system and interrupt
the proceedings.
Free O2 wifi is available in all civic committee meeting rooms, including the council
chamber, for all to access.
Thank you for your co-operation.
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Access to Historical Information Relating to Reports
Please note that the items within this Agenda will usually have an historical context and
therefore may have been considered previously by the Council, Cabinet or its Committees.
Whilst reports appearing on this Agenda will include a background summary, Members
may wish to appraise themselves of the more detailed historical context and to do this may
wish to view previous reports / minutes on the matter which are available via the Council’s
website: www.elmbridge.gov.uk or intranet, either by searching on the relevant topic or by
committee reports. Copies of particular reports can be provided on request from the
Democratic Services contact shown on the front of the Agenda.

Part I Items
Page Nos.
1.

Declarations of Interest
All Members present are required to declare, at this point in the meeting
or as soon as possible thereafter
(i)
(ii)

any disclosable pecuniary interests and / or
other interests arising under the Code of Conduct

in respect of any item(s) of business being considered at this meeting.
2.

Minutes of the Cabinet meeting held on 16 March 2016
[Please note: the Minutes are as published online and circulated in the
13 April 2016 Council Agenda.]
Leader / Resources

3.

Budget Strategy 2017/18

5 - 22

Social Affairs
4.

Surrey County Councils Contract budget reductions for 16/17 and
17/18 for Community Support Services

23 - 30

Leisure and Culture
5.

Surrey Streetscene Services

31 - 38

6.

Recommendation from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
meeting held on 23 March 2016 in respect of Sponsorship of
Roundabouts

39 - 44

Corporate Development
7.

Delivery of Human Resources Function

45 - 48

8.

Weybridge Streetscape Improvement

49 - 56
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Leader / Resources
9.

Surrey County Council Town Centre Revitalisation Fund Grant

57 - 62

Leisure and Culture
10. Recommendations from the Countryside Consultative Group
meeting held on 17 March 2016

63 - 68

11. Outdoor Gym Consultation

69 - 72

Planning Services
12. Proposed Neighbourhood Area and Forum Application for Burwood
Park, Hersham

73 - 158

Leader
13. 2015/16 – 4th Quarter and Year End Council Performance Report

159 - 196

Resources
14. 2015/16 Revenue & Capital Outturn and 2016/17 Budget Update
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197 - 204

Agenda Item 3.
Committee:

Cabinet

Date of meeting:

6 July 2016

Subject:
Lead Officer:
Portfolio Holder:
Link to Council Priorities:
Exempt information:
Delegated status:
Key Decision:

Budget Strategy 2017/18
Strategic Director & Deputy Chief Executive
Leader – Councillor S.J. Selleck
Portfolio Holder for Resources – Councillor C.R. Sadler
All
None
For Recommendation to Council on 20 July 2016
Not Applicable

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
This is the first financial strategy report in 2016/17 and reviews work undertaken to
develop the 2017/18 to 2019/20 budget strategy. Following the agreement of the
Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS) by Council in February 2016, this report
represents the first stage in the Council’s annual budget planning process. It updates
on the Budget position for 2017/18 as included in the MTFS and also sets out the
forecast savings required to balance the budget over the medium term, in the context
of the funding reductions from the national Government.
RECOMMENDED: THAT
(A) CONSIDER THE UPDATED REPORT AND AGREE THE OVERALL
APPROACH TO THE PREPARATION OF THE 2017/18 BUDGET;
(B) AGREE THAT OFFICERS BE ASKED TO IDENTIFY ADDITIONAL INCOME
STREAMS AND SAVINGS TO ENABLE A BALANCED BUDGET TO BE SET
FOR 2017/18;
(C) AGREE THAT OFFICERS IN LIAISON WITH THE RELEVANT PORTFOLIO
HOLDERS, WORK UP DETAILED SERVICE PLANS AND BUDGET
PROPOSALS IN ACCORDANCE WITH COUNCIL PRIORITIES;
(D) AGREE IN PRINCIPLE TO ACCEPT THE MULTI-YEAR SETTLEMENT FOR
YEARS ONE, TWO AND THREE, BUT NOT YEAR FOUR DUE TO
SIGNIFICANT NEGATIVE RSG, AS PROPOSED IN THE FINAL SETTLEMENT
IN FEBRUARY, SUBJECT TO FURTHER CONSIDERATION OF ANY
FURTHER DEVELOPMENT AT PERFORMANCE AND FINANCE PANEL,
CABINET AND COUNCIL MEETINGS IN SEPTEMBER; AND
(E)

NOTE THE OUTLINE HIGH LEVEL BUDGET TIMETABLE IN SECTION 11.

REPORT:
1.

Background
As set out in greater detail in the Council Plan, Elmbridge is an attractive and
generally affluent borough. It is located just outside London with easy access
to central London, Heathrow and Gatwick Airports. Unemployment is low at
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0.5% on the Claimant Count basis compared to 1.8% for Great Britain and the
proportion of residents claiming one or more of the main Out of Work Benefits
is similarly low at 4.0% compared to 9.0% for Great Britain as a whole. A
significantly higher than average proportion of its residents benefit from higher
level qualifications. Property prices on many of the main measures are higher
than elsewhere outside of London, which has made the Borough an attractive
place for residential development in recent years.
Arising from this, we have seen grants from central Government (Revenue
Support Grant (RSG) and re-distributed Non-Domestic Rates (NDR) reducing
in recent years while grants that are incentive related and not of a permanent
nature, most notably the New Homes Bonus have increased in value.
Members will be aware that the provisional and final settlement for 2016/17 for
Elmbridge was a 62% reduction compared to 2015/16 and that RSG was
being completely eliminated by 2017/18. With a negative RSG expected to be
in place in 2019/20, there is little alternative than increasing Council Tax and
use reserves in a measured way, bearing in mind that reserves can only be
used once.
Despite losing over half of Government grant in the last 5 years, the Council
has delivered seven years of no increases in Council Tax over the last 9 years,
with little or no reduction of services. In addition, the Council has achieved
nearly £10m in budget reductions and additional income over that period.
These reductions have come through a combination of efficiency and cost
reduction, retendering contracts, rental from our property holdings, how we
deliver services so they are cheaper and by reviewing our fees and charges
for our services. At the same time, services have had to keep pace with
increased demand and expectation, particularly in Housing and Welfare where
there are particular challenges.
There is no question that the ability to deliver savings, is getting much tougher.
Elsewhere on this agenda, Members will know that whilst we are reporting an
under spend for 2015/16, this masks significant variations within different
departments including some income which may not be sustainable.
It is acknowledged that there is a need to manage budgets prudently and
improve income streams such as those related to the Commercial Investment
Property Portfolio that has been built up in recent years. Equally there is a
need to maintain standards of service for our residents who, not unreasonably,
have high expectations. These trends seem likely to continue given central
Government’s desire to reduce its net deficit. In addition, financial pressures
on other parts of the public sector such as Surrey County Council and the NHS
may well adversely impact the support we receive from these organisations.
Delivering the Council’s Priorities
1.1

The Council agreed a vision to guide the Authority over the next five years and
also identified the top priorities in February 2016.
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1.2

The context in which the Council’s Budget is set is influenced by:






The Council’s vision, council plan and its priorities;
The Council’s Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS);
Central government policies, including legislative change, which may
require additional expenditure in areas that would otherwise not be
Council priorities;
External drivers – demand for services, inflationary pressures, change in
interest rates, etc.; and
The New Administration’s priorities.

1.3

Maintaining the Council’s financial resilience ensures the effective delivery of
service during a difficult economic period and significantly reduced funding. It
also commits the Authority to delivering the Council’s vision and priorities for
Elmbridge, making clear that the future lies in working effectively across the
whole public sector.

1.4

The Council has delivered against very ambitious plans and targets and
continues to be a strong council performing well. However, despite the
financial challenges, we do not want to diminish our ambitions for the future,
but continue to provide quality services that our residents and businesses
value.

2.

Reason for Decision and Options considered
This report is part of the Council’s budget setting and service planning
process. The MTFS was recommended by Cabinet and approved by Council
in February 2016. The budget report to Council included forecasts for the
period 2017/18 to 2019/20. Whilst proposals for the 2016/17 budgets have
been through a detailed budget review process, this report seeks to agree the
approach for 2017/18 so that detailed proposals can be worked upon by
officers for Member consideration and approval later in the year.

3.

Balancing the Budget in the Medium Term

3.1

While the Council has set a balanced budget for 2016/17 and is working from
a sound financial base, a very challenging period is looming for all of the
public sector, including local authorities. It is estimated that the Council will
face a funding gap of £5m over the next three years. The Financial Plan
include some indicative targets for savings and additional income which
officers will be asked to identify. Officers will also look to see what scope
there is to use sums from reserves to support the budget on a sustainable
basis, without compromising the Council’s financial standing.
In addition, the support that the Council can provide through all of its activities
to stimulate and promote economic growth, business development and job
creation in the Borough remains central to the delivery of the MTFS.
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The Council will seek to optimise the use of its reserve balances in delivering
priorities, making decisions on a corporate basis and maximising
opportunities to maintain an appropriate balance between short-term
expenditure and long term investment. Reserves will be used wisely for
investments that will contribute towards financial independence and
resilience for the Council.
The Council currently generates £1.5 million in rental income to support the
revenue base budget. The Financial Strategy for the medium term is focused
on reducing the reliance on Government grants by the year 2020 by continuing
to invest in Property Assets to secure regular rental income and retaining more
Business Rates.
The Strategy is based upon the assumption that the Council will set a
balanced budget as it is legally required to do. The extent that reserves are
drawn upon in the short term, mean they will need replenishment in the
medium term. This will mean ensuring that the basic costs of services are
affordable and sustainable within a defined level of Council Tax.
With a net operational budget of £17m, £1.7 million savings will equate to a
10% budget reduction.
3.2

Identifying and Optimising Income Opportunities
The Council’s fees and charges are reviewed each year. Some of factors that
are taken into account making charging decisions include:









Whether the service is statutory; any level restrictions on charging the
service’s contributions to the Council’s outcomes;
Cost of operating the service;
The level of subsidy/underwriting by the Council;
The objectives of the service;
Existing levels of demand and competition;
Benchmarking;
Stakeholder and user information;
Any financial analysis of the impact of changing decisions.

Over the medium term, the Strategy will require that, as a general rule, fees
and charges should, as a minimum, increase in line with inflation and should
where possible cover the cost of the service.
3.3

The outturn for 2015/16 is reported elsewhere on the agenda. Members will
note that the Council has again been able to deliver services within budget and
maintained its financial health, providing a level of assurance that the Council’s
financial management arrangements remain strong within the context of risks
from the current wider financial environment. As approved by Council, the
savings made in year during 2015/16 has been used to part fund the purchase
of the investment property Thomas Hardy House in Weybridge. This property
investment in turn will generate rental income which helps fund our services.
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4.

Outlook for Savings – 2017/18 to 2019/20
Based on this working assumption, the potential budget reductions required
over the medium term (2017/18 – 2019/20) are provisionally estimated at
around £5m. This includes provisional assumption of a modest 2% annual
increase in the Borough element of the Band D Council Tax from 2017/18. For
the Council to be completely grant-free, the budget gap is likely to be much
higher with the SCC funding reductions and the inevitable clawback of the
Business Rates beyond 2019/20, resulting in a potentially higher budget gap of
£ 6.5 million over that period.
The Financial Plan, as reported in February 2016 is shown below:
FINANCIAL PLAN

2016/ 17 TO

2019/ 20

MED IUM TERM FINANCIAL STRATEGY

2016/17
Budget
£'000

2017/18
Forecast
£'000

2018/19
Forecast
£'000

18,349

17,911

17,041

Growth/Spending Pressures

422

250

250

250

Contributions to the Pension Fund
Employers NI increase on Pension changes
Inflation on Contracts and Pay
Other Changes:
(Housing Benefit Admin Grant)
Apprenticeship Levy
Interest on balances

231
200
439
97

240

240

240

500
100

500
100

500
100

(Revised following Final Settlement Feb 2016)

Net Budget Requirement
Expenditure

2019/20
Forecast
£'000

17,042

35
89

Approved Savings/Fees & Charges

(1,916)

(250)

(250)

Total Budget Requirement

17,911

18,786

17,881

18,132

MTFS - Available Funding

17,911

17,041

17,042

15,762

1,745

839

2,370

Contract Savings

(500)

(300)

(200)

Other Income (e.g Planning , Property etc)

(200)

(200)

(200)

Admin and Efficiency Savings

(200)

(100)

(100)

Savings to be realised from an Efficiency Programme(to be
formulated)

(845)

(239)

(1,870)

667
256
250
226
450
977
12,954

2,173
0
0
190
250
200
350
565
13,313

2,237
0
0

2,308
(1,480)
0

250
200
250
425
13,680

250
200
100
325
14,059

17,911

17,041

17,042

15,762

62,582
207.00
1.94%

63,051
211.14
2.00%

63,523
215.36
2.00%

64,000
219.67
2.00%

Budget Gap
Savings yet to be identified

Funding
Business Rates retained
Business Rates Tariff Adjustment (Negative RSG)
Revenue Support Grant
Transition Grant (New)
Business Rates Collection fund surplus
Council Tax Collection fund surplus
Business Rates - excess over baseline
Use of Reserves
Council Tax income

Total Funding available
Council Tax Base (assumes 0.75% growth)
Band D Council tax (indicative)
Increase (indicative from 17/18 onwards)
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2,131

The approach to identifying savings will continue as in previous years,
with the main focus on:


Significant work has already been undertaken by managers across the
organisation to ensure services are efficient and delivered within budget
and all expenditure is scrutinised to deliver value for money. This activity
has yielded efficiencies to date and we will look to identify further savings
in this way;



Continue with the review of Customer Service functions with a view to
consolidating frontline customer facing processes, improving processes
and releasing staffing savings;



Invest and save – explore opportunities for creating a regular revenue
stream;



Review our Fees & Charges to ensure costs are fully recovered;



Explore Asset Investment/Development opportunities to secure income;



Consider a phased use of Revenue Reserves to help with the savings
requirement over the medium term if required.

Whilst we may be able to identify sufficient budget reductions or savings for
next year, careful consideration needs to be given to the financial position in
the medium to longer term. It is essential that the Council takes every possible
opportunity to increase its income. This must include increasing fees &
charges and sponsorship wherever reasonable and practical to safeguard the
Council’s financial position and make it more resilient to external funding
reductions.
Budget Growth Proposals
There will be further pressures in 2017/18 and future years arising from a
combination of an increase in need on many of our front line services, and a
requirement to refocus resources on the key Council priorities, which must be
funded from finite financial resources. Any growth proposals arising from
services will need to have corresponding savings or additional income to fund
the proposals and any unfunded growth will be reported as part of the Budget
Proposals. Wherever possible each service area must first seek concomitant
savings to cover any budget growth.
In considering its budget each year, the Council is required to look further
ahead than the next financial year under detailed consideration to ensure that
the impact and affordability of proposals is assessed for future years. The
Medium Term Financial Strategy approved by Council in February 2016
considered the impact of pressures such as low interest rates on investment
income and the increased contribution to the Pension Fund as well as service
pressures such as the need for temporary accommodation and continuing
pressure from homelessness.
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5.

Medium Term Financial Strategy - Approach
Whilst all the above initiatives will help generate savings or additional income,
a more radical approach is required for the Council to meet its aspiration of
becoming financially self-sufficient by 2020. To achieve this, it is no longer
acceptable to look at savings for a year at a time, but to have a strategy that
identifies projects that will deliver savings in the medium to long term. One
example of this is the Joint Waste Contract initiative which it is hoped will
generate savings from 2017/18.
Despite the reduction in expenditure, going forward, the Council will still need
to be in a position to provide services, and it needs to ensure that every pound
is invested where it can have the most impact for the people of Elmbridge. It
will need to develop a multi-year strategy with a clear outcomes framework,
underpinned by annual financial plans and spending targets.
Our priorities place the people of Elmbridge at the forefront of our plans and
investments and we must ensure that everything the Council does improve
opportunities and well-being for residents. Obvious perhaps, but with the
severe spending reductions, the risk is to become pre-occupied with our own
internal organisation.
Given the seismic change needed in local government, the Council has to find
ways of working which supports communities and individuals to become more
self-sufficient.
Many of our services were designed in a different era and policy framework.
During times when government transferred far more grant to fund local
services; in the recent past, linking revenue support grant to standard
spending assessments and previously, net spending levels determined by
local authorities, through to grant-related expenditure assessments. Current
funding no longer reflects demographic or socio-economic changes, as local
government is expected to become self-sufficient and rely on locally raised
revenues such as Council Tax income, Fees & Charges income and a share of
Business Rates to fund local services.
At the same time as funding has been reduced, the population continues to
grow and family life has changed. Medical advances are greater, resulting in
people living longer. People move around more for jobs than in previous
generations, so families cannot always be near to older relatives to help and
care. Families are under increasing pressure, and society’s concern for
Adult’s and Children’s safety has placed additional responsibilities on local
authorities for ensuring their protection.
Over the last few years, the Council has continued to review staffing capacity
with a view to reducing the overall size and cost of the organisation whilst
increasing capacity where required to deliver Council priorities.
The Council will need to be a very different organisation to make the changes
required for the next decade. It will be agile and smaller, with fewer staff,
different skills and a commercial approach have the ability to change pace
whilst reducing costs, yet improving outcomes. For the Council to continue its
journey of improving efficiency and modernisation, radically re-shaping its
services while reducing its costs needs to be a priority.
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The Annual Governance Statement reported recently to the Audit & Standards
Committee indicates that the Council has Good Governance and controls
already in place. The future outlook for local government will require some
difficult choices for Members, and there will be a continued need for
constructive dialogue about options between Members and officers. Officers
will continue to be held accountable for performance and ensure that accurate,
good quality evidence and information is provided to Members to inform good
governance and decision-making.
6.

Funding from Surrey County Council (SCC)
Elmbridge Borough Council has received notification that SCC will be reducing
the funding made available to EBC by 25 % in year one and 50% year 2,
totalling £ 200,000. These reductions relate to Service Level Agreements for :




High need customers accessing Centres for the Community
High need Meals on wheels customers
Dementia services

Whilst there are proposals for meeting this reduction in the short term
elsewhere on the agenda, members will need to be mindful that the reduction
in funding from SCC is likely to follow in line with the Government funding
reductions. Therefore, it is prudent to expect SCC funding to significantly
diminish over the medium term of our strategy. EBC currently receives
£800,000 of funding from SCC, the majority of it being spent on providing
services to older people as part of Community Support Services.
There are important issues and principles in these changes and we can expect
SCC and other partners to review and withdraw their funding as they struggle
with their budget pressures. EBC cannot afford to fill all these gaps as they
emerge nor can the Council take on the service responsibilities and liabilities
that normally sit with others.
7.

The move to 100% Business Rates Retention and 4-year Local
Government Finance Settlement

7.1

Introduction
The Government have announced that Councils are to retain all locally raised
business rates by 2020 under radical local government finance reforms. The
changes are to end the distribution of core grant from central to local
government. Ahead of the move to 100% business rates retention, the
Secretary of State announced, “there would be a review of what the needs
assessment formula should be in a world in which all local government
spending is funded by local resources not central grant, and use it to
determine the transition to 100% business rates retention”. Government have
provided no other details, including when this review would begin. The
government has stated that the current business rates retention system
(BRRS) which includes a redistributive system of top up and tariffs for
individual authorities would be extended to protect authorities with lower levels
of business rate income from the proposed changes. The current safety net,
which protects local Council’s against big drops in revenue, will also remain in
place, but the current levy on disproportionate gains will end.
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As part of the reforms, the government will abolish the Uniform Business Rate
and give local authorities the power to cut business rates to boost economic
activity in their areas. Local authorities that form a combined authority under a
devolution deal and have a directly elected mayor will be able to add a
premium to business rates to pay for new infrastructure, once they have
support of local business leaders through a majority vote of the business
members of the Local Enterprise Partnership. The principles behind the
reforms are that areas, which successfully promote growth and attract
businesses, will keep all of the benefit from increased business rate revenues.
However, as part of the reforms, local government will take on new
responsibilities, most likely as part of devolution deals.
As part of the reforms to local government finance, core grant (i.e. Revenue
Support Grant) from central government will be phased out by 2020. The
2016/17 Local government finance settlement announced on 8 February 2016,
included indicative figures for 2017/18, 2018/19 and 2019/20. The indicative
settlement shows that eight of the Surrey Authorities will receive no RSG in
2017/18, in 2018/19 ten Surrey Authorities will receive no RSG and all Surrey
Authorities will have no RSG in 2019/20. In addition, in 2019/20 all Surrey
Authorities will be paying an ‘additional tariff’ or ‘negative RSG’ to central
government.
As part of the settlement, the government stated that it would offer any council
that wishes to take it up, a four-year funding settlement to 2019/20. However,
Councils would need to produce and submit an efficiency plan as part of the
request. Councils have until 14th October 2016 to make this request.
However, there has been no indication of the format of the efficiency plan.
Background and Issues
Since 1990, Councils have been restricted in their ability to introduce local
business rates discounts with government setting the charge and taking the
income, then redistributing the income to Councils in the form of grants. The
system involved little accountability of local Councils to their business
community and few incentives for regeneration and business growth, as
Council’s did not see the benefit of such schemes.
Since 2013, Councils have been allowed to keep half of business rates income
under the business rates retention system (BRRS). However, in practice due
to a national redistribution mechanism between Councils, the retained income
at each individual authority in Surrey is substantially less than half.
Local Government, through the LGA, has long argued that with greater local
control, councils will have flexibility to reduce business rates for the types of
shops and businesses that residents want in their high streets and
neighbourhoods. The LGA believe that full retention of business rates will give
authorities the opportunity to boost local growth, help attract business to their
area and create jobs. They also believe that accountability of local Council’s
to their local business community for the services provided will improve.
The government launched a structural review of the business rates system as
part of the March 2015 Budget. The review informed the announcements
made in the 2016 Budget on 16th March 2016 although the results of the
review have not yet been published.
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Analysis of the Business Rates changes for Surrey

2015/16 Total Business Rates Collected
£486m
Elmbridge
48.25

Epsom and Ewell

56.25

Guildford

24

38.75

Mole Valley

21.25

Reigate & Banstead*
82.25

34.75

Runnymede
Spelthorne
Surrey Heath*

45.75

Tandridge

39
45.75

Waverley

50.5

Woking

Currently the distribution of this income is as follows:

Where £486m business rates goes currently
Total Surrey
Districts
5%

National
redistribution
23%
Surrey CC
22%
Central
Government
50%

The indicative 4-year figures for 2019/20 announced in the final local
government finance settlement on 8 February 2016 provided the business
rates baseline for each surrey authority and an adjustment to the top-up and
tariffs paid under the business rates retention system. At this stage, we
cannot assess what ‘additional responsibilities’ will transfer to Local
Government, or whether they will fall at County or District level, or for any
impact of the 3SC devolution proposals on business rates retention. However,
the figures provided in the 4-year settlement suggest the percentage of
retained business rates in Surrey will most likely decrease by 2020.
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Possibly where the £486m will go in
future?
Total Surrey
Districts
2.36%

Surrey CC
19.91%
National
redstribution
out of Surrey
77.73%

The four-year indicative local government finance settlement assumed
business rates would grow in line with RPI. On 16th March 2016, as part of the
budget speech George Osborne announced that from April 2020 taxes for all
businesses paying rates would be reduced through the business rates
multiplier being linked to the rate of CPI instead of RPI. This should lower the
increase to the business rates multiplier from 2020/21 onwards (and therefore
lower business rates income to local government). As authorities move to
100% business rates this change could mean a reduction in the benefit of
100% business rates to local government. The impact of the move to CPI as
the business rates multiplier is estimated to cause a reduction in business
rates revenue of £370m nationally per annum from 2020/21 and increasing
each year.
The government has also announced changes to the administration of
business rates and this includes an aim to introduce more frequent business
rate revaluations (at least every 3 years). The government plans to publish a
discussion paper in 2016 outlining options on how to achieve this. Given
revaluation is a trigger for business rates appeals and appeals can have a
significant impact on authorities’ business rates income, this change could
create even further uncertainty / risks for local authorities unless sufficient
safeguards are put in place regarding the appeals system;
Other risks associated with the move to 100% business rates retention
include:



Recalculation of ‘relative need’ or ‘baseline need to spend’ ahead of 2020.
How individual business rate baselines are set.
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How long before ‘resets’ of the baseline within the new system and the
frequency of the resets.
Impact and timing of Major Redevelopments.
Impact of the 2017 business rates re-valuation and level of appeals
afterwards.
Volatility of business economy = full exposure.

Implications of signing up to the four-year settlement
At the final local government finance settlement, it was confirmed that the
deadline for requesting this offer was 14th October 2016. Further details on
how this would work were issued in a letter to authorities on 10 th March 2016.
The letter confirmed the following:







The deadline for applying for the offer is 5pm on Friday 14 October 2016;
To apply, an email or letter, together with a link to an efficiency plan,
should be sent to MultiYearSettlements@communities.gov.uk
It is expected to be the only time over the course of the current Parliament
that a multi-year settlement will be offered;
The offer covers the figures provided in the final local government finance
settlement for Revenue Support Grant; Transitional Grant; and Rural
Services Delivery Grant;
In addition, protection will be provided that ensures tariffs and top ups for
2017/18 and 2018/19 will not be altered for reasons related to any
changes in the relative needs of local authorities;
There will not be protection from:
o
o
o

The extra responsibilities and functions that might need to be
accepted by local government as part of the move to 100% business
rates retention;
Futures transfer of functions to, or between, local authorities, or the
impact of mergers; and
Any other unforeseen events.

Efficiency plans do not need to be their own stand-alone document. They can
be combined with the medium term financial strategy /plan or linked with the
efficiency strategy developed for the use of capital receipts flexibility. Within
the efficiency strategy, the authority will be expected to show how a four-year
settlement will bring about opportunities for further savings. Where
appropriate, the plans should be worked up in conjunction with public sector
partners and linked to devolution plans.
Whilst the speed of RSG decrease was faster than initially anticipated, the first
3-years of the settlement offer can be accommodated within our medium term
financial plans as individual authorities had been planning for RSG removal.
Members should note however, that this means the challenge and pace of
change required to find and deliver savings and efficiencies has increased.
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There is significant risk and uncertainty surrounding year 4 in the multi-year
settlement. The principle of the additional business rates tariff (or negative
RSG) in year 4 is felt to be unfair and accepting the settlement will mean
accepting that we need to put the additional business rates tariff into our
baseline budgets. The business rates changes outlined above and the stated
aim of the government to review the baseline need to spend for each individual
authority as part of the transition to 100% retention adds further risk in
accepting the year 4 settlement. In accepting the settlement, are authorities
prejudicing the outcome of the local government finance review? The principle
of the additional tariff (negative RSG) is concerning as once established, it is
likely government will continue to increase the tariff and thus remove further
resources from Surrey Authorities for redistribution around the Country under
the 100% retention scheme, particularly if the national economic outlook
worsens and further public sector spending reductions are required. This
situation is not logical, fair or sustainable for Surrey Authorities and could lead
to a situation where Surrey District and Borough Council’s would not retain any
business rates at a point in the future. This undermines one of the
Government’s principle objectives for introducing the reforms, that areas which
successfully promote growth and attract businesses will keep all of the benefit
from increased business rate revenues.
The 4-year settlement does pose us a challenge; only a few weeks after
announcing the settlement the Chancellor announced major changes to
business rate relief with no guarantee of full cash reimbursement – this could
cost Surrey Authorities millions particularly once 100% business rates
retention is implemented.
In addition, it is not clear:






Whether an authority who has asked for and been given a four-year
settlement can subsequently withdraw from the arrangement; in particular,
as a result of a change of political control.
There is still uncertainty regarding the level of detail required for efficiency
plans given the lack of guidance from Government as to what they should
contain – there is therefore a risk of rejection.
How the 4-year settlement links to the 3SC devolution proposals and the
devolution agenda in general.
What ‘unforeseen events’ might be, including whether public sector
funding reductions in excess of those announced at the settlement would
be categorised as ‘unforeseen’.
What extra functions and responsibilities are likely to be transferred to
local government and whether these will be linked to a devolution deal?
There are however, thoughts that the following may transfer:
o Responsibility for paying housing benefit for older people.
o Some public health functions.

Summary
The government have given local authorities the option of a multi-year finance
settlement, however, government propose significant changes to the system
during the course of the settlement, including major reform of business rates.
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Analysis of the announcements leads us to conclude that:







100% retention of business rates will reduce resources in Surrey.
The introduction of an additional business rates tariff (commonly called
‘negative RSG’) will further reduce resources from 2019/20 onwards.
Announcements in the March 2016 Budget regarding linking business
rates to CPI and permanently offering relief to small businesses will
reduce resources still further.
Devolution may provide an opportunity to increase resources.
The multi-year settlement provides some certainty for the first 3 years
however there are significant risks around accepting the settlement for
year 4.
There is risk in producing an efficiency plan which would show we accept
and can deal with ‘negative RSG’.

In conclusion, whilst we welcome the certainty a multi-year settlement brings
for the first 3 years of the settlement, there is significant risk attached to
accepting the multi-year settlement for year 4. The decision to accept the
settlement, or not, will rest with each individual authority and one that
Members are asked to consider.
8.

New Homes Bonus
The New Homes Bonus (NHB) is a reward for delivering additional homes.
The allocation is based on the Council Tax of additional homes and those
brought back into use with a premium for affordable homes, paid for 6 years.
The last of the 6-year rolling allocations will be received in 2016/17.
In February 2013, Council approved that the New Homes Bonus received
should be used for Capital Expenditure benefitting communities, affordable
housing, one-off Council initiatives and property investments.
The NHB received in 2016/17 (£2.9 million) will be spent as already approved
as above, including part funding the purchase of Thomas Hardy House in
Weybridge. Following the consultation that took place earlier in the year, we
await the outcome which will outline the details for NHB in future years.

9.

Capital Spending Programme

9.1

The Council reviews its capital spending plans each year and sets a Capital
Programme. Revenue expenditure is concerned with the day-to-day running
of services and capital expenditure is a key element in the development of the
Council’s services concerned with investment in the assets required to deliver
services. Decisions on the capital programme have an impact on the revenue
budget, for example, in relation to:



The revenue costs of financing capital, including prudential borrowing;
The on-going running costs and upkeep of new assets such as buildings.
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The Council’s revenue and capital budgets are integrated in that the financial
impact of the proposed capital programme is reflected in the revenue
estimates. The separate capital strategy identifies the Council’s strategic
capital aims in detail. The aim of the detailed capital strategy is to provide a
clear framework for funding and investment decisions in respect of capital
assets, in the context of the Council’s vision and priorities and its financial
resources. All new projects are assessed in terms of their contribution to the
Council Plan objectives. The introduction to austerity measures by the
Coalition Government and more limited opportunities for generating funding
such as capital receipts mean capital resources are more constrained than in
recent years. A key consideration when setting the capital programme is the
level of available capital resources and affordability, which is assessed through
the use of prudential indicators in the budget setting process.
The Council will only invest as long as its capital spending plans are
affordable, prudent and sustainable. The key constraint on capital
investment by the Council is the scope to afford the financial implications in
terms of acceptable council tax levels.
9.2

Council approved the Capital Programme for 2016/17 and the provisional
allocations for the next two years. It is recommended that spending of the
Council’s own resources is minimised by seeking to maximise the generation
and spending of external funding, such as external grants, Community
Infrastructure Levy and New Homes Bonus.

9.3

The strategy recommends that the Council will continue as in previous years to
consider capital spending requirements along the following objectives:
1)
2)
3)

10.

Maintain the usefulness of operational assets;
Meet statutory requirements, including Health & Safety
Invest to save, through the generation of associated revenue benefits

Value for Money (VFM)
Delivery of VFM remains a Council priority. The Council assesses and
challenges the value for money provided by each service through the annual
budget setting process. The Council’s Budget Review Process for 2017/18
requires that in seeking to deliver a balanced budget Cabinet Members would
seek to identify options that would improve value for money through improving
performance and/or reduce service costs.
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11.

Timetable for Budget Activity
Date

Activity

July 2016





November



December



Budget Strategy Report to Cabinet and Council
Budget guidance to departments
Internal Budget review meetings
Acceptance of Multi-year settlement
Revenue Budget proposals to Cabinet & Performance
and Finance Panel
Revenue Budget proposals to Council

Jan/Feb



Local Government Finance Settlement

February



Revenue & Capital Budget proposals to Cabinet &
Performance and Finance Panel
Cabinet recommends budget and Council Tax level to
Council
Council approves Budget and Council Tax for 2017/18

July to October




24 February 17



Financial implications:
The general fund balance (the sum held centrally for unavoidable cost increases
above inflation, other unforeseen items and spending pressures) currently stands at
£4m. The level of the balance will be reviewed annually in relation to the overall
financial position of the Council, taking account of the advice of the Section 151
Officer and the operating financial environment in place at the time.
Environmental/Sustainability Implications:
None for the purposes of this report.
Legal implications:
The Council has a legal obligation to set a balanced budget each year.
Equality Implications:
Where required, detailed Equalities Impact assessments will be undertaken for
individual budget savings proposals at each stage of the budget process and the
information revealed by these assessments will be taken into account in the decision
making process.
Risk Implications:
The two biggest risks to the budget process are non-delivery of the approved budget
reductions and income levels which is mitigated by the Contingency budget and close
monitoring by finance officers and Council Management Board.
Community Safety Implications:
There are no direct Community Safety implications as part of this report.
Principal Consultees:
Council Management Board
Cabinet Members
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Background papers:
None for the purposes of this report.
Enclosures/Appendices:
None for the purposes of this report.
Contact details:
Sarah Selvanathan, Strategic Director & Deputy Chief Executive - 01372 474100,
sselvanathan@elmbridge.gov.uk
Andrew Cooper, Head of Finance - 01372 474123 acooper@elmbridge.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 4.
Committee:

CABINET

Date of meeting:

6 July 2016

Subject:

Lead Officer:
Portfolio Holder:
Link to Council Priorities:
Exempt information:
Delegated status:
Key decision:

Surrey County Councils Contract budget reductions
for 16/17 and 17/18 for Community Support
Services
Melanie Bussicott – Head of Community Support
Services
Councillor Ruth Lyon – Social Affairs
A safe, caring and healthy Elmbridge
None
For resolution
Yes

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
 For the last 23 years Community Support Services has received grant income
from Surrey County Council (SCC) to support vulnerable residents and for the
first time we are now facing a significant grant reduction.
 This report considers how the proposed reduction of £197,000 can be met over
a two year period. These services are supporting vulnerable residents and we
need to mitigate the impact in the best way possible over the two year period.
 SCC cannot confirm the savings requirement for 2018/19 and as a result we
can only work on a two year programme with considerable concerns for
2018/2019 which could be very challenging.
 This report requests that Cabinet agrees the way forward with respect to
Community Support Service’s SLA’s as well as noting discussions with SCC
with other service areas and grants including Carers Grants, Telecare, SLAs,
HIAs and Handypersons Scheme and Community Transport.
RECOMMENDED: THAT
(A) TO AGREE THE WAY FORWARD TO MEET SIGNIFICANT BUDGET
REDUCTION OF £197,000 FROM SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL OVER THIS
CURRENT YEAR AND 2017/18. IN CONSIDERING THE OPERATIONAL
IMPACT IT IS PROPOSED THAT ELMBRIDGE WILL MEET UP TO £18,000
OF THE BUDGET REDUCTION THIS YEAR TO ALLOW A MORE TIMELY
REVIEW TO TAKE PLACE;
(B) THE UPDATE IS NOTED IN RESPECT TO OTHER AREAS OF SCC GRANT
INCOME WHERE REDUCTIONS ARE STILL BEING DETERMINED AS WELL
AS THE IMPACT OF ANY REDUCTION; AND
(C) THE PORTFOLIO HOLDER FOR SOCIAL AFFAIRS, ON BEHALF OF
ELMBRIDGE BOROUGH COUNCIL, WRITES TO SCC IN REGARDS TO THE
VALUE OUR ROBUST BOROUGH BASED PREVENTATIVE SERVICES
HAVE ON MAINTAINING/REDUCING SURREY’S COST AND THAT A
DETAILED IMPACT ASSESSMENT BE UNDERTAKEN NOW AHEAD OF
BUDGETARY CONSIDERATIONS FOR 2018/2019.
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REPORT:
1.

Introduction

1.1

Surrey County Council (SCC) has now confirmed that over a 2 year period they
will be looking to reduce our grant by 25% in year one and 50% in year 2,
totalling £197,000. The areas of core Community Support Services activity that
this will affect are our Centres for the Community, Meals on Wheels Service and
Dementia Services, where we have Service Level Agreements (SLAs) with SCC
to deliver services to high need/vulnerable residents.

1.2

In addition, the Care Act was introduced in 2014 and gives local authorities
(SCC) a responsibility to assess a carer’s need for support and to provide
support options accordingly. In the 2011 Census the statistics highlighted
Elmbridge’s ageing population, with Elmbridge having the third highest elderly
population. We currently have 8.9% of unpaid carers and there is an
expectation that the number of carers will continue to increase year on year.

1.3

Due to the unexpected reduced revenue support grant, SCC has notified
Borough and District Councils that they have a shortfall in 2016 and 2017/18 of
£20m and £35m respectively. SCC has received some transitional relief but is
still requiring Borough and District Councils to meet a significant budget
reduction in their annual grant.

1.4

Elmbridge has worked with the Adult Social Care Team to best support
vulnerable residents to ensure they maintain their independence within the
community, delaying or preventing moves to residential care. Given the high
level of service we provide and the partnership working with Adult Social Care
Team we have significantly higher levels of funding than other Borough
Councils, and any budget reduction will have a much greater impact. For
example, Mole Valley received £22,831 for a weekend Dial A Ride Service, and
these budget reductions are not having a significant impact as they are on our
Services.

2.

Personalisation, Partnership and Prevention Plan Fund (PPP)

2.1

In meeting the savings requirement we are proposing to use some funding we
were receiving from SCC this year under the Personalisation, Partnership and
Prevention Plan Fund (PPP).

2.2

By way of background Cabinet received a report in 2011 stating that SCC had
committed to Personalisation Partnership and Prevention fund for a five year
period, to best support Boroughs and Districts Councils in terms of their delivery
of Preventative Services. This was one of the work streams developed as a
result of the Head of Community Support Services three year secondment with
SCC as an Assistant Director for Boroughs and Districts Councils Partnerships.

2.3

We have been able to develop a robust Partnership Plan over the last four
years. The PPP planned programme has included the development of:



Preventative Services Manager
Information and Support Officer undertaking home based visits and
supporting on a range of Services
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Development of Information Points, highlighting all our Services with
literature across GP Surgeries, Hospitals, Whitley Village and a range of
Community outlets
Housing Options for Older People Officer
Enhanced Dementia Services and the Development of a Carers Support
programme
Funding to local Voluntary organisations to provide Befriending Services.
Launch of a Community Cab Scheme

2.4

This funding has been vital to the development, enhancement and sustainability
of discretionary preventative services. However, we have always developed
activity with the understanding that it was a five year programme. We received
£180,000 a year. As a result in trying to identify saving for this year, we are
choosing to use £60,000 of the £180,000 to reduce the savings to mitigate
impact on our services. This was our starting point in considering where
potential savings could be found to meet the initial two year requirement. The
table below covers the areas and the report considers each of these areas in
turn.

3.

Summary of proposed service reductions to meet the savings requirement

3.1

In terms of seeking to meet the significant savings figure this year Elmbridge
Borough Council are looking to meet £16,168 of savings from our budgets to
ensure we have a more appropriate timescale introduced to implement service
changes for 2016/17 and 2017/18.

3.2

The table below demonstrates where savings will be met in each year. The
savings requirements in bold total £16,168 which is where Elmbridge will meet
the savings requirements this year. The total for this year being £121,549 and
next year £77,839 totalling £199,388

3.3

It is worth noting that we are achieving considerably more than the 25%
requirement in year 1, less than 50% in year 2; and are reaching the required
total at the end of year 2, with a slight surplus in case we do not achieve the
income for specialist groups identified.
Area

2016/2017

PPP Funding

£60,000

Centres
By reviewing the Centre management
structure to introduce a Senior Centre
Manager post to manage the Thames
Ditton Centre. The Thames Ditton Centre
Manager post to be offered as a savings
requirement. The savings includes
oncosts.

£38,349
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2017/2018

£38,349

Centre Assistants reduction in hours (9
Posts) 30.5 hours including on costs. This
will require a service review to implement
a reviewed staffing structure.
Relief Care
Specialist Day Care full charge 3
subsidised groups
£10 increase year 1(The proposal is that
Elmbridge covers this savings
requirement this year)
£10 increase year 2

£8,759
(October – March)
5 hour post June
–March £2154
25.5 hours £6,605
£5,460
(October – March)

£17,518

£10,920

Introduction of an eleventh specialist
£3,750
group using one existing member of staff
to secure income to assist with savings
requirements, estimated additional income
after costs
Withdraw transport for Alz Café
£1,128

£5,000

Close down evening & weekend Link Line

£3,100

Withdraw outings programme – transport
staffing
TOTAL YEAR 1 (identified savings plus
income)

£2,583 (10
months)
£800 (10 months)
£720 (10 months)
£121,549
£105,381 being
met
£16,168* EBC to
meet this year

£1,128

£960
£864

TOTAL YEAR 2

£77,839

TOTAL YEAR 1 AND 2

£199,388

* We are requesting an allowance of £18,000 although £16,168 has been
identified; this is enabling some lea way in case we are unable to achieve the
other identified savings in the year.
3.4

Centre Review

3.4.1

We recognise the importance of undertaking a comprehensive review of
Centres, Meals on Wheels and Dementia Services as well as our PPP fund.

3.4.2

With the departure of our Centre Services Manager at the end of last year, a
comprehensive review was undertaken of how best we support Centres in the
future. We have sought to re-focus the Centre Services Manager role to
become more strategic.
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3.4.3

We have introduced two new Senior Centre Managers posts and two existing
Managers have been recruited to these senior roles. We are introducing two
new Deputy Managers/Admin Officer Posts to support the two Senior
Managers to ensure they have full time Centre cover, so they can leave their
Centres to manage, support and cover other Centres.

3.4.4

During this review we recognised that over the last couple of years it has been
very difficult to retain a Manager at our Thames Ditton Centre. The review
concluded we needed to ensure there is a Senior Centre Manger managing the
Thames Ditton Centre who would also have more direct links with other
Centres. One of the Senior Centre Manager posts would cover both
Weybridge and the Thames Ditton Centre. As a result Chris Bicknell will
manage Weybridge Centre on a Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday and Thames
Ditton Centre on a Monday and Thursday, scaling up both Centres and sharing
best practice. We have recently recruited a Deputy Manager at Weybridge to
allow the Senior Manager to undertake management responsibilities at both
sites. Therefore, we will not be appointing a separate Thames Ditton
Manager, which was a full time Post so this has allowed us £38,348 in staff
savings including on costs

3.5

A reduction in Centre Assistant hours

3.5.1

The high need contract with SCC for Centres for the Community is £146,000
and principally covers all Centre Assistants across our 7 Centres for the
Community. We currently have one Centre Assistant in Thames Ditton and
Weybridge, the remaining Centres are staffed with 2 centre Assistants. There is
a very high number of high need spaces offered at Walton, and the proposed
reduction affects Cobham, Claygate, Hersham and Molesey. Our Centres
would not be viable or safe without any cover.

3.5.2

The reduction in the proposed Centre Assistant hours of 30.5 hours includes a
request from a Centre Assistant to reduce their working week by 5 hours. The
remaining 25.5 will be proposed reductions in 9 members of staff working
hours. We would engage in an extensive consultation process with staff
concerned and as previously stated we are looking to financially cover
proposed identified savings this year to allow time to review with staff
accordingly. We will look to implement any changes in 2017/18.

3.6

Relief Care Services

3.6.1

The grants we receive from SCC financially support three (out of the 11) of the
specialist day care groups so we are able provide subsidised day care to
enable the carers to build up the day care service they receive as the illness
progresses. However we are now going to need to increase the charges over
time from £10 to £20 and then potential £30 to meet the actual cost of the
service over the next two/three years. This proposal does have risk due to the
fact that if these day care places are not taken up due to cost, we will not
secure the identified income.
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3.6.2

We have introduced an 11th Specialist Group which will be run by our Relief
Carers Scheme Support Officer which will mean we will secure some additional
income of £3,750 to reduce our savings requirement. We are also considering
a 12th Specialist Group for 2017/2018.We would expect this group to secure
additional income if the local demand for the service continues in parallel to the
predicted increase in dementia diagnosis.

3.6.3

We have withdrawn the Alz Café’s transport as numbers requiring the transport
had dropped. We have been working with the Voluntary Car Schemes to look
to assist with transport.

3.6.4

We will be reviewing further this year the implications of closing down the
Linkline Service that operates evenings and weekends, enabling carers to ring
anytime outside work hours. A client sadly passed away at the weekend a few
weeks ago and the link line member of staff was supporting for over two hours
assisting the carer. A closure of the Linkline will only secure a saving of £3,100
as staff are principally working on a goodwill basis, and we will be considering
whether there are any other options available.

3.6.5

We are looking to withdraw the monthly Outings Programme in its current form.
Currently, we provide transport and we are seeing if we could provide a costed
service on a quarterly basis with the carers meeting all the costs. We will also
need to withdraw the member of staff who assists on the outings.

3.6.6

These Services have been developed over many years to meet the needs of
carers and it is a great disappointment that these service reductions are being
proposed.

3.7

In summary
In terms of savings requirements for this year, Elmbridge Borough Council will
have their grant reduced by £197,000 and in order to ensure an appropriate
implementation process we are looking to meet £16,168 of the savings
requirements this year and then to look at service implications for 2017/18.
The table highlights in bold where savings will be met from Elmbridge and were
we will be meeting the Surrey reduction for this year.

4.

Other Services/areas receiving SCC Funding

4.1

We have just heard that SCC has agreed to maintain our Carers Grant of
£32,000 this year, but will be looking for a 50% reduction next year.

4.2

Head of Community Support Services will be requesting a meeting with the
Area Director for Mid Surrey with respect to Telecare. However, we are looking
to confirm arrangements with respect to other funding reductions first.

4.3

With respect to HIAs and Handypersons Schemes Grants, the Head of
Housing will be meeting with the Assistant Director at SCC to determine the
saving requirement.
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4.4

We have been informed by SCC that there will be no Community Transport
reduction’s this year but they will be looking at reductions next year. We
currently receive £63,000.

5.

2017/18/19 SCC funding position

5.1

In summary, we can only work on a two year programme. It needs to be
acknowledged that we have real concerns about year three with regards to any
further reduction in our core grant - reductions could be 25%, 50% or up to
100%. This would significantly impact on Community Support Services and our
ability to continue without significant service closure. We do want to focus on
business developments and look at all opportunities of securing income and
will be reviewing again in 17/18.

5.2

We are suggesting that the Council writes to SCC requesting that a detailed
impact assessment be undertaken prior to 2018/19. As it has been clearly
demonstrated in a 2011 SCC report that where there were no Borough based
Preventative Services SCC are paying more in Residential homes costs. As a
result potential Surrey savings from the Borough could turn to a significant
increase in expenditure overall. SCC have also highlighted that Preventative
community based services are the ‘way forward’.

5.3

Cabinet approval is sought progress in the way proposed and we will continue
to work with Surrey County Council with respect to implications of other
changes in grant income.

5.4

We will come back to Cabinet when the implications for our other grants are
known

Financial implications
Surrey County Council are reducing the Council’s Core Social Care Grant by £197,000
between 2016-18.The represents a 25% in 2016/2017 and 50% in 2017/2018.The
Report outlines how we might meet this very significant reduction.
It is proposed that up to £18,000 would be met from the Council this year to ensure an
appropriate timescale to be put in place enabling consultation on these proposals with
staff and implementation of actions accordingly.
This year it proposed that we receive £60,000 reduction in the final year of PPP
funding from SCC to reduce this savings that need to be identified, thus leaving
£137,000 to be found.
The report details how £105,381 will be met this year( with Elmbridge meeting a further
£16,168) and £77,839 will be met next 2017/2018
Total £199,388 (the additional £2,388 will assistant with the Carer Grant budget
reductions)
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Environmental/Sustainability Implications:
Environmental/Sustainability implications have been considered during completion of
impact.
Legal implications:
Based on the review which has been undertaken with have not identified any legal
implications.
Equality Implications:
Equality implications have been considered within the SCC impact assessments.
Risk Implications:
We recognise that income estimated may not be reached and staff reductions are not
able to go forward in the way proposed. We have sought to mitigate risk as far as we
are able.
Community Safety Implications:
Community safety implications considered within the SCC impact assessments
Principal Consultees:
Chief Exec, Directors, Finance Manager, Social Affairs Portfolio Holder.
Background papers:
None
Enclosures/Appendices:
None
Contact details:
Melanie Bussicott, Head of Community Support Services
mbussicott@elmbridge.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 5.
Committee:

Cabinet

Date of meeting:

6 July 2016

Subject:
Lead Officer:
Portfolio Holder:
Link to Council Priorities:
Exempt information:
Delegated status:
Key Decision:

Surrey Streetscene Services
Head of Leisure and Cultural Services, Head of
Environmental Services
Portfolio Holder for Leisure and Culture
P1, P2, P3
None
For resolution
Yes

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Responsibility for highway verges and weed treatment rests with the local highway
authority, Surrey County Council (SCC). The current agency agreement between
SCC and EBC for grass cutting on highways verges and weed treatment comes to an
end on 31 March 2017.
SCC has sent through a revised 4-year funding offer, at a reduced maintenance
specification and 39% less funding for Members to consider.
In addition, Elmbridge continues to support the delivery of services on behalf of SCC
including the highway garden sites, which for historic reasons, no funding is provided
by SCC.
RECOMMENDED: THAT MEMBERS SUPPORT OPTION 2: MAINTAIN EXISTING
FREQUENCY AS THE PREFERRED OPTION MOVING FORWARD FOR THE
STREETSCENE SERVICES.
REPORT:
1.

Background

2.

Members originally approved the transfer of selected Streetscene services to
Elmbridge Council at a meeting of the Cabinet in November 2008, with
responsibility for the highway verge cutting, weed control and verge repairs
passing to the Council from 1 April 2009.

3.

With the transfer of services a legal agency agreement was signed which
detailed the services to be provided and also offered the Council details of the
budget calculations for future years. This agreement has since been renewed
and extended with the current agreement due to expire on 31 March 2017.

4.

The benefits of Elmbridge carrying out this work on behalf of Surrey were that
the Borough has been able to offer an improved service to local residents by
removing a layer of contract management, increasing the frequency of cutting
at that time from 9 urban cuts to 10 – 12 per year for the same budget sum.
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5.

At the time of transfer Surrey was unable to provide any maps detailing the
verges to be cut, and as a result the tendering of the verges was delayed
while Officers worked with Surrey’s contractor, Wyevale (now known as the
Landscape Group), to map all of the verges. These maps were all digitally
captured over the course of a year, and have now been added to the
Council’s GIS system.

6.

Budgetary provision has also been provided by Surrey to undertake up to
3 weed-spraying treatments each year up to a total cost of £40,000. This is
carried out as a variation to the existing Veolia street cleaning and waste
collection contract.

7.

In Elmbridge the total area of grass is approximately 603,000 square metres.
This includes (urban) highway verges adjacent to pavements and roads, as
well as central reservations and sightlines (rural cuts) at junctions.

8.

Urban – Grass cutting within urban areas is carried out to a higher standard
than rural areas. The current agreement allows a schedule for 10 cuts per
annum based on a four-weekly schedule, however this is variable due to
climatic influences.

9.

Rural – In rural areas we cut grass whilst aiming to maintain the natural
growth of wild flowers and native habitats for wildlife. Rural grass cutting is
carried out at a reduced frequency, promoting a balance between pedestrian
and driver safety and the protection of flora and fauna. The Council currently
schedules two rural cuts per annum, in the Spring, and the Autumn.

10.

Green Spaces Contract

11.

The Landscape Group (TLG), have been carrying out the cutting of the
verges since responsibility first transferred to Elmbridge in 2009. The previous
contract for this work coming to an end on 31 March 2016. With the
combining of the grounds maintenance and highway verge contracts into the
new Green Spaces contract in 2015, the Highway verges contract was
included within the tender documentation with the contractor being made
aware that the new arrangement would come into effect from April 2016 with
a suitable break clause should Surrey withdraw or reduce their funding.

12.

Initially TLG had intended as part of their contract award to purchase new
machinery for use on the verges element of the contract. Contractors would
normally expect the normal life of plant and machinery of this nature to last
7 years. With only 1 year from the inclusion of the verges in to the new
contract and with confirmation of funding only being received in February
2016 TLG have not been able to invest in machinery as they would have
wished, but instead have been forced to sub contract the works for this
current financial year whilst a decision is made on the future of the service.

13.

In order to continue to provide best value for the Council, officers agreed with
TLG to continue to maintain the grass verges on a frequency based contract
for the remaining year of the agency, continuing to maintain the verges at
10 Urban (on a 4-week cycle) and 2 Rural Cuts a year. In previous years
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under slightly different funding arrangements, the urban cycle has been
managed on a 3 week cycle.
14.

There have been some issues at the start of the growing season, using a new
subcontractor and a later than usual spring flush and officers are continuing to
work closely with the Portfolio Holder for Leisure and Culture and TLG to
remedy this situation.

15.

Revised Surrey Offer

16.

The existing agency agreement between Elmbridge and Surrey, including the
grant to be payable for the Streetscene services expires on 31 March 2017.
Officers from SCC have undertaken a tendering exercise to establish a new
base level of funding from 1 April 2017 onwards, should any Surrey Boroughs
decide to hand back the services, or to use the contract prices provided
through the framework. The framework has been tendered on the basis of
7 urban cuts, 2 rural cuts and 3 weed spray treatments per year. Surrey’s
responsibilities are primarily highway safety in so far as cutting to maintain
sight-lines more so than amenity of street scene. As a result, these standards
are some way below the existing standard of cut delivered for verges in
Elmbridge.

17.

Surrey’s Local Highway Services Group Manager has contacted Elmbridge
with the financial offer for the next 3 years based on the outcomes of the
Framework tender. This will be secured through an updated agency
agreement to protect the levels of funding for this period. The offer sum is a
39% reduction on the current level of funding, however Surrey have made
clear that they are prepared to offer an additional 20% for staffing costs on
top of that amount. A summary of the funding available, and shortfall is
highlighted in the financial implications.

18.

The existing contract for the weed spraying has come to an end, and as such
the Head of Environmental Services has confirmed that they would likely use
one of the companies provided through the framework. Therefore there are
no financial implications.

19.

Other services

20.

From time to time, Elmbridge has also supported Surrey, using local
knowledge and contractors to oversee works on hedges and the clearance of
gullies. SCC also provide£50k towards the work of the Street Smart team
dealing with local issues and also minor highway maintenance. The hedges
and gullies has been through more annual agreements and normally funded
from Local Area Committee priorities and funding. No work has been currently
scheduled in either of these areas for 2016/17 although Surrey has more
recently offered up to £5 to £10k for hedge works.

21.

Surrey’s highway garden sites (planters on many high streets i.e. Molesey\
Esher) remained with Elmbridge in the nineteen nineties, when the highways
agency agreement came to an end. There is no agency agreement or funding
to cover this area, but Elmbridge has continued to maintain the contents (not
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structures) as part of the Grounds Maintenance contract. This has long been
considered to be an environmental matter, and consistent with other
Boroughs all of this work has been carried out by Boroughs and Districts. The
current contract cost for maintaining 139 sites is £110,930.
22.

Service Delivery Options

23.

In view of the reduced funding on offer as detailed above, Officers have
spoken with Surrey on several occasions and while we secured the funding
for the current financial year, we have agreed to consider options for the
verges based on the reduced level of funding for the next 3 years and reply
back to Surrey this summer. Financial breakdowns for each option are shown
in the financial implications.

24.

Option 1: Carry out reduced level of cutting to the revised SCC client
specification.
It would be possible to work with TLG to agree a schedule of approx. 5 urban
cuts and 1 rural cut spread throughout the year within the level of funding
offered by Surrey. A higher proportion of these cuts would be scheduled
during the spring and early summer.

25.

It would be possible to use an alternaive contractor identified from SCC’s
framework who should be able to provide 7 urban cuts, however this is still
some way below what might be considered the minimum required for
Elmbridge.

26.

Members may feel that current level of cuts (10 & 3) is close to the minimum
standard required in Elmbridge and a significant reduction to 5 urban cuts and
1 rural cut is likely to have a detrimental impact to the appearance of the
Borough.

27.

Members may consider working with local residents through a
communications campaign to encourage residents to cut nearby verges
should they wish a higher standard of service making clear that the funding
provided had been reduced. However this could lead to a high level of
inconsistency and complaints.

28.

Both Officers and TLG are concerned about the reputational risk by reducing
the specification for the urban verges to such a level. This is likely to generate
a large increase in complaints to be managed by the Green Spaces Team
and the Customer Services Team and is likely to be viewed as a failing of the
contractor.

29.

Option 2: Maintain existing frequency
TLG have priced their contract bid on the basis of continuing 10 urban cuts a
year (although as an output rather than frequency) on a 4 week cycle as is
currently in operation around the Borough. The Council could choose to top
up the funding provided by SCC at the additional annual cost of £3,597 to
maintain the existing level of maintenance for the remainder of the
agreement. This would require a growth in the current budget.
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It is important to note that EBC already subsidises a number of County
functions both in the streetscene area, and other areas of service delivery,
taking on the responsibilities of another authority and saving the client money.
It is easy to see that this very expensive practice will become increasingly
difficult to break in the future.
30.

Option 3: Increase frequency to 12.
Some members and residents have expressed concern this spring at the
standard of the urban verge maintenance based on the 10 cuts at a 4 week
cycle. It would be possible to consider increasing the frequency to a
maximum 12 Urban and 2 rural cuts based on a 3 week\ 15 working day
cycle. Where 12 cuts may be budgeted for, in normal climatic conditions 11
has normally proved to be sufficient. This would require a growth item in the
Highway Verges Budget by £28,534 a year for the remainder of the contract.

31.

The contractors have requested that if members chose this route this would
need to be linked to an annual increase in order to cover rising costs and to
take into account National Living Wage increases.

32.

This would require further negotiation with the contractor to agree the exact
mechanism and also the means by which to vary the contract for this element.
Annual increases would not apply to the remainder of the contract.

33.

Option 4: Hand back to Surrey
Should none of the above options be acceptable to members, the final option
would be to hand back the responsibility for the verges and highway weeds to
SCC. SCC have already indicated that they would then appoint one of the
contractors from their tendering exercise but on the basis of a lower
specification.

34.

If this option were to be chosen, responsibility for managing complaints for
this service would pass back to SCC and this would be clearly communicated
through our Customer Services team and on the Council website.

35.

Should the responsibility for the verges return to Surrey, it is likely that SCC
would request all of the maps that Elmbridge now have ownership of.
Members may wish to consider recharging SCC for this exercise as this was
carried out at some time and expense to the Authority.

Financial implications:
In advance of the 2016/17 budget setting, officers were made aware of Surrey County
Council’s intention to reduce their funding for grass cutting on highways verges and
weed treatment from 1 April 2016. A summary of the 2015/16 and 2016/17 budgets
are shown below.
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Highways Grass
Cutting
Contractor Costs
Verges On costs
Total Expenditure
Total SCC Funding
Net
Expenditure/(Income)

Weed
Control

2016/17

2015/16

2016/17

2015/16

£
133,690
18,000
151,690
(133,690)

£
169,850
20,490
190,340
(169,850)

£
22,790
1,830
24,620
(27,830)

£
41,140
0
41,140
(41,140)

18,000

20,490

(3,210)

0

Surrey County Council did not reduce their funding for 2016/17 but as indicated in this
report have given notice to reduce funding for 2017/18. The table below summarises
each of the three options and the variance against the 2016/17 budget.

Highways Grass
Cutting
Contractor Costs
Verges On costs

Option 1
£

Option 2
£

Option 3
£

125,000
7,710

133,685
18,000

158,622
18,000

Weed Treatment
Contractor Costs
Oncosts
Total Expenditure

22,790
1,830
157,330

22,790
1,830
176,305

22,790
1,830
201,242

SCC Funding
Plus 20%
Total
(surplus)/Deficit

131,598
26,320
157,918
(588)

131,598
26,320
157,918
18,387

131,598
26,320
157,918
43,324

18,000

18,000

18,000

(3,210)
14,790

(3,210)
14,790

(3,210)
14,790

(15,378)

3,597

28,534

2016/17 Budget
Highways Grass
Cutting
Verges
2016/17 Budget
2017/18 Budget
(Saving)/Growth

Environmental/Sustainability Implications:
As contained within the report
Legal implications:
As contained within the report
Equality Implications:
As contained within the report
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Risk Implications:
As contained within the report
Community Safety Implications:
As contained within the report
Principal Consultees:
CMB
Services Group Accountant
Head of Legal Services
Background papers:
None.
Enclosures/Appendices:
None.
Contact details:
Ian Burrows
Head of Leisure and Cultural Services
iburrows@elmbridge.gov.uk
01372 474572
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Agenda Item 6.
Committee:

CABINET

Date of meeting:

6 July 2016

Subject:

Lead Officer:
Portfolio Holder:
Link to Council Priorities:
Exempt information:
Delegated status:
Key Decision:

Recommendation from the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee meeting held on 23 March 2016 in respect
of Sponsorship of Roundabouts
Head of Leisure and Cultural Services
Leisure and Culture – Councillor Mrs. J.R. Turner
P1, P2, P3
None
For resolution
No

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
To consider the minute extract from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee in respect
of the Sponsorship of Roundabouts.
RECOMMENDED: THAT THE RECOMMENDATION FROM THE OVERVIEW AND
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE, ATTACHED AT APPENDIX A, REGARDING THE
SPONSORSHIP OF ROUNDABOUTS, BE CONSIDERED.
PLEASE NOTE: whilst the report considered by the Overview and Scrutiny
Committee has not been re-circulated with this agenda, it can be viewed via your
iPad by accessing the Overview and Scrutiny Committee agenda for the 23 March
2016 meeting.
REPORT:
1.

At its meeting on 23 March 2016, the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
considered a report in respect of Sponsorship of Roundabouts.

2.

The relevant Minute extract and recommendation from the Overview and
Scrutiny Committee is attached at Appendix A.

Financial implications:
As outlined in the agenda for the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
Environmental/Sustainability Implications:
As outlined in the agenda for the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
Legal implications:
As outlined in the agenda for the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
Equality Implications:
As outlined in the agenda for the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
Risk Implications:
As outlined in the agenda for the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
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Community Safety Implications:
As outlined in the agenda for the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
Principal Consultees:
As outlined in the agenda for the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
Background papers:
As outlined in the agenda for the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
Enclosures/Appendices:
Appendix A – Minute extract from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
Contact details:
Ian Burrows, Head of Leisure and Cultural Services
01372 474572
iburrows@elmbridge.gov.uk
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APPENDIX A

Minute Extract from the Overview & Scrutiny Committee meeting
held on 23 March 2016
RECOMMENDATION TO CABINET ON 6 JULY 2016

59/15 SPONSORSHIP OF ROUNDABOUTS
(Link to Council priorities: P1, P2, P3)
Having considered a report in respect of the Sponsorship of Roundabouts at its
previous meeting in February 2016, following an extensive discussion, the Committee
requested that further information be obtained in respect of the contract that was in
place with Marketing Force Ltd who was an external specialist marketing company
employed by the Council to manage the sponsorship on several roundabouts within
the Borough. In addition the Committee had requested advice on the consequences
to the Council should it decide not to implement the contract
Members were reminded that at the meeting in February 2016, there had been two
views on proposal of sponsorship of roundabouts. One view was that the
sponsorship of roundabouts initiative offered good value in respect of income
generation for the maintenance of the roundabouts and the other, was that on
principle, the Members did not want advertisements present on roundabouts. The
Committee therefore considered a further report in respect of the contract with
Marketing Force Limited that had been in place since May 2015.
The Committee was advised by the Green Spaces Manager that the contract
awarded to Marketing Force Ltd had been undertaken within the authority provided
by the Council’s Constitution. Under the Council’s Contract Procedure Rules, Heads
of Service had delegated authority to award contracts and/or extensions of contract
for values exceeding £5,000 but not exceeding £75,000. In addition, under the
responsibility of functions within the Council’s Constitution, the Strategic Director
responsible for Services had delegated authority to administer contracts relating to
the provision of Leisure and Cultural Services to ensure cost effectiveness and
service standards which included the provision of references to external agencies on
the performance of Contractors employed in the provision of Leisure and Cultural
services.
In respect of any contract implications, the Committee was advised that even with the
current annual income for maintaining the 16 roundabout sites within the contract,
there was still a revenue maintenance shortfall of £5,543 per annum. In addition, as
the Council needed to find further substantial savings over the next few years, this
could lead to the loss of landscaped roundabouts which may be returned to a grassy
area as this was the cheapest maintenance option. This would result in a loss of
visual and environmental benefit at the currently landscaped roundabouts.
The Committee was also advised that if at any time the maintenance of the
roundabouts returned to Surrey County Council as a cost saving exercise, as owners
of the roundabouts, the County could apply for advertising consent and potentially
seek sponsorship agreements to generate income to help fund their maintenance of
the roundabouts within Elmbridge.
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In respect of any contract liabilities, the Green Spaces Manager explained that the
Framework Agreement in place with Marketing Force Ltd stated that by acceptance
of the tender, the Council was not under any legal obligation to place any orders with
the contractor. However, the contractor could reasonably argue that the Council had
made it clear in seeking a tender submission that certain sites would be available for
sponsorship. This could therefore result in Marketing Force Ltd claiming
compensation for the estimated income it would have earned, taking in to account the
anticipated grant of planning permission for the sites listed by the Council when it
tendered the contract. In addition there would also be a loss of income that the
Council would incur from early contract termination.
The Chairman acknowledged that at the previous Committee meeting there had been
different views on this matter and asked the Members for any further comments or
questions.
The Chairman asked what would happen if following consideration of the planning
applications for each roundabout they were refused. The Green Spaces Manager
advised that Marketing Force Ltd were a specialist in this area and had indicated that,
if they did not get planning permission they would appeal the decisions. The
Chairman also commented that she had noted that not all roundabouts within the
Borough had been listed for sponsorship and in her opinion was a little hit and miss.
One Member asked whether there was any specific size guidance for the signage on
the roundabouts. The Green Spaces Manager explained that Surrey County Council
had provided guidance notes in respect of the specific dimensions which depended
on the actual road speed limit leading to the roundabout. For a 30 mile per hour
road, the dimensions for a sign were a maximum width of 810mm x 410mm height
and for a 40 mile per hour road it would be a maximum width of 910mm x 460 mm
height. There was a specific size for 50 mile per hour roads leading to a roundabout
but there were not any within the Borough. As a follow up comment to this question,
one Member stated that the number of signs placed on the roundabout could be one
for each road that led to the roundabout.
One Member commented that the roundabout located at Monument Hill in
Weybridge, which had no landscaping, had four junctions leading off it, which given
the size of the roundabout and prospective sign size, could mean that advertisement
signs would be located side by side. The Green Spaces Manager explained that
Marketing Force Ltd were specialists in identifying viable roundabouts for signage
whilst complying with road safety. In respect of the Monument Hill roundabout,
Morrisons Supermarket had approached the Council in respect of sponsoring this
roundabout.
Whilst acknowledging the legal implications outlined within the report, one Member
enquired how the estimated generated income had been established given that
planning applications would need to be submitted in respect of each roundabout.
The Law Practice Manager advised that the estimated figures were based on an
industry average rate of success.
One Member commented that the Framework Agreement stated that the Council was
not under any legal obligation to place any orders. In this regard, they enquired
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whether the contract could remain in place but with the Council not requesting any
orders. The Law Practice Manager advised that she would expect the supplier to
pursue the matter based on the list of particular sites provided when the contract was
let.
Some Members commented that this had been the third meeting that this matter had
been discussed and that the same questions were being asked. Mindful of the
current financial pressures the Council was facing, this generation of income was, in
their opinion, a suitable approach to adopt.
One Member commented that they were not happy with the recommendation to note
the latest position with the roundabout sponsorship in Elmbridge. At the previous
meeting, the Member asked that specific figures be provided to the Committee in
respect of what implications would be incurred by the Council if the contract was to
be cancelled and in his opinion, this had not been provided. The Member further
requested that the Committee consider making an amendment to the
recommendation in order for Cabinet to reconsider the operation of the contract for
advertising on roundabouts with Marketing Force Ltd and the possibility of its
cancellation in light of the concerns of Members and residents and the impact on the
environment in the Borough.
The Law Practice Manager clarified that the contract had been let under the
operational powers of the Head of Service. In terms of any recommendation to
Cabinet it might assist, if Members indicated a view on the principle of advertising
and sponsorship of the roundabouts rather than the specific contract given that the
contract had been let against a background of roundabout sponsorship in the
Borough which had been undertaken for a number of years.
One Member commented that as local authorities were receiving reductions in
funding from central government and there was an ever growing demand on
resources year on year, this Scheme, in their opinion, was a suitable way of securing
money which would offset the costs of maintaining the roundabouts and accordingly
could not see why there would be a reason not to proceed.
One Member was unsure why some Members had expressed doubts in respect of
the contract as the function for the sponsorship of roundabouts had been
satisfactorily undertaken for some time. In addition, they had not received any
complaints from local residents about the sponsorship of roundabouts.
In light of the discussion, the Committee considered a proposed amendment to the
recommendation in order for Cabinet to reconsider the operation of the contract for
advertising on roundabouts with Marketing Force Ltd and the possibility of its
cancellation in light of the concerns of Members and residents and the impact on the
environment in the Borough. Following a show of hands there were seven Members
who were in support of the amended recommendation and seven who were not. As
there was an equal number of votes for and against the amended recommendation,
the Chairman exercised her casting vote and supported the amended
recommendation. Accordingly the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
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RECOMMENDED: THAT CABINET RECONSIDER THE OPERATION OF THE
CONTRACT FOR ADVERTISING ON ROUNDABOUTS WITH MARKETING
FORCE LTD AND THE POSSIBILITY OF ITS CANCELLATION IN LIGHT OF THE
CONCERNS OF MEMBERS AND RESIDENTS AND THE IMPACT ON THE
ENVIRONMENT IN THE BOROUGH.
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Agenda Item 7.
Committee:

Cabinet

Date of meeting:

6 July 2016

Subject:
Lead Officer:
Portfolio Holder:
Link to Council Priorities:
Exempt information:
Delegated status:
Key Decision:

Delivery of Human Resources Function
Head of Organisational Development
Head of Finance
Corporate Development – Councillor S.J. Selleck
All
None
For resolution
Yes

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
Currently the HR function is provided in-house at the Council. This report proposes
that the Council explore the possibility of outsourcing the transactional functions of
this service.
This is an operational matter and as such is the responsibility of the Head of Paid
Service. However, the likely size of the contract will need agreement by Cabinet and
Council hence this report on the intention to explore options for an outsourced
service.
RECOMMENDED: THAT
(A)

THE DELIVERY OF HR TRANSACTIONAL FUNCTIONS (OUTLINED IN
PARA. 1.2) BE EXPLORED FOR OUTSOURCING THROUGH A
PROCUREMENT EXERCISE; AND

(B)

A FURTHER REPORT BE PRESENTED BACK TO SEPTEMBER CABINET
OUTLINING THE FINDINGS FROM THE PROCUREMENT EXERCISE.

1.0

Background

1.1

Currently the HR service at the Council sits within the Organisational
Development team. The HR service undertakes a number of transactional
services and it is proposed that the market be explored to see if these
functions can be carried out more cost effectively.
It is believed that the service would provide the Council with more efficient
service delivery and increased customer focus which would lead to better
quality outcomes.
Key benefits include:




lower and more transparent costs;
higher customer satisfaction ratings, through an improved match between
customer expectations and service;
a more selective and strategic contribution from HR;
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1.2

1.3

better management information, provided more consistently across the
organisation as a whole; and
better service specification, through a Service Level Agreement,
performance monitoring and the contract.

The scope of the procurement exercise would be to find a supplier for the
following functions:


Recruitment and compliance – supports managers in recruitmentrelated activity at all levels. Activity is mainly transactional in nature,
using an online ATS recruitment system (jobs go public). Employee
compliance consists of administering DBS, Disclosure Scotland, Right to
Work and pre-employment checks.



Telephone support – provides the ‘first line’ HR support to managers.



Employee Services – mainly transactional and administers changes to
employee T&Cs; for example, change of hours, pay, maternity leave, etc.



Pay and Reward – mainly transactional and carries out changes to
employee pay. There is some employee self-service functionality via ITrent (e.g. mileage, overtime).



Pay and Data – the provision of a payroll service. This function
processes third party deductions, monthly and yearly statutory returns
and LGPS.



Pensions – provides a LGPS pension’s administration service to
employees and deferred members.



Employee relations – assists in the delivery of case work in relation to
employees which is appropriately owned by managers.



Business Partnering and change management – this function shall
provide business partnering advice and support.



Policy – this function provides policy, generalist HR capacity and has
responsibility for complying with employment and equalities legislation.



Strategic data – provision of regular management information and shall
deal with ad hoc requests.



Responding to complaints, FOI and DPA requests

Out of scope:
The Service Provider would not be required to perform the following functions
which shall be retained by the Council:


Corporate Strategy and Policy Development (excluding legislative
updates, we expect the supplier to notify us of updates which need to
be made to the Policies)
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Learning and Development (this will be retained within the
Organisational Development team)

2.0

Procurement framework

2.1

It is proposed that the procurement be through a procurement framework
provided by Crown Commercial Services (RM1042). Through this framework
the Council would have the opportunity to gain up to 13 responses from
companies that could provide the service. The framework has been
established in compliance with EU regulations.
Following agreement of this report we would publish our specification for 2
weeks and the responses would be evaluated against the specification.
Following evaluation the contract would be awarded to the supplier based on
the quality evaluated against the specification and prices based on a 50:50
split.

2.2

Contract Procedure Rules (Constitution 5-69) set levels of authority to award
contracts following satisfactory evaluation. It is suggested that the contract
value would be in excess of £200,000 for a 5 year contract and therefore
would need to be approved by Cabinet and Council.

3.0

Way forward

3.1

If this report is agreed then the contract specification would be advertised.
Once bids had been received, they would be evaluated and a
recommendation prepared and presented to Cabinet and Council.

3.2

Throughout the contracting process all employees would be kept fully
informed.

Financial implications:
Current research indicates that there could be a significant saving achieved from the
delivery of the service from an outsourced company.
Environmental/Sustainability Implications:
Potentially the service would be provided from outside of Surrey but within the UK.
Legal implications:
None for the purposes of this report. However Legal and Procurement will be fully
consulted throughout the procurement process.
Equality Implications:
An equalities impact assessment would be carried out as part of the procurement
process.
Risk Implications:
None for the purposes of this report. However there will be a full risk assessment
undertaken should the transactional services be outsourced. There would be an
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expectation that outsourcing would lead to a reduction in risk , and in particular
address the issue of resilience for the future.
Community Safety Implications:
None for the purposes of this report.
Principal Consultees:
Organisational Development Team, Council Management Board and Heads of
Service at Leadership Group (March 2016).
Background papers:
None
Enclosures/Appendices:
None
Contact details:
Natalie Anderson
Head of Organisational Development
01372 474111
nanderson@elmbridge.gov.uk
Andrew Cooper
Head of Finance
01372 474123
acooper@elmbridge.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 8.
Committee:

CABINET

Date of meeting:

6 July 2016

Subject:
Lead Officer:
Portfolio Holder:
Link to Council Priorities:
Exempt information:
Delegated status:
Key Decision:

Weybridge Streetscape Improvement
Natalie Anderson, Head of Organisational Development
Councillor Stuart Selleck – Portfolio Holder for
Corporate Development
All
None
For resolution
No

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The Council is committed to supporting our local economy, businesses and town
centres through the Enterprise Elmbridge Action Plan 2015-2017 and the Elmbridge
Civic Improvement Fund. These help to ensure that Elmbridge remains an attractive
place to invest, work and do business.
This report outlines the work to date to support the Weybridge Town Business Group
and seeks approval from Cabinet for funding to progress the design element of the
Elmgrove Road to Ship Yard streetscape project.
RECOMMENDED: THAT
(A) CABINET APPROVE FUNDING OF UP TO £6,000 FROM THE CORPORATE
INITIATIVES REVENUE BUDGET TO UNDERTAKE THE SITE SURVEY AND
DESIGN STAGE OF THE ELMGROVE ROAD-SHIP YARD STREETSCAPE
PROJECT.
REPORT:
1.

Background and context

1.1

The Elmbridge economy generates £3.2bn in Gross Value Added (GVA), with
9,195 businesses and approximately 57,000 employees. The economic base
is built on a strong and thriving small business community and is not
dependant on any one sector or large employer. The area has a longstanding reputation for business growth and resilience with supportive town
centres and local amenities.

1,2

The retail sector provides an important source of employment in the Borough
contributing approximately 10% of all jobs and 7.1% of our total GVA.

1,3

Residents living within the Elmbridge retail catchment area spend a total of
£901million per annum on comparison goods, £510 million per annum on
convenience shopping and £446million on commercial leisure activities.
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1.4

The importance of retaining as much of this expenditure locally is seen in
research that shows that for every pound spent in a local independent shop or
locally owned business, around 50 to 70 pence of benefits are retained in the
local community, whereas as little as 5 pence from every pound finds its way
back to the local area from an online purchase.

2.0

Weybridge Town Business Group

2.1

Weybridge is the second largest town centre across the borough in terms of
the number of units (166) and the total floorspace (29,590 sqm). The centre
supports a population of approximately 21,000 people with a mix of national
and independent retailers, restaurants and cafes serving a predominantly
local catchment.

2.2

The town retains approximately £38 million of comparison expenditure with
the majority (£27 million) drawn from its immediate local catchment.

2.3

In addition to trade draws outside the borough such as Kingston, Woking and
Guildford a further £48 million is spent at the Brooklands retail park outside
the town centre with future external competition such as Addlestone ONE due
to open in 2017.

2.4

Over the past twelve months the Council has worked closely with the
Weybridge Town Business Group to develop a co-ordinated programme of
events, environmental improvements and community initiatives to support the
vitality and viability of the town centre.

2.5

The Weybridge Town Business Group has expanded its partnership to build
on its retail base to work with St James Church, the Weybridge Society and
Brooklands College.

2.6

The partnership has delivered a range of new events and initiatives including:
-

The Christmas in Weybridge weekend
Party on the Green to celebrate the Queen’s birthday
Becoming a Dementia Friendly Community
Artist in Residence programme; and
Brooklands College town map design brief challenge

2.7

In addition, the Council has supported Weybridge with the current upgrade to
the Churchfield Recreation ground play area, £147,000 in grants to local
businesses through the Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund and events to
drive footfall such as Proms in the Park, Elmbridge Street Live and Leisure
Live.

3.0

Elmgrove Road to Ship Yard streetscape project.

3.1

Feedback from town centres businesses and stakeholders has highlighted a
range of issues and opportunities to deliver improvements to key sites within
Weybridge town centre that will act as a catalyst to reenergise the town for
shoppers, businesses and visitors.
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3.2

The Elmgrove Road to Ship Yard streetscape project aims to create a small
plaza as a focal point in the high street through an improvement scheme that
will declutter, bring environmental improvements and provide flexibility to
enable new events such as a monthly farmers market and street
performance.

3.3

The area from Elmgrove Road to Ship Yard is bounded by a mixture of
national retailers such as Waitrose and independent shops such as
Weybridge Sports. Ship Yard is adjacent to the Monument Green
conservation area with the high street primary shopping frontage continuing
beyond Elmgrove Road.

3.4

A concentration of street furniture, a public toilet, phone boxes and an
environmental station are located in a cluster toward Elmgrove Road with
cycle hoops, a bus shelter/stop and planting toward Ship Yard/Monument
Green. This serves to break up pedestrian flows, inhibits gatherings and
interactions and fails to use the area to support a pleasant shopper
environment.

3.5

There is scope to declutter, renew and reimagine the space for events and
performances, with a wide carriageway offering the opportunity to expand the
pavement. This could deliver an attractive and flexible space to meet the
needs of the town centre users and provide space for potential future events.
Initial feedback from the Highways Authority is that the width of the
carriageway will allow pavement widening and the retention of the current onstreet parking provision.

3.6

The project can be developed in two phases to allow progress as and when
funding is identified. Phase one could provide some of the decluttering and
environmental improvements while phase two can deliver the pavement
widening for a flexible future event space.

3.7

Phase 1 – Elmgrove Road to Weybridge Sports (44 High Street) (See map in
appendix A)
-

3.8

Removal of 2x BT phone boxes
Removal of APC toilet
Removal/relocation of environmental air quality monitoring station
Repaving and levelling (subject to drainage and services feasibility)
Street furniture renewal

Phase 2 – Weybridge Sports (44 High Street) to Ship Yard (See map in
appendix A)
-

Repaving and levelling (subject to drainage and services feasibility)
Pavement widening to enable ease of pedestrian movement/events
space
Street furniture decluttering and renewal
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4.0

Outline costs

4.1

The below table outlines the costs to initiate the site survey and design
elements of the project and outlines the potential future costs of decluttering
the elements in phase 1 where known.
Activity
Site survey and
design/costings
Preparation of site
survey including
topography,
underground and
drainage services

Costs*

Notes

£800 (Topography
survey for site
area)

-Surrey County have
indicated they can provide the
underground and drainage
services information
- Topography survey can be
booked and delivered within
3-4 week turnaround
- Price based on best value
quote
Price based on best value
quote from Broadway Malyan

Street scene design
£4,680
drawing and
approximate. costings
Total site survey and
£5,480
design costs
Phase 1 decluttering
BT phone box
£4,162.80
removal

APC toilet

£1,250 (Finance
estimate of cost of
15% of remaining
rental)
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This is the funding currently
sought to initiate the project
Weybridge Town Business
Group has been through the
90 day Ofcom consultation
period for the removal of the
two phone boxes with no
objections
- APC contract due to end in
February 2018
- The Council has to give 12
months’ notice to JC Decaux
for the removal of an APC
toilet
- If notice is given to remove
an APC toilet before the end
of the contract, the Council
will have to pay 15% of the
remaining rental costs
- The Council would also
have to pay the cost of

Air quality station

£9,639 (Costs
based upon
purchase of new
monitoring station,
installation,
provision of power
supply and hard
standing)

removing the APC toilet
(including capping the
utilities) and transportation
back to the JC Decaux depot.
(Costs not yet known)
-Current air quality monitoring
station is out of product
service guarantee
- Environmental Health team
feedback that moving the air
quality station would result in
damage requiring expensive
repairs or new station
- In order to achieve a full
years data from the site
removal would need to take
place after Dec 2016
- Environmental Health has
been allocated some capital
funds for a replacement air
quality station and
consideration could be given
to bringing forward these
funds within the Capital
Programme if required

Total costs to
£15,051.80
declutter
*All prices exclude VAT
4.2

The up to £6,000 in funding required to initiate the site survey and
design/approximate costings element would provide the basis of an outline
project that would allow bids for funds for future implementation. Funding bids
for implementation could for example include a Community Infrastructure
Levy bid to the Local Spending Panel. The site survey, design and costings
element of the project if agreed would likely take 4 months to complete.

4.3

Should the project proceed through the initial design stage and receive
backing for further development then additional funding would be required for
detailed designs for construction and tendering purposes before the project
could move to the implementation stage.

Financial implications:
It is recommended that the project be funded through the Corporate Initiatives
Revenue Budget for expenditure of up to £6,000.
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Environmental/Sustainability Implications:
Economic development contributes to sustainable communities. Specific scheme
such as the Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund can contribute to customers buying
produce locally, reducing vehicle trips.
Legal implications:
None
Equality Implications:
None
Risk Implications:
Failure to promote economic growth could result in a reduction in business rate
revenues, which under new legislative proposals could affect Council income.
Community Safety Implications:
None
Principal Consultees:
Council Management Board, Portfolio Holder, Heads of Service, Businesses,
Business Networks, Partner Organisations.
Background papers:
None
Enclosures/Appendices:
Appendix A: Elmgrove Road – Ship Yard project map
Contact details:
Doug Perkins, Economic Development Officer
E: dperkins@elmbridge.gov.uk T: 01372 474176
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Appendix A: Elmgrove Road – Ship Yard streetscape project map
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Agenda Item 9.
Committee:

CABINET

Date of meeting:

6 July 2016

Subject:
Lead Officer:
Portfolio Holder:
Link to Council Priorities:
Exempt information:
Delegated status:
Key Decision:

Surrey County Council Revitalisation Fund Grant
Natalie Anderson, Head of Organisational Development
Councillor Stuart Selleck - Leader of the Council
Councillor Chris Sadler – Portfolio Holder for Resources
All
None
For recommendation to Council on 20 July 2016
Yes

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The Council is committed to supporting our local economy, businesses and town
centres through the Enterprise Elmbridge Action Plan 2015-2017 and the Elmbridge
Civic Improvement Fund that help to ensure that Elmbridge remains an attractive
place to do business.
This report outlines the benefits and performance of the Elmbridge Civic Improvement
Fund and seeks approval from Cabinet to proceed with the grant offer from the
Surrey County Council Town Centre Revitalisation Fund.
RECOMMENDED: THAT
(A) £100,000 BE TRANSFERRED FROM THE STRATEGIC RESERVE (LABGI)
TO MATCH FUND SURREY COUNTY COUNCIL’S GRANT FOR YEARS ONE
AND TWO, SUBJECT TO YEAR TWO GRANT BEING RECEIVED.
(B) THE ELMBRIDGE CIVIC IMPROVEMENT FUND BE EXTENDED FOR
ANOTHER YEAR UNTIL 31 MARCH 2018.
REPORT:
1.

Background and context

1.1

The Elmbridge economy generates £3.2bn in Gross Value Added (GVA), with
9,195 businesses and approximately 57,000 employees. The economic base
is built on a strong and thriving small business community and is not
dependant on any one sector or large employer. The area has a longstanding reputation for business growth and resilience with supportive town
centres and local amenities.

1.2

With a rich mix of national and independent retailers, restaurants, cafes, town
centre office space and leisure options our shopping areas provide a key
asset for both our local resident population and business base.

1.3

The on-going vitality and viability of our centres is vital to the future success of
the Elmbridge economy with:
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1.4

131,000 sqm of town centre floorspace across our five main centres
882 independent retailers across our town centres and shopping parades
Vacancy rates in all our centres below the national average
Comparison (non-food) expenditure retention rate in 2015 of 29%
Convenience (food) expenditure retention rate in 2015 of 65%

Despite the resilience seen from our town centres during the downturn and
recovery there are still online and offline challenges to the strength and
success of our town and village centres with:
- The on-going impacts of the recent downturn with the tightening of retail
spending and the changing nature of consumers shopping behaviour
- Online competition with the Interactive Media in Retail Group estimating
that £107bn was spent online in 2014 equating to 21% of retail sales
- External competition and threats from new developments such as
Addlestone ONE providing new leisure and shopping destinations

2.0

Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund

2.1

The Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund (ECIF) was set up in 2009 with an
initial contribution of £1 million from the Local Authority Business Growth
Incentive Scheme (LABGI). The fund was designed to benefit the local
economy, enhance the attractiveness of our shopping centres and attract
people to use local businesses.

2.2

The initial £1milllion Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund has helped support:
- £350,000 investment in the ‘Soul to the Street’ town centre improvement
scheme in Walton-on-Thames
- £26,136.01 to support the Community Connect scheme
- £150,000 contribution to enhanced street lighting in our town centres
- £11,000 for the Shop Local grant scheme
- £612,863.99 for applications from businesses, business groups and
community organisations to fund projects that benefit the local economy
and attract people to our businesses and town centres
- £50,000 to support start-up businesses in the Borough

2.3

The grant element of the scheme was initially set up to run until March 2011
but following its initial success has since been extended until March 2014 and
then to March 2017 by Cabinet. There is a current balance of £323,000 in the
Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund budget.

2.4

The types of projects that are eligible are those that benefit the local economy
by attracting people to local businesses within Elmbridge, such as:
-

Improvements to shop fronts and signage
Street furniture and street scene improvements
Improvements to the use and appearance of empty shops
Promotions and marketing initiatives to attract the public to available
services and amenities
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- Learning skills and training initiatives
- Initiatives promoting community improvement projects where there would
be a significant benefit to the local economy
2.5

Grants of up to 90% of the total eligible project costs are available and
therefore applicants are expected to fund at least 10% of the total project
costs themselves, in order to show their commitment to a long-lasting benefit
to the local economy.

2.6

To date the Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund has supported 218 projects
with £571,474 in grant funding.

Area
Claygate
Cobham and Downside
East Molesey
Esher
Hersham
Hinchley Wood
Long Ditton
Oxshott
Thames Ditton &
Weston Green
Walton
Weybridge (inc
Oatlands)
Molesey North
Molesey South
Total

Number of
Amount
%age of fund
applications paid
allocated
13
36652.26
6.41%
17
45004.08
7.88%
39
89792.67
15.71%
18
63766.47
11.16%
19
60586.01
10.60%
1
2808.00
0.49%
3
10607.32
1.86%
1
2666.66
0.47%
6
44

5697.00
106290.62

1.00%
18.60%

52
3
2
218

138950.09
4873.50
3780.00
571474.68

24.31%
0.85%
0.66%
100.00%

2.7

As the Portas Review pointed out in 2011, research shows that money spent
off the high street is more likely to leave the local area straight away. The 218
projects supported by the Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund have helped
our town centres and businesses improve the local shopping offer and
encourage people to shop locally keeping more money circulating in the
Elmbridge economy.

2.8

This improvement in the vitality and viability of our town centres can be seen
in the increase in the retention rate for comparison (non-food) expenditure in
the Borough which has grown from 15.5% in 2005 to 29% in 2015 resulting in
more money being spent within our shopping areas.

2.9

The Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund is evaluated each year with the latest
survey showing a 92.3% satisfaction rate in 2015. Feedback from the
businesses involved has been extremely positive: ‘I think that this initiative by
Elmbridge Borough Council provides valuable support for small businesses
and undoubtedly enhances the amenities of the town. We are very grateful for
the grant.’
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3.0

Surrey County Council Secondary Town Centre Fund

3.1

In July 2015 the Leader of Surrey County Council announced an annual £1
million fund to support investment in Surrey’s secondary shopping centres
over the next four years. The fund aims to promote economic prosperity as
well as improve the health and well-being of residents and communities by
providing better facilities and an improved retail offer.

3.2

The £1 million annual fund is split between two elements with:
- The Town Centre Revitalisation Fund offering support for proposals of up
to £0.35 million from district and boroughs to support local centre
revitalisation and regeneration initiatives. This fund requires 50% match
funding and attracts 75% of the annual £1 million.
- The Local Centre Improvement Fund offers smaller shopping parades the
chance to bid for projects from £5,000 to £30,000. The local fund attracts
25% of the annual £1 million and is being delivered through the Surrey
County Council Community Improvement Fund.

3.3

Elmbridge Borough Council submitted two bids to support town centres and
businesses across the borough with a bid for £100,000 of funding over two
years to invest in the successful Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund and
£250,000 to support the enabling works for the redevelopment of Weybridge
Hall to facilitate a new independent cinema operator.

3.4

The Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund bid will support Elmbridge to continue
delivering an already established and proven local grant scheme that helps
retailers looking to attract new trade, improve the attractiveness of our town
centres and supports the vitality and viability of new businesses taking on
vacant premises.

3.5

Following approval by the Surrey County Council Deputy Leader and
investment panel, Elmbridge has now been awarded £50,000 from the Town
Centre Revitalisation Fund to support the Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund
for 2016/17 with a further £50,000 provisionally approved for 2017-18 subject
to a successful year one evaluation.

3.6

The grant criteria sets out a requirement for 50% match funding from the
Local Authority bidding. For the Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund bid this
would equate to £100,000 over the two years of the project, subject to a
successful year one evaluation.

3.7

Discussions with the County Council about the Weybridge Hall bid are
currently ongoing with the investment panel expected to make a decision in
late Summer 2016.

Financial implications:
In order to meet Surrey County Council’s criteria for the grant, it is suggested
that £100,000 be transferred from the strategic reserve (LABGI) to top up the
Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund. The Local Authority Business Growth Incentive
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(LABGI) grants were awarded to local authorities for growth in Business Rates
achieved in their local areas. This was set up as a reserve to fund business related
improvements, including funding the Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund. The LABGI
reserve will have a balance of £1 million after the allocation.
Environmental/Sustainability Implications:
Economic development contributes to sustainable communities. Specific schemes
such as the Elmbridge Civic Improvement Fund can contribute to customers buying
produce locally, reducing vehicle trips.
Legal implications:
None
Equality Implications:
None
Risk Implications:
Failure to promote economic growth could result in a reduction in business rate
revenues, which under new legislative proposals could affect Council income.
Community Safety Implications:
None
Principal Consultees:
Council Management Board, Portfolio Holder, Heads of Service, Businesses,
Business Networks, Partner Organisations.
Background papers:
None
Enclosures/Appendices:
None
Contact details:
Doug Perkins, Economic Development Officer
E: dperkins@elmbridge.gov.uk T: 01372 474176
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Agenda Item 10.
Committee:

CABINET

Date of meeting:

6 July 2016

Subject:
Lead Officer:
Portfolio Holder:
Link to Council Priorities:
Exempt information:
Delegated status:
Key Decision:

Recommendations from the Countryside Consultative
Group meeting held on 17 March 2016
Head of Leisure and Cultural Services
Leisure and Culture - Councillor Mrs. J.R. Turner
A5, A6, P4, P5
None
For resolution
No

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
To consider the minute extracts from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee regarding
the recommendations of the Countryside Consultative Group.
RECOMMENDED: THAT THE RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE OVERVIEW
AND SCRUTINY COMMITTEE, ATTACHED AT APPENDIX A, REGARDING THE
REPORT OF THE COUNTRYSIDE CONSULTATIVE GROUP, BE CONSIDERED.
PLEASE NOTE: whilst the reports considered by the Countryside Consultative Group
have not been re-circulated with this agenda, they can be viewed via your iPad by
accessing the Overview and Scrutiny Committee agenda for the 16 June 2016 meeting.
REPORT:
1.

At its meeting on 16 June 2016, the Overview and Scrutiny Committee
considered three recommendations from the Countryside Consultative Group
meeting held on 17 March 2016. The Cabinet is asked to consider the
recommendations from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee.

2.

The relevant Minute extracts from the Countryside Consultative Group and
the Overview & Scrutiny Committee are attached.

Financial implications:
As outlined in the agenda for the Countryside Consultative Group.
Environmental/Sustainability Implications:
As outlined in the agenda for the Countryside Consultative Group.
Legal implications:
As outlined in the agenda for the Countryside Consultative Group.
Equality Implications:
As outlined in the agenda for the Countryside Consultative Group.
Risk Implications:
As outlined in the agenda for the Countryside Consultative Group.
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Community Safety Implications:
As outlined in the agenda for the Countryside Consultative Group.
Principal Consultees:
As outlined in the agenda for the Countryside Consultative Group.
Background papers:
None.
Enclosures/Appendices:
Appendix A – Minute extracts from the Countryside Consultative Group and the
Overview and Scrutiny Committee.
Contact details:
Ian Burrows, Head of Leisure and Cultural Services
01372 474572
iburrows@elmbridge.gov.uk
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APPENDIX A

Minute Extracts from the Countryside Consultative Group meeting
held on 17 March 2016 and Overview & Scrutiny Committee meeting
held on 16 June 2016
Minute Extracts from the Countryside Consultative Group Meeting held on 17 March 2016
1.

ESHER COMMON FORESTRY WORKS UPDATE
The Countryside Officer advised the group about the Forestry Works on Esher
Common and reminded Members of the ongoing Woodland Management
programme across the Countryside Estate which were approved by the Forestry
Commission in March 2012. Thinning works have taken place across Esher
Common adjacent to the A3 and a 30m safety zone has been created on the
southern edge of Esher Common next to the A3.
The creation of the safety zone has resulted in two issues being raised by local
residents: Increase in noise experienced by local residents and a request for a
Shelter belt development plan. Leisure and Cultural Services have received a
request from 2 local residents to consider an acoustic sound barrier to be erected
along the edge of the A3. Following a discussion members rejected the request for
an acoustic barrier but agreed that a simple document to highlight the expected
regrowth through a shelter belt plan should be produced.
RECOMMENDATION: THAT
1. THE REQUEST FOR AN ACOUSTIC SOUND BARRIER IS REJECTED.
2. A SHELTER BELT DEVELOPMENT PLAN IS PRODUCED BY LEISURE AND
CULTURAL SERVICES.

2.

WEYBRIDGE HEATH CYCLE ROUTE
The Countryside Officer updated members of discussions from the Elmbridge
Cycling task group which was established by Surrey County Council and comprises
of 3 Borough members and 3 County members. The task group have considered a
plan to create a surfaced pedestrian and cyclist path from Churchfields Recreation
ground to Weybridge station. After a discussion members agreed in principle to
support this proposal providing the correct materials, best route and safety aspect
were given full consideration.
RECOMMENDATION: THAT MEMBERS AGREE IN PRINCIPLE FOR OFFICERS
TO UNDERTAKE DETAILED INVESTIGATION INTO THE FEASIBILITY OF
CREATING A SURFACED PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLIST PATH FROM
CHURCHFIELDS RECREATION GROUND TO WEYBRIDGE STATION.

3.

SUITABLE ALTERNATIVE NATURAL GREEN SPACE – ESHER COMMON
SOUTH
The Countryside Officer provided members of the group with an update on the
current development of a Suitable Alternative Green Spaces (SANGS) site on
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Esher Common South. The group were advised that it had been previously agreed
to create a large pond and wetland area, carry out improvements to Oxshott Heath
Conservators Sandy Lane Car Park, erect appropriate signage and improve
footpaths and install benches where necessary. However, works were delayed at
the time due to the Esher Commons SSSI but the intention is to carry out the
agreed works in the autumn of 2016 and spend the capital receipts collected for the
SANGS programme. Members of the group were in agreement and asked that this
area be included in the summer tour. The Countryside Officer agreed to arrange
this for the summer.
RECOMMENDATION: THAT MEMBERS AGREE THE INCLUSION OF THE
PROPOSED CAPITAL EXPENDITURE IMPROVEMENTS TO ESHER COMMON,
WITHIN THE 2016/17 CAPITAL PROGRAMME TO BE FULLY FUNDED FROM
THE DEVELOPERS SANG CONTRIBUTIONS.

Minute Extract from the Overview and Scrutiny Committee held on 16 June 2016
7/16
41/15 RECOMMENDATIONS FROM THE COUNTRYSIDE CONSULTATIVE GROUP
MEETING HELD ON 17 MARCH 2016
42/15
(Link to Council Priorities: A5, A6, P4, P5)
The Committee considered a report with regard to the recommendations of the
Countryside Consultative Group (CCG) in respect of the Esher Common
Forestry Works Update; Weybridge Heath Cycle Route; and Suitable Alternative
Natural Green Space - Esher Common.
In relation to the Esher Common Forestry Works Update, Members had been
informed about the ongoing Woodland Management programme across the
Countryside Estate which had been approved by the Forestry Commission in
March 2012. Thinning works had been undertaken across Esher Common and
adjacent to the A3 with a 30m safety zone having been created on the southern
edge of Esher Common next to the A3. Two issues had been raised by local
residents as a result of the safety zone creation in respect of increased noise
that was being experienced by local residents and a request for a Shelter belt
development plan. Leisure and Cultural Services had received a request from
two local residents to consider the erection of an acoustic sound barrier along
the edge of the A3. The CCG considered this request but considered that a
simple document to highlight the expected regrowth through a shelter belt plan
should be produced instead.
In relation to the Weybridge Heath Cycle Route, the CCG considered the
Elmbridge Cycling Task Group’s proposals for the creation of a surfaced
pedestrian and cyclist path from Churchfields Recreation Ground to Weybridge
Station. The CCG agreed in principle to support the proposal providing that
correct materials, the best route and safety aspects had been given full
consideration.
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With regard to Suitable Alternative Natural Green Space - Esher Common, the
CCG had been provided with an update on the current development of a
Suitable Alternative Natural Green Space (SANGS) site located on Esher
Common. The Group had been advised that the creation of a large pond and
wetland area; improvements to the Oxshott Heath Conservators car park in
Sandy Lane; the erection of appropriate signage; improved footpaths; and the
installation of benches where necessary had previously been agreed. However
there had been a delay in this work being carried out due to the Esher Commons
SSSI and therefore the works would be carried out in the Autumn 2016 and with
the capital receipts collected for the SANGS programme being utilised. The
CCG supported this recommendation and requested that this be included in the
Summer tour which would be arranged by the Countryside Officer.
Accordingly, the Committee supported the recommendations of the Countryside
Consultative Group as follows:
Esher Common Forestry Works Update:
RECOMMENDED: THAT
(A)

THE REQUEST FOR AN ACOUSTIC SOUND BARRIER BE
REJECTED; AND

(B)

A SHELTER BELT DEVELOPMENT PLAN BE PRODUCED BY
LEISURE AND CULTURAL SERVICES.

Weybridge Heath Cycle Route:
RECOMMENDED: THAT IN PRINCIPLE, OFFICERS UNDERTAKE A
DETAILED INVESTIGATION INTO THE FEASIBILITY OF CREATING A
SURFACED PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLIST PATH FROM CHURCHFIELDS
RECREATION GROUND TO WEYBRIDGE STATION.
Suitable Alternative Natural Green Space - Esher Common:
RECOMMENDED: THAT THE PROPOSED CAPITAL EXPENDITURE
IMPROVEMENTS TO ESHER COMMON THAT HAD BEEN INCLUDED IN
THE 2016/17 CAPITAL PROGRAMME BE FULLY FUNDED FROM THE
DEVELOPERS SUITABLE ALTERNATIVE NATURAL GREEN SPACE
CONTRIBUTIONS.
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Agenda Item 11.
Committee:

Cabinet

Date of meeting:

6 July 2016

Subject:
Lead Officer:
Portfolio Holder:
Link to Council Priorities:
Exempt information:
Delegated status:
Key Decision:

Outdoor Gym Consultation Results
Head of Leisure and Cultural Services
Cllr Janet Turner - Portfolio Holder for Leisure & Culture
P1, P2, P3
None
For Resolution
No

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
At the CIL Strategic Spending Board, held on 2 March 2016, £95,000 was allocated
to the installation of outdoor gym equipment at Cobham, Hersham or Molesey
Recreation Grounds.
CIL recommended that the findings from the public consultation be presented to
Councillors. Public consultation has shown that 99% of residents asked support the
provision of a new outdoor gym in Elmbridge Recreation Grounds. Further benefits
and considerations are set out in the report.
RECOMMENDED: THAT
(A)

THE RESULTS OF THE OUTDOOR GYM CONSULTATION ARE NOTED;
AND

(B)

THAT CORONATION RECREATION GROUND, COBHAM RECREATION
GROUND AND MOLESEY HURST RECREATION GROUND ARE
SELECTED AS THE SITES FOR NEW OUTDOOR GYMS.

REPORT:
1.

Background

2.

The Council has committed to enabling residents to become more active. The
Elmbridge Physical Activity Strategy 2015-20 highlights the need for more
local opportunity for people to become more active. To increase levels of
physical activity throughout the Borough




3.

Focus on certain areas of deprivation and low levels of physical activity
within the Borough
Promote the benefits of achieving a healthy and active lifestyle
Widen access to physical activity opportunities for all residents ‘to
inspire people to lead healthier lifestyles and get more active’.

Consultation carried out as part of the strategy showed that a large number of
Elmbridge residents wanted opportunities to exercise outdoors and closer to
home. 57 % of respondents identified access to reasonably priced,
convenient resources in the community as one of the factors that would
encourage them to take part in more physical activity.
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4.

There is evidence to support that using green spaces and being active
outside can improve an individual’s mental wellbeing and supports both
Public Health England’s ‘Everybody Active Every Day’ as well as the priorities
of the Surrey Health and Well- being Strategy.

5.

One of Leisure and Cultural Services - Service Delivery Plan 2016/17
objectives is:
“Increasing opportunities for people to lead an active and healthy lifestyle”.
and “develop a series of targeted indoor and outdoor activities and initiatives
with partners to encourage increased physical and mental health across all
age groups. “

6.

Outdoor Gyms

7.

Elmbridge’s first outdoor gym was installed as a part of the Olympic Legacy
projects in 2012 at Long Ditton Recreation ground and this has proved very
popular among the local community with a range of activities being organised
linked to the facility. Officers have been looking at options for the provision of
a similar facility elsewhere in the Borough linked to lower levels of activity in a
bid to encourage a healthier lifestyle.

8.

Simple to use, with instructions, use resistance and own body weight for low
impact exercise, links to website and apps to design own exercise
programme or basic tuition

9.

Low maintenance, open during daylight hours free of charge, complements
existing park users.

10.

At the CIL Strategic Spending Board, held on 2 March 2016, £95,000 was
allocated to the installation of outdoor gym equipment at Cobham Recreation
Ground, Coronation Recreation Ground or Molesey Hurst Recreation Ground.

11.

The areas proposed have been highlighted in a mapping exercise that details
areas that are least active and not reaching the recommended 150 minutes
per week of physical activity a week. Officers determined the most
appropriate locations based on site specifics, access, parking and ground
conditions.

12.

Consultation

13.

Widespread public consultation was promoted from 15 May to 15 June 2016
with surveys available online and promoted through local media, social
media, as well as 300 paper copies were distributed in each of the three
areas.

14.

In total, 1348 residents took part in the consultation with 1060 online
questionnaires completed and 288 paper questionnaires. Out of the 1348
replies, the response was fairly well spread across the 3 sites, with results
considered in percentage terms to provide a fair comparison.

15.

Overall response rates per site were as follows:
Hersham Coronation Recreation (36%), Cobham Recreation Ground (34%)
and Molesey Hurst Recreation Ground (30%)

16.

Over 33% said they were moderately active, 12% not very active and 2%
inactive.
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17.

53% said that they would use the outdoor gym 1-2 days per week if it was
installed in their local park with 43% saying they would use it 3-5 days per
week.

18.

Respondents across the 3 locations indicated that they would like an outdoor
gym in their local park, with only 1% saying that they would not like a gym in
their local park.

19.

Motivation from respondents to use the gym indicated that improved fitness
78%, general health 69%, free 60% and 51% weight loss or toning were
reasons why they would use an out door gym.

20.

The results showed a slight preference for the provision of an outdoor gym as
Hersham Recreation Ground being 36%, having the highest level of support.
With Cobham Recreation Ground having 34% of the responses and very
closely behind Molesey Hurst Recreation Ground at 30%.

21.

% Support for Gym by location
Molesey Hurst Recreation Ground

30%

Coronation Recreation Ground

36%

Cobham Recreation Ground

34%

Not interested in outdoor gym project

1%

22.

Given the high response rate to this survey and the equal distribution of the
support for a green gym, Officers have reviewed the locations and concluded
that the funding could be split across the 3 sites to complete 3 good sized
green Gyms, which would be more beneficial than one large gym and would
target 3 areas with lower rates of physical activity.

23.

Should the new gyms prove popular, consideration will be given to external
funding bids to extend the facilities. Each site will be designed with this in
mind so as to future proof any further extension.

24.

Literal comments from residents included that an outdoor gym would
encourage families to use that are not members of indoor gyms. A lot people
commented on it being nicer to exercise outside rather than indoors. There
were many comments around the cost of current gym membership and the
advantage of a free gym for all to use. Many parents said that they would use
whilst their children were participating in football or other multisport classes in
the recreation ground.

25.

A full copy of the consultation results and feedback will be made available to
download from the website, and are available in the Member’s Room.

26.

The procurement process will take about 8 weeks from approval of the project
with the gym/s due for completion later in this year. Ward Councillors for each
of the areas will be invited in to see final designs once they are available.

Financial implications:
Capital budget of £95,000 is in the CIL Strategic Spending Board programme to fund
the initial installation of the outdoor gym.
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There is an annual maintenance cost for an outside gym. The cost is based on
quotes from the current contractors who maintain the outdoor gym at Long Ditton.
This cost includes daily visits for visual inspections and also a monthly lubrication to
parts. The annual sum for this work is £2545.00 – this cost will be met by the Green
Spaces Team grounds maintenance budget.
Environmental/Sustainability Implications:
As contained within the report.
Legal implications:
None
Equality Implications:
None
Risk Implications:
A new risk assessment will be completed prior to the opening of the new facility.
Community Safety Implications:
None
Principal Consultees:
Ward Councillors,
Local residents
Head of Leisure and Cultural Services
CIL Board
Finance Manager.
Background papers:
None
Enclosures/Appendices:
A full copy of the consultation results and comments are available through this link
and are available in the members room or from Leisure and Cultural Services
Contact details:
Lisa Winn
Leisure Development Manager
01372 474583
lisawinn@elmbridge.gov.uk
Ian Burrows
Head of Leisure and Cultural Services
01372 474572
iburrows@elmbridge.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 12.
Committee:

CABINET

Date of meeting:

6 July 2016

Subject:
Lead Officer:
Portfolio Holder:
Link to Council Priorities:
Exempt information:
Delegated status:
Key decision:

Proposed Neighbourhood Area and Forum Application
for Burwood Park, Hersham
Zoe Belton, Senior Planning Officer (Strategy and
Policy)
Cllr Karen Randolph, Portfolio Holder for Planning
Services
P1 and P3
None
For resolution
Yes

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
On 29 February 2016, Elmbridge Borough Council received an application to
designate a neighbourhood area and forum for the Burwood Park Private Estate.
In accordance with the Neighbourhood Planning Regulations 2012, community
groups intending to take up neighbourhood planning will first need to apply to the
Council for neighbourhood area and forum designation. These need to be agreed
with the local authority.
This report provides Members with a background to the submitted application and a
brief summary of Neighbourhood Planning, with an explanation into the requirements
of both an area and forum application. It goes on to describe how the Council carried
out the required public consultation and sets out the conditions that must be met in
order to determine the designation. The report also includes details of the submitted
applications and the comments expressed by the local community. This allows
members to make a decision on the designation of the proposed Burwood Park
neighbourhood area and forum.
RECOMMENDATION:
(A) THE CABINET AGREES TO THE DESIGNATION OF THE PROPOSED
BURWOOD PARK NEIGHBOURHOOD AREA WHICH IS TO BE COVERED BY
THE BURWOOD PARK NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN (NDP).
(B) THE CABINET AGREES TO THE DESIGNATION OF THE PROPOSED
BURWOOD PARK NEIGHBOURHOOD FORUM THAT WILL BE
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PREPARING OF THE BURWOOD PARK
NEIGHBOURHOOD DEVELOPMENT PLAN (NDP).
REPORT:
1

Background

1.1

On 29 February 2016, the Council received an application to designate a
neighbourhood area and forum for the Burwood Park Private Estate for the
purposes of preparing a Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP). The
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proposed area and forum application is the first part of a formal process
which requires Elmbridge Borough Council to consult on and then consider
whether to designate both the proposed area the plan will cover and the
community group leading the process. The content of a future NDP is not
part of this initial process and cannot influence the decision to designate the
proposed area or forum.
1.2

In accordance with Regulations 6 and 9 of the Neighbourhood Planning
(General) Regulations 2012 and as soon as possible after receiving a
submission, the Council has to publicise the proposed neighbourhood area
and forum application inviting representations for a minimum of six weeks.
On Monday 14 March 2016, the Council began a seven week public
consultation (with an extra week to account for the Easter bank holidays). A
copy of the application, details on how to make representations and the date
by which representations need to be received was published on the website.
The consultation ended on 2 May.

1.3

Further details on the public consultation are discussed at section 4 of this
report. Copies of the consultation documents are included in the consultation
statement which is attached to this report at Appendix 2. This report sets out
the results of the public consultation presenting to Members the conditions
required to be satisfied that the proposed area and forum can be designated.

1.4

If approved by the Council, the community group submitting the application
(the Burwood Park Forum) will become the authorised body to prepare the
plan for the proposed neighbourhood area. Elmbridge Borough Council has a
legal duty to provide support and advice to designated Neighbourhood
Forums preparing a plan. If the Forum is designated, no other organisation or
body can be designated to prepare a Plan for any part of the area until the
designation has expired (5 years from the date of designation) or the
designation has been withdrawn.

2

What is neighbourhood planning?

2.1

Neighbourhood planning is a right for communities introduced through the
Localism Act 2011. Communities can shape development in their areas
through the production of a NDP, which following examination, and
referendum and if found sound becomes part of the Local Plan. The policies
contained within the NDP are then used in the determination of planning
applications for that area. The policies produced cannot block development
that is already part of the Local Plan. What they can do is shape where that
development will go and what it will look like.

2.2

The Local Planning Authority is responsible for offering support and advice
and will make decisions at key stages of the process. It will also organise the
independent examination of the plan and the community referendum that is
held at the end of the process. As stated above, the Council is responsible
for approving the neighbourhood area within which the NDP will have effect
as well as approving the community group preparing the plan. It is this
decision that Members are being asked to consider at Cabinet.
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3.

The Requirements of a Neighbourhood Area and Neighbourhood Forum
Designation Application.

3.1

The Government’s process for preparing a NDP is set out in the Localism Act
2011 and the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulation 2012. The first
stage in the NDP process is the identification and designation of the
neighbourhood area i.e. the area to be covered by the plan. The
neighbourhood area is established by the community, proposed to the
Council and then consulted on for a minimum six week period. The Council
must then decide whether to designate the proposed neighbourhood area i.e.
whether it is appropriate having taken into account the information submitted
by those seeking to establish the neighbourhood area and the responses
received during the public consultation.

3.2

When applying for the designation of a neighbourhood area, the following
information must be submitted:




A map which identifies the area to which the application relates (a copy
of the submitted map in located at Appendix 1).
A statement explaining why this area is considered appropriate to be
designated as a neighbourhood area*
A statement that the organisation making the area application is a Parish
Council or capable of being a neighbourhood forum*

*The group’s application contains the above statements and a copy of the
application is located at Appendix 3 of the consultation statement attached at
Appendix 2 of this report.
3.3

In non-parished areas a neighbourhood forum, which will lead the
preparation of the NDP, must also be established by the community. It must
follow the same process as a proposed neighbourhood area application in
terms of public consultation and designation.

3.4

When applying for the designation, the proposed neighbourhood forum must
demonstrate that it has met the following conditions / requirements set out in
the Localism Act and Regulations:


it is established for the express purpose of promoting or improving the
social, economic and environmental well-being of an area that consists of
or includes the neighbourhood area concerned.



its membership is open to
(i) individuals who live in the neighbourhood area
(ii) individuals who work there
(iii) individuals who are elected members of a county council, district
council of whose area falls within the neighbourhood concerned.



That its membership includes a minimum of 21 individuals each of whom:
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(i) Lives in the neighbourhood area concerned or
(ii) Works there (whether for business carried on there or otherwise), or
(iii) That at least one member is an elected member of the county council
or district council whose area falls within the neighbourhood area
concerned.


That it has a written constitution



Such other conditions as may be prescribed.

4

The Public Consultation

4.1

In accordance with Regulations 6 and 9 of the Neighbourhood Planning
(General) Regulations 2012, the Council must publicise the area and forum
applications. The consultation methods adopted and comments received are
all detailed in the Consultation Statement at Appendix 2.

4.2

A consultation webpage was set up which provided more information about
neighbourhood planning. It also included the application documents and
provided details of how to make representations and the date on which these
representations need to be submitted. Supporting documents included the
written constitution and proposed area map. Copies of these can be viewed
in the appendices of the Consultation Statement at Appendix 2 of this report.

4.3

The regulations also state that the local planning authority should publicise
the application in such other manner as they consider is likely to bring the
area application to the attention of people who live, work or carry out
business in the area to which the area application relates. Therefore,
individual letters were sent to all owners and occupiers of the properties in
the proposed Burwood Park application area and all neighbouring properties
on Burwood Road and neighbouring roads in Burwood East1. A list of these
addresses is included in the consultation statement at Appendix 2.

4.4

As well as the above, residents groups such as Hersham Residents
Association and Hersham Village Society were also invited to respond to the
consultation. On 11 March 2016, every Member of the Council received an
email informing them of the consultation and providing them with the web
address. In addition to this and to help with communication across the
Council, Planning Services and Customer Services staff all received e-mails
alerting them of the public consultation.

4.5

The consultation document explained what people should consider when
submitting comments. The consultation questionnaire consisted of the
following two questions:
1.

Do you think the proposed boundary is appropriate for designation as a
neighbourhood area?

1

Burwood East covers the non-gated area east of Burwood Park and contains the roads: The Heronry, Kenwood
Drive, Westcar Lane and Eastwick Road.
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2.

4.6

Is the proposed Forum (Burwood Park Forum) appropriate and
representative of the local community?

In total 81 people responded to the consultation which included a 46
signature petition. The results were as follows,
21 people (26% of respondents) answered yes to question 1 and believe the
proposed boundary is appropriate for designation as a neighbourhood area.
59 people (73% of respondents) believe the proposed boundary is not
appropriate for designation as a neighbourhood area. 1 person did not
answer this question and only answered question 2.
21 people (26% of respondents) answered yes to question 2 and stated that
the proposed Forum is appropriate and representative of the local
community. 60 people (74% of respondents) stated that they did not think
the proposed Forum is appropriate and representative of the local
community.
The following section and the consultation statement at Appendix 2 discuss
the responses in more detail.

5.

Deciding whether to designate the area and forum
Designating the Neighbourhood Area- Conditions Required

5.1

Members of the Cabinet need to decide whether the proposed
neighbourhood area boundary is appropriate for the designation as a
neighbourhood area.

5.2

National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPG) states that the local planning
authority must designate a neighbourhood area if it receives a valid
application and some or all of the area has not yet been designated. It also
states that the Local Planning Authority should take into account the relevant
body’s statement explaining why the area applied is considered appropriate
to be designated as such.

5.3

The submitted application contains a statement which sets out why the
proposed area is appropriate as a neighbourhood area;
“The proposed boundary defines the area of Burwood Park with a coherent
physical and functional identity in the terms set out in the Government’s
Planning Practice Guidance. In the terms of the PPG it is notable for being a
“coherent estate” – Burwood Park – and for being the area of a
“formal…..community based group” – Burwood Park Residents Limited. It
also has a consistent physical appearance and clear boundaries.
The area is bounded by a major road (Burwood Road) to the south, west and
north. It includes the green buffer along Seven Hills Road and Queens Road.
Its eastern boundary separates the dwellings along Eastwick Road and The
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Heronry which do not form part of the Burwood Park estate. Those dwellings
along Burwood Road which do not have direct access to Burwood Park roads
are included in the neighbourhood area and can participate as full members
of the Burwood Park Forum.”
5.4

The PPG states that a local planning authority should aim to designate the
area applied for. However, a local planning authority can refuse to designate
the area applied for if it considers the area is not appropriate. Where it does
so, the local planning authority must give reasons.
Designating the Neighbourhood Area- Public’s Response

5.5

As highlighted above, 21 individuals (26% of the respondents) thought that
the proposed boundary is appropriate for the designation of a neighbourhood
area. 19 of the 21 respondents are residents of Burwood Park and 2 are
residents of Burwood East.

5.6

Some 59 individuals (73% of respondents) felt that the proposed boundary is
not appropriate for designation as a neighbourhood area. These respondents
included 43 residents who live in Burwood Park, 4 residents who live in
Burwood East, 3 Estate agents, 5 people with an interest in the area and 4
developers that are freeholders of properties in Burwood Park. The
objections are available to view in full in the consultation statement at
Appendix 2.
To summarise, these were the key points raised:








Two respondents felt Burwood East should be included because both
areas were developed at the same time, share services and are all within
the Burhill Estates area.
One respondent felt the area should be expanded to include Hersham
Train Station and not just an exclusive private estate.
One respondent felt that it should only include the park and not the
houses on Burwood Road.
56 people stated that existing guidelines from Burhill Estates, the
covenants, planning policy and the Design and Character SPD provides
enough guidance to ensure high quality development and believe an
area designation is unnecessary.
Lack of early engagement means people were not informed or able to
discuss the area designation or intentions of a NDP. One person noted
that they did not receive any of the invitations mentioned on the website.
There is no appetite for a NDP for Burwood Park.

5.7

There are also comments relating to the potential content of the NDP with
discussions about design issues across the Park; however these points
cannot be taken account of when considering the designation applications.

5.8

In response to the objections relating to the proposed boundary line, it is
considered that the proposed area designation is appropriate. In line with the
Planning Practice Guidance, the proposed neighbourhood area has a
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consistent scale and style. It also forms part of a coherent estate for
residents. In contrast, Burwood East has a slightly higher density and is not
gated or part of a coherent estate with a formal community based group. The
boundary line also follows the special low density area designation in the
Elmbridge Local Plan which is featured on the policies map 2011. For these
reasons, the proposed area designation appears to be logical and
appropriate.
5.9

Whilst there are clearly concerns regarding the level of engagement adopted
by the group and the future content of the NDP, these issues are not relevant
to the designation of the proposed area. The regulations and planning
guidance does not state that the area must be agreed by the community
before submitting to the Council. It is a valid application as it meets
Regulations 5 (1) and includes:
a) A map which identifies the area to where the area application relates
b) A statement explaining why this area is considered appropriate to be
designated as a neighbourhood area; and
c) A statement that the organisation or body making the area application is
a relevant body for the purposes of section 61G of the 1990 Act.
Section 61G states that a relevant body is an organisation that “is capable of
being designated as a neighbourhood forum”. As the group is capable of
being a neighbourhood forum, it is considered that the above conditions have
been met.

5.10

Therefore, whilst the objections received indicate a clear objection to the idea
of a NDP for Burwood Park, the regulations, legislation and guidance gives
no indication that this is a reason for refusing a proposed neighbourhood
area. It is therefore considered that the proposed neighbourhood area is in
line with regulations and planning guidance and hence appropriate to
designate.
Designating the Neighbourhood Forum- Conditions Required

5.11

Members of the Cabinet also need to decide whether the proposed Forum
(Burwood Park Forum) is appropriate and representative of the local
community. The application submitted includes a statement which sets out
how the Forum complies with the conditions for neighbourhood forum
designation. It also includes a written constitution setting out the purposes of
the Forum, membership and governance arrangements.

5.12

In compliance with the Localism Act 2011 (Schedule 9 Neighbourhood
Planning 61F (5) the Council may designate an organisation or body as a
neighbourhood forum if the authority are satisfied that it meets the following
conditions(5)
a) it is established for the express purpose of promoting or improving the
social, economic and environmental well-being of an area that consists of
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or includes the neighbourhood area concerned.
b) its membership is open to(i) individuals who live in the neighbourhood area concerned,
(ii) individuals who work there, and
(iii) individuals who are elected members of a county council, district
council of whose area falls within the neighbourhood concerned.
c)

its membership includes a minimum of 21 individuals each of whom(i) lives in the neighbourhood area concerned,
(ii) works there (whether for a business carried out there or otherwise),
or
(iii) is an elected member of a county council, district council or London
Borough council any of whose area falls within the neighbourhood
area concerned,

d) it has a written constitution
e) such other conditions as may be prescribed.
The Legislation also states that,
(7) A local planning authority –must in determining under subsection (5)
whether to designate an organisation or body as a neighbourhood forum for a
neighbourhood area, have regard to the desirability of designating an
organisation or bodyi.

which has secured (or taken reasonable steps to attempt to secure) that
its membership includes at least one individual falling within each of the
sub-paragraphs (i) to (iii) of subsection 5 (b)
ii. whose membership is drawn from different places in the neighbourhood
area concerned and from different sections of the community in that
area, and
iii. whose purpose reflects (in general terms) the character of that area.
5.13

The application submitted states that:
“Burwood Park Forum meets the requirements of the Localism Act 2011 to
be recognised as a qualifying body. It has been established with more than
21 people to promote the social, economic and environmental well-being of
the neighbourhood area in a manner which reflects the diversity, character
and inclusivity of the area and includes people who live and work in the area
and local councillors”.

5.14

Included in the submission is a list of 30 supporters alongside with a map
plotting their addresses across Burwood Park. This demonstrates these
individuals are geographical representative of the area and are all residents.
Although described as supporters, the community group have confirmed
these are members of the prospective forum. The group had support from a
ward Councillor however the recent boundary review and elections has
required the Forum to liaise with new members for their potential
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representation in the forum. As detailed in the written constitution,
membership is open to all the groups required by legislation.
5.15

The application also includes supporting information on how it was advertised
in terms of the three open BPRL meetings held in 2015 and 2016 (the AGM,
EGM and Neighbourhood Planning Meeting) which discussed the proposal
and how people could get involved. Individual letters and e-mails were sent
to homeowners in the estate, inviting them to join the proposed forum.
Copies of these invitations were submitted with the application and uploaded
onto the Council’s website as evidence for the public consultation. These
invitations were sent on the 29 February 2016, the date the application was
submitted to the Council.

5.16

In terms of meeting Regulation 8 (Application for designation of a
neighbourhood forum), the group have submitted all the criteria required.
They have also provided a statement which explains how the proposed
neighbourhood forum meets the conditions in section 61F (5) of the Act.
Designating the Neighbourhood Forum- Public Response

5.17

Overall, 21 people (26% of respondents) agree with question 2 and 60
people (74% of respondents) disagree. Those who disagreed provided
comments to explain their objection and these are set out in full in the
consultation statement at Appendix 2. It must also be noted that the majority
of the response (56) were either part of a signed petition linked to a shared
statement or submitted a copy of the same detailed response.

5.18

To summarise the objections, people felt the Forum was neither appropriate
nor representative and there was a strong feeling that a small group of
residents were imposing their views on the whole park. There were
comments with regard to the future content of the plan, which cannot be
taken into account when considering the proposed forum application. One
respondent questioned the cost to the Council for the Neighbourhood Plan.
However, BPRL is funding the NDP and the Council will apply for the
government grants which will cover the costs to the Council involved in
organising the public consultation for the designation applications.

5.19

The main concerns raised in these responses were:




That the forum is not a qualified body as it had not adequately
demonstrated that individuals who work in the area or have a material
and on-going interest in the area were invited to join.
That the constitution was inadequate stating generic aims that does not
set out what the forum intends to achieve
There has been inadequate consultation prior to submission that has
excluded key stakeholders. In particular concerns are raised with regard
to the use of the BPRL and its meetings to discuss the development of
the Neighbourhood Forum.
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5.20

These are wide ranging concerns and must be taken seriously. As such since
the public consultation, a revised written constitution (Appendix 3) has been
submitted that clarifies that the forum shall be independent of the BPRL with
that organisation providing administrative support to the Forum. This has
been written to address concerns about using the BPRL meetings to discuss
and make decisions regarding the NDP. The objections regarding payment
and funding of the NDP process is a matter for the forum and the community
to manage. Funding is available for communities from the Government.

5.21

However, it must be remembered that in making a decision on whether to
designate the proposed forum, the Council must base its decision on the
relevant legislation. Set out below is the consideration of the application and
the comments raised alongside the legislative requirements.
Has the Forum been established for the express purpose of promoting
or improving the social, economic and environmental well-being of an
area?

5.22

The constitution clearly sets out the purpose of the Forum to promote or
improve the social, economic and environmental well-being of the Burwood
Park neighbourhood area.

5.23

Whilst there are concerns expressed in the consultation responses that there
are other agendas, there is no evidence to suggest that the express purpose
of the forum is not the social, economic or environmental well-being of the
area. The fact that there may be different views as to how this well-being is
achieved will be a key part of the development of any neighbourhood plan.
Is the membership open to (i) individuals who live in the neighbourhood
area concerned, (ii) individuals who work there (whether for business
carried on there or otherwise), and (iii) individuals who are elected
members whose area falls within the neighbourhood area concerned.

5.24

The constitution clearly sets out that it is open to all the groups stated above
and also includes all those who have an interest in the area. This reflects the
need to engage with those who own a property but are not occupants or who
may have other interests within the area. This goes beyond what is required
in the legislation and addresses the key concerns raised in the consultation
regarding the breadth of membership. In addition to this, officers requested
that the constitution be amended to take account of concern relating to the
close links between the BPRL and the proposed Forum. Some residents
clearly felt that this could restrict involvement. By clearly separating the
Forum from the BPRL, membership of the Forum will not be restricted solely
to those residing in the area.

5.25

As set out above, at the time of submission there was one councillor who had
been involved in the development of the proposed Forum. However, since
then that Councillor has lost their seat and Burwood Park is now within a
different ward. Officers have been made aware that efforts are being made
to engage Councillors and secure membership on the Forum.
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Have they secured, or taken reasonable steps to secure, that its
membership includes at least one of the following i) individuals who
live in the neighbourhood (ii) individuals who work there and (iii)
individuals who are elected members
5.26

In establishing the forum invitations were sent to all residents of the area to
attend meetings in order to discuss the development of a NDP and the
application to set up a neighbourhood forum. These invitations went out to
over 90% of the residents of the proposed neighbourhood area. As part of
this the local ward councillors for the area were also invited with one
Councillor, who was also a resident, outlining their support for the Forum. In
determining the extent of the consultation it must also be remembered that
the area is a residential area with no other uses such as offices or shops, in
the proposed neighbourhood area. This limits the extent to which
consultation beyond residents could be directed.

5.27

In addition the constitution has established the membership parameters to be
very broad. Membership in the constitution has been extended to all those
who not only live and work in the area but also to those with a material and
on-going social, cultural, economic or financial interest.

5.28

Concerns were raised in the consultation about the lack of information on the
BPRL website. The community group submitting the applications have said
that they have had an issue with the website and have not been able to
upload information on neighbourhood planning on the BPRL homepage.
Whilst this would have been beneficial to help accessibility of documents and
information, the fact that contact was made directly to over 90% of residents’
means that the group can be considered to have taken reasonable steps to
secure membership. Officers have strongly recommended that in future the
website includes detailed information on the forum and any neighbourhood
planning information to help communication with residents.
Is the membership drawn from different places in the neighbourhood
area concerned and different sections of the community?

5.29

A map has been submitted that shows that Members are distributed across
the Park. Geographically, the forum has been drawn from different roads
across the park. However, whilst it is possible to see that there is a mix of
genders within the Forum (9 females members, 21 male members) no other
details have been provided regarding age structure, home ownership or
employment.

5.30

However, the group has stated that the membership is open to key
stakeholders and added in the written constitution the additional criteria of
individuals who have a material interest in or involvement in the area. It also
states that the forum shall operate without distinction or discrimination on
grounds of gender, disability, sexual orientation or race, or of political,
religious or other beliefs. As there are no offices or work places within the
Park, there are no workers to invite. Developers and estate agents would fall
under people with an interest and the forum has an open membership to
these groups of people.
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Does the purpose of the proposed Forum reflect, in general terms, the
character of the area?
5.31

The purpose of the Forum is set out in section two of the written constitution.
The statement is very broad and it seeks to improve the social, economic and
environmental well-being of the area. This, in very general terms, reflects the
residential character of the area.
Is there a written constitution?

5.32

The written constitution should contain the key agreements made by
members as to how the organisation will work. It should be clearly written so
members can understand their rights and responsibilities; leaders can
understand their mandate and accountability; and members of the public
understand why the organisation exists and how it operates2. It is considered
that the submitted constitution sufficiently covers these requirements.

5.33

Whilst the above assessment indicates that there is sufficient evidence to
support the designation of proposed forum to take forward any
neighbourhood planning in this area, the Council will continue to monitor the
governance arrangements for the forum given the concerns raised in the
consultation. If the Council is not satisfied that the proposed forum is meeting
its purpose and the conditions of the legislation then it has the power to
withdraw any designation under section 61 F (9) of the Localism Act, 2011.

6.

Conclusion

6.1

Having reviewed the submitted applications, supporting information and the
responses received to the public consultation, it is considered that the
proposed Burwood Park Neighbourhood area is appropriate and meets the
Government’s requirements.

6.2

Despite the high levels of objection to the forum application, it is considered
with the change to the written constitution that the proposed forum is in
compliance with legislation and regulation and should be designated. Should
members consider it inappropriate to designate either the area or the forum,
it is possible for these to be considered and designated separately.

6.3

If members are minded to refuse the application, legislation states that the
local planning authority must give reasons to the organisation or body
applying to be designated.

Financial implications:
The Government are supporting local authorities in the neighbourhood process and
recently announced updated arrangements for funding. Local planning authorities
can claim £5,000 for the first five neighbourhood areas designated. They can also
2

Planning Aid, How to set up a neighbourhood forum ‘putting the pieces together’.
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claim £5,000 for the first five neighbourhood forums designated. In the event of the
Cabinet agreeing to designate the Burwood Park Area and Forum, a claim for
£10,000 will be made to the Government. This grant pays for the officer time spent
advising the group, the consultation process and assistance with the plan preparation
where required. It will also cover the consultation of the publication of the
Neighbourhood plan before submission to an Inspector. A further payment of
£20,000 will be made on successful completion of the neighbourhood planning
examination. This payment is to cover the examination process and referendum
costs.
At this stage it is difficult to estimate the cost to the Council arising from the Burwood
Park neighbourhood plan as this will depend on the scope and complexity of any
future plan. It is anticipated that support will come from existing staff resources with
the only additional cost being the examination in public and referendum. The extent
to which the additional costs are covered by government grants will depend on the
scope of any proposed plan. Officers will monitor the level of support provided to the
group and the nature of the plan to assess the potential cost implications. Other
costs directly associated with the preparation of the plan will be managed by
Burwood Park Residents Limited.
Environmental/Sustainability Implications:
The forum is established for the express purpose of promoting or improving the
social, economic and environmental well-being of an area. Neighbourhood
Development Plans are required to be supported by a Sustainability Appraisal /
Strategic Environmental Assessment which will assess the economic, environmental
and social implications of the proposed policy options.
Legal implications:
The legal requirements of preparing a Neighbourhood Development Plan are
outlined in the Localism Act and Neighbourhood Planning Regulations. The Housing
and Planning Act introduces additional legislation with regards to intervention. Any
plan will be required to satisfy the terms of the legislation and regulations.
The constitution of the proposed neighbourhood forum was discussed with the
Council’s Law Practice Manager prior to the submission of the applications.
Equality Implications:
The forum must be inclusive and represent the whole community. If designated, it will
be for the neighbourhood forum when preparing their plan to ensure that all groups
within their communities are positively engaged in the process. The Council will need
to be satisfied however, that this has happened in accordance with the Localism Act
and Neighbourhood Planning Regulations when submitting the draft plan for
independent examination.
Risk Implications:
No significant risks to the Council have been identified. Working with local
communities to help shape where they live has the potential to foster positive
relationships between the Council and local communities.
Community Safety Implications:
None for the purpose of this report.
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Principal Consultees:
None
Background papers:
None
Enclosures/Appendices:
Appendix 1: Proposed Neighbourhood Area (Submitted Map)
Appendix 2: Consultation Statement
Appendix 3: Amended Written Constitution
Contact details:
Zoe Belton- Senior Planning Officer (Strategy and Policy) 01372 474830
zbelton@elmbridge.gov.uk
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1.

Introduction
The purpose of this consultation statement

1.1

This statement has been prepared by Elmbridge Borough Council in order to present
the findings of the Burwood Park Proposed Neighbourhood Area and Forum
consultation which took place between Monday 14 March and Monday 2 May 2016.
Background to the Consultation

1.2

On the 29 February, the Council received an application to designate a neighbourhood
area and forum for the Burwood Park private estate for the purpose of preparing a
Neighbourhood Development Plan (NDP). The proposed area and forum application is
the first part of a formal process which requires Elmbridge Borough Council to consult
on and consider whether to designate both the proposed area the plan will cover and
the community group leading the process. The content of a future NDP is not part of
this initial process and cannot influence the decision to designate the proposed area
or forum.

1.3

In accordance with Regulations 6 and 9 of the Neighbourhood Planning (General)
Regulations 2012 and as soon as possible after submission, the Council has to
publicise the proposed neighbourhood area and forum application inviting
representations for a minimum of six weeks. On Monday 14 March 2016, the Council
began a seven week public consultation (with an extra week to account for the Easter
bank holidays). A copy of the application, details on how to make representations and
the date by which representations needed to be received was published on the
Council’s website. This consultation document sets out which consultation techniques
have been adopted to comply with regulations. The consultation finished on 2 May.
The Requirements of a Neighbourhood Area and Neighbourhood Forum

1.4

The Government’s process for preparing a NDP is set out in the Localism Act 2011
and the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulation 2012. The first stage in the
NDP process is the identification and designation of the neighbourhood area i.e. the
area to be covered by the plan. The neighbourhood area is established by the
community, proposed to the Council and then consulted on for a six week period. The
Council must then decide whether to designate the proposed neighbourhood area i.e.
whether it is appropriate having taken into account the information submitted by those
seeking to establish the neighbourhood area and the responses received during the
public consultation.

1.5

When applying for the designation of a neighbourhood area, the following information
must be submitted:



A map which identifies the area to which the application relates
A statement explaining why this area is considered appropriate to be designated as a
neighbourhood area.
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A statement that the organisation making the area application is a Parish Council or
capable of being a neighbourhood forum.

1.6

In non-parished areas a neighbourhood forum, which will lead the preparation of the
NDP, must also be established by the community. It follows the same process a
proposed neighbourhood area in terms of public consultation and designation.

1.7

When applying for the designation, the proposed neighbourhood forum must
demonstrate that it has met the following conditions / requirements set out in the
Localism Act and Regulations:


it is established for the express purpose of promoting or improving the social,
economic and environmental well-being of an area that consists of or includes the
neighbourhood area concerned.



its membership is open to
(i) individuals who live in the neighbourhood area
(ii) individuals who work there, and
(iii) individuals who are elected members of a county council, district council of whose
area falls within the neighbourhood concerned.

 That its membership includes a minimum of 21 individuals each of whom:
(i) Lives in the neighbourhood area concerned or
(ii) Works there (whether for business carried on there or otherwise), or
(iii) is an elected member of the county council or district council whose area falls
within the neighbourhood area concerned.
 That it has a written constitution
 Such other conditions as may be prescribed.
1.8

In determining whether to designate a group as a neighbourhood forum, a local
authority must also have regard to the desirability of designating a group:
 which has secured (or taken reasonable steps to attempt to secure) its membership of
individuals who live in the neighbourhood area; work in the neighbourhood area; and
has at least one elected member.
 Whose membership is drawn from different places in the neighbourhood area
concerned and from different sections of the community in that area.
 Whose purpose reflects (in general terms) the character of that area.
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What happens next?
1.9

A decision as to whether or not to designate the proposed neighbourhood area and
forum will be made at Cabinet on the 6 July 2016. This consultation statement sets out
the comments made during the public consultation and has been prepared to help
Members of the Cabinet make a decision regarding designation and to consider the
above conditions fully.

1.10 If approved by the Council, the community group submitting the application (the
Burwood Park Forum) will become the authorised body to prepare the plan for the
proposed neighbourhood area. Elmbridge Borough Council has a legal duty to provide
support and advice to designated Neighbourhood Forums preparing a plan.
1.11 If the Council refuse the application/ s the Council will publish a statement setting out
the decision and the reasons for making that decision and details of where and when
the refusal statement may be inspected.
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2.

Consultation on the Neighbourhood Area and Forum
Applications
Who was consulted and how

2.1

In accordance with the Neighbourhood Planning (General) Regulations 2012,
Regulation 6 for neighbourhood areas and Regulation 9 in relation to Neighbourhood
Forums, the Council undertook the following consultation methods.
Website

2.2

A specific consultation website was designed and located as a link on the main
homepage under ‘Let’s Talk Elmbridge’ and ‘Consultations’. The website contained
information about Neighbourhood Planning, the proposed Burwood Park
Neighbourhood Area and Forum Applications and how to submit representations. It
also included information on what happens next including the following statement that
is in accordance with Regulation 9 (b),
If the Forum is designated, no other organisation or body can be designated to
prepare a Plan for any part of the area until the designation has expired (5 years
from the date of designation) or the designation has been withdrawn.

2.3

The published information consisted of a consultation document (Appendix 1), which
included information about the proposal including links to the application and area
map. It explains what people should consider when submitting comments and then
included two questions of an online questionnaire. The online questionnaire consisted
of the following questions:
1. Do you think the proposed boundary is appropriate for
designation as a neighbourhood area?
2. Is the proposed Forum (Burwood Park Forum)
appropriate and representative of the local community?
The application includes a written constitution setting
out the purposes of the Forum, membership and
governance arrangements.
3.

2.4

A further question asks whether the respondent would like to be contacted about the
designation decision. As well as this consultation document / questionnaire, the
supporting documents also include the following:






Consultation Notice (Appendix 2)
Neighbourhood Area and Forum Application (Appendix 3)
Proposed Neighbourhood Area Map (Appendix 4)
Constitution of Burwood Park Forum (Appendix 5)
E-mail Invitation (Appendix 6)
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2.5

Forum Invitation letter (Appendix 7)
Proposed Forum’s Geographical Spread (Appendix 8)
Response Form (Appendix 9)

In line with both Regulations 6 and 9, the submitted applications and all supporting
information were listed and downloadable.
Individual Letters

2.6

The regulations also state that a local planning authority must publicise the above
documents on their website and in such other manner as they consider is likely to
bring the area application to the attention of people who live, work or carry on
business in the area to which the area application relates. Therefore, individual letters
were sent to all owners and occupiers of the properties in the proposed Burwood Park
application area and all neighbouring properties on Burwood Road and neighbouring
roads in Burwood East1. Please see the map and list at Appendix 10 which shows the
properties and roads consulted. The content of the individual letter is available to view
at Appendix 11.
Planning Database

2.7

Any residents’ associations and residents groups in Hersham that are registered on
the planning database were sent a letter or e-mail invitation to join the consultation.
Please see Appendix 12 for a list of those people consulted from the database.
Members of the Council

2.8

Every Councillor across all the wards of Elmbridge received an e-mail notifying them
of the consultation. Please see Appendix 13 for the original e-mail.
Planning Services and Customer Services

2.9

All planning officers and customer services were notified of the consultation. Please
see Appendix 14 for the original e-mail.
Hard Copies of the Consultation Notice and Submitted Application / Map

2.10 These documents were available at the Council Offices and Hersham Library for those
people needing access to hard copies to view.

1

Burwood East covers the non-gated area east of Burwood Park and contains the roads: The Heronry,
Kenwood Drive, Westcar Lane and Eastwick Road.
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3.

The Results of the Consultation

3.2

A total of 81 people responded to the consultation and this included 46 people
who signed a petition (2 of which already provided written responses). The
following bullets set out the breakdown of people responding to the
consultation overall:






64 residents living in Burwood Park
5 residents living in neighbouring Burwood East
3 local estates agents
4 developers that are freeholders of properties in Burwood Park
5 people living outside of Burwood Park with an interest in the area

Excluding the 44 people who signed the petition (minus two signatures that
also supplied individual questionnaire responses), the consultation consisted
of,



32 Residents living in Burwood park
5 Residents living in neighbouring Burwood East

The 46 Petition signatures consisted of:





34 residents living in Burwood Park
3 local estate agents
4 developers that are freeholders of properties in Burwood Park
5 people living outside of Burwood Park with an interest in the area

Response to Question 1: Do you think the proposed boundary is
appropriate for designation as a neighbourhood area?
3.3

Overall, 21 people (26% of the respondents) agreed with question 1 and 59
people (73% of the respondents) disagreed. 1 person did not answer this
question. Those who disagreed provided comments to explain their reasons
for objecting. Please see Appendix 15 to read the representations provided.

3.4

2 respondents comment that the boundary line should be extended to include
properties within the Burwood East area. One of the respondents states that
this would be in line with the Burhill Estates area and the other explains that
the roads in Burwood East including Westcar Lane should be included
because they were developed at the same time, have shared services and are
all within the Burhill Estates area. Furthermore 1 respondent felt that the
neighbourhood area should be much wider and include the area around
Hersham Train Station rather than an exclusive gated area. In contrast with
the 3 responses to widen the area, one person stated that the boundary area
should only include properties which are actually in the park. They add that
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they are not in favour of the area or forum and never received the invitations
which were uploaded on the Council’s consultation webpage.
3.5

56 people felt that the area of Burwood Park has a number of different zones
each with their own individual covenants and these along with existing
planning policy and guidelines such as the Design and Character SPD is
enough to secure good design in the estate. They feel that the proposed
neighbourhood area designation is unnecessary given the amount of planning
guidelines and legal covenants already in existence.

3.6

The 56 respondents also noted that the neighbourhood area was solely
residential, making the government’s purpose of a neighbourhood planning
and the shaping of development unnecessary for the area. They questioned
whether the social, economic and environmental well-being of the area can be
achieved. The representation also states that little engagement has taken
place with the local community and that the proposed forum has not
communicated their intentions to the community properly. A lack of appetite
for the participation in a neighbourhood plan is also described and concerns
are expressed about the forum and its ability to respond to the diversity of
community views.

3.7

One respondent expressed concerns regarding the diversity of design in the
area and whether any future plans would impact on this diversity. There were
also concerns raised about the nature of design policies that would be created
for across the neighbourhood area.
Council’s Response to Objections

3.8

The Council has set out an individual response to each comment raised in the
public consultation and these are detailed at Appendix 15. However, the
following paragraphs provide a summary of the Council’s overall response.
Many respondents have raised concerns about the future content of the plan,
however this cannot be considered as part of the designation applications.

3.9

With regard to the boundary line being extended to take account of Burwood
East and Hersham train station, the Council consider the boundary and
proposed area to be appropriate. In line with planning guidance, the proposed
neighbourhood area has a consistent scale and style. It also forms part of a
coherent estate for residents. Whereas, Burwood East has a slightly higher
density and is not gated or part of a coherent estate with a formal community
based group. The boundary line follows the special low density area
designation in the Elmbridge Local Plan which is featured on the policies map
2011.

3.10 Other objections relate to the idea of a proposed NDP and indicate that
people that are not supportive of a neighbourhood plan for the area. These
discussions are important to have at the beginning of the process and are part
of early engagement. Local resident’s resistance to the plan is noted but
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cannot result in a refusal as there are more than 21 members of a forum that
do want a neighbourhood plan for the area.
3.11 There are concerns expressed that the neighbourhood area is solely
residential and as a result question how the social, economic and
environmental well-being of the area can be achieved. The regulations and
guidance does not advise that the area has to include a number of different
uses. It can be solely residential and can deal with wide ranging issue or a
single issue. The written constitution does include the purpose of the forum
and although general is in line with legislation.
3.12 There are many objections to the lack of early engagement and discussion on
neighbourhood planning with the community and the petition response also
clearly identifies a resistance to the plan. This demonstrates that not enough
discussion and early engagement was provided by the group. However, the
fact that early discussion took place in the open BPRL meetings where all
residents were invited and the separate invitations to join the forum all
demonstrates that opportunity to engage had been made available to all in the
Park.
Response to Question 2: Is the proposed Forum (Burwood Park Forum)
appropriate and representative of the local community? The application
includes a written constitution setting out the purposes of the Forum,
membership and governance arrangements.
3.13 Overall, 21 people (26% of respondents) agree with question 2 and 60 people
(60% of respondents) disagree. Those who disagreed provided comments to
explain this and these are set out in full at Appendix 15.
3.14 One respondent stated that the Forum was neither appropriate nor
representative and again discuss a group of residents imposing their views on
the whole Park. Another explicitly stated that residents in Onslow Road were
forcing their views on the whole park. They stated that guidelines are currently
being created and the group should wait until these are finished before
considering a Neighbourhood Plan. One person thought that large properties
had already been built and so to not to include any larger properties would be
detrimental to the area. One respondent questioned the cost to the Council for
the Neighbourhood Plan.
3.15 A detailed response was provided for 10 residents and some 46 people
signed the petition in agreement with this response. The response stated that
the Forum is not a qualified body as membership has not been drawn from
different sections of the community. It has not actively invited individuals
carrying work out in the area and individuals who have a material and ongoing social, cultural, economic or financial interest.
3.16 The representation states that there is an inadequate constitution and fails to
reflect the diversity of people eligible for membership as already stated. It
does not include an overarching objective as to what the forum is aiming to
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achieve. It fails to show whether its members represent a cross section of
views and are not in a position to claim to have proportional representation.
3.17 They also object on grounds of inadequate process of consultation presubmission. They state that there has been very little effective engagement
and consultation by the proposed forum. Using the Burwood Park Residents
Limited meetings to discuss the NDP is questioned as only those who are
paying members can vote. This excludes those interested in just the
Neighbourhood Plan and not the other matters. Financing the NDP with
residents’ membership money has also been questioned. The representation
questions the steering committee election process and states that this was
decided at a NDP meeting in February 2016 without broader elections and
advertising, hence not providing fair and equal opportunity to all members.
3.18 The representation also objects to the protectionist and anti-development
agenda that they believe is the intention of the forum. They discuss that this
could cause a loss of value to their home and reduce CIL contributions.
Council’s Response to Objections

3.19 The Council has set out an individual response to each comment raised in the
public consultation and these are detailed at Appendix 15. However, the
following paragraphs provide a summary of the Council’s overall response.
3.20 Neighbourhood planning gives communities direct power to develop a shared
vision for their neighbourhood area and shape development and growth of
their local area. It has to be in line with national and local policy and cannot
stop or restrict development or growth. There are concerns that the NDP will
be restrictive but neighbourhoods should plan positively to support local
development shaping and directing development in their area. Policies cannot
block or restrict development.
3.21 Any future neighbourhood plan must take account of existing local policies.
The neighbourhood planning process provides a powerful set of tools for local
people to ensure that they get the right types of development for their
community where the ambition of the neighbourhood is aligned with the
strategic needs and priorities of the wider local area. This community group
has decided that neighbourhood planning will be the best route to achieve
this.
3.22 With relation to comments about larger properties already granted. Again, the
future content of the plan is not subject to this consultation however as stated
above a neighbourhood plan cannot restrict development and this would
include the size of properties.
3.23 In terms of the financial implications to the Council, the Government are supporting
local authorities in the neighbourhood process and recently announced updated
arrangements for funding. Local planning authorities can claim £5,000 for the first five
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neighbourhood areas designated. They can also claim £5,000 for the first five
neighbourhood forums designated. In the event of the Cabinet agreeing to designate
the Burwood Park Area and Forum, a claim for £10,000 will be made to the
Government. A further payment of £20,000 will be made on successful completion of
the neighbourhood planning examination. Therefore, the financial implications of the
Burwood Park Neighbourhood Plan for the Council will be mitigated by the availability
of Government grants. BPRL is managing the costs of producing a Neighbourhood
Plan for the area. How this is organised is a matter for the BPRL to discuss with their
paying residents and community.
3.24

Concerns have been raised regarding the Forum not being inclusive or taken from
differing section of the community including people that work in the proposed
neighbourhood area. There appears to be a section of the community that have
differing views about the future development of the park and do not feel that they have
been included in the formation of the forum. The group have stated that there have
been three open meetings that all members of the BPRL and the owners/occupiers of
Burwood Road have been invited to. The written constitution also states that it will
include individuals who have a material and on-going social, cultural, economic or
financial interest in or involvement in the area. There are no offices or work places
within the park to invite people who work in the area. However, the constitution states
that the forum will operate without distinction or discrimination on the grounds of
gender, disability, sexual orientation or race, or of political, religious or other beliefs.
The group believe that the have been inclusive when setting up the prospective
‘Burwood Park Forum’.

3.25 The objection states that the community group have failed to reflect the
diversity, character and inclusivity of the area and diversity of people eligible
for membership already in its proposed forum. It also states that the generic
aim is taken from the Act but does not include the overarching objectives of
the group and the NDP. However the constitution does say that membership
in open to all and provides a purpose of the forum, which although broad is
included.
3.26 With 90% of the park being members of the BPRL, residents were
automatically invited to the open meetings which discussed the idea of a
neighbourhood plan for the area. Invitations to join the forum were also sent to
all addresses and e-mail addresses of residents in the park. Therefore, efforts
have been made to engage residents of Burwood Park. There has been
concerns raised regarding the BPRL use of meetings to promote this, but the
written constitution has now been revised to ensure the two groups operate
separately (Track changed copy at Appendix 16). This will help to ensure
members with an interest in the area can attend the forum meetings.
3.27 Whilst there are concerns expressed in the consultation responses that there
are other agendas behind the proposed forum, there is no evidence to
suggest that the express purpose of the forum is not the social economic or
environmental well-being of the area. The fact that there may be different
views as to how this well-being is achieved will be a key part of the
development of any neighbourhood plan.
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4.

Conclusion

4.1

The Council's Cabinet will consider and decide whether to formally designate the
Burwood Park Neighbourhood Area and the Burwood Park Forum.

4.2

If the Council decides to designate the neighbourhood area and forum, formal
notification will be given and the process of preparing the plan will officially start. The
decision will also be available on our website after the Cabinet meeting scheduled for
the 6 July 2016.

4.3

If the Council are minded to refuse the application/ s the Council will publish a
statement setting out the decision and the reasons for making that decision and
details of where and when the refusal statement may be inspected.
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Appendix 1: Consultation Document for the Proposed Burwood Park Neighbourhood Area
and Forum
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Appendix 2: Consultation Notice
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Appendix 3: Neighbourhood Area and Forum Application
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Appendix 4: Proposed Neighbourhood Area Map
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Appendix 5: Constitution of Burwood Park Forum
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Appendix 6: E-mail Invitation
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Appendix 7: Forum Invitation Letter
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Appendix 8: Proposed Geographical Spread
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Appendix 9: Representation Form for the Proposed Burwood Park Neighbourhood
Area and Forum Application.
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Appendix 10: Map / list of properties consulted with individual letter.

Roads consulted with an individual letter.
Within the Proposed Neighbourhood Area

Ince Road
The Quillot
Eriswell Crescent
Cranley Road
Farmleigh Grove
Pond Close

Onslow Road
Broadwater Road North
Broadwater Road South
Kilrue Lane
Kelvedon Avenue
Albury Road
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Eriswell Road
Chargate Close
Broadwater Close
Patmore Lane
Manor House Drive
Burwood Road
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Neighbouring properties consulted outside but neighbouring the proposed neighbourhood
area

Burwood Road (south side only)
The Heronry
Kenwood Drive
Queens Road
Eastwick Road
Westcar Lane (west side only)
Turners Lane
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Appendix 11: Copy of the letter
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Appendix 12: List of those consulted from the Planning database
Residents Group

Members Invited

Hersham Conservation Committee

1 member

Hersham Residents Association

4 members

Hersham Village Society

6 members

Appendix 13: E-mail to Ward Councillors
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Appendix 14: E-mail to Planning Services
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Appendix 15- Schedule of Representations received following the proposed Neighbourhood Area and Forum Application for Burwood
Park

N.o

Respondent
Name

Organisation /
Resident
Population

Yes/
No

Respondents Comment

Council Response

1. Do you think the proposed boundary is appropriate for designation as a neighbourhood area?

Page 129

1
2
3
4

A Collins
Alison Green
Angela Hibbert
Chris Stuart

5

Christopher
Mitchell
David Trotman
Dean Carr
John Kyle
Julie MacDonald
Jayesh Parmar
Keith Mullins
Kevyn Mann

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Lucinda Sankey
Marie-Louise
Stubbs
Michael Reed
Nicholas Kirk
Pascale Pilcher
Richard Shearer
Robert Welford
Rodger Slape
Roger Seggins

22
23

Sophie Parker
Ian Bell

Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident/Burwood
East
Resident

Yes
Yes
Yes
-

Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident/ Burwood
East
Resident
Resident

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident/ Burwood
East
Resident
Resident/ Burwood
East

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
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Yes
Yes

Yes
No

I think the area should extend to and include
Westcar lane. This then is in sync with the
Burhill Estates area.
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Comment Noted.
The proposed neighbourhood area has a consistent
scale and style. It also forms part of a coherent
estate for residents, which is in line with planning
practice guidance. Burwood East has a slightly
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24

John Lancashire

Resident/ Burwood
East

No

The proposed membership is not representative
of the local community because the boundary
does not include the eastern part of Burwood
Park. Although these properties are accessed by
public rather than private roads, they are still
part of the park. They were developed at the
same time and share common services. Any
proposals or constraints within the
Neighbourhood Plan will therefore have an
impact on the residents of these areas.

25

Simon Kay

Resident

No

My concern is that in Burwood Park from
previous experience some house types are not
accepted for example on Onslow Road, parapet
designs on roofs have been refused as not in
keeping with the road, however on other roads
in the park for example, The Quilliot, Broadwater
Close these designs have been allowed. The
possible issue we are going to have is that the
new planning design guidelines will be pushed
through for the entire area and will not take any
guidance from previous planning history as it will
be the same guidance throughout. If the majority
of Onslow Road residents wish to have a
designation neighbourhood area then can they
not have their own boundary.
(ALSO SIGNED PETITION- see Representation
28)
The area should be extended towards a much
larger encompassed area including areas
around the station, rather than an exclusive
gated area

26

Raj Patel

Resident
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higher density and is not gated or part of a coherent
estate with a formal community based group. The
boundary line also follows the special low density
area designation in the Elmbridge Local Plan which is
featured on the policies map 2011. For these reasons
the proposed boundary area is logical and
appropriate.
Objection Noted.
The proposed neighbourhood area has a consistent
scale and style. It also forms part of a coherent
estate for residents, which is in line with planning
practice guidance. Burwood East has a slightly
higher density and is not gated or part of a coherent
estate with a formal community based group. The
boundary line follows the special low density area
designation in the Elmbridge Local Plan which is
featured on the policies map 2011 and as such is
considered appropriate.
Policies contained in the proposed NDP will only
apply to those properties within the boundary line and
therefore will not affect those properties in Burwood
East.
The future content of the NDP cannot be considered
as part of the designation applications.
Issues relating to design will have to be discussed
with the community as part of early engagement and
evidence gathering when preparing a NDP.

Comment Noted.
The proposed neighbourhood area has a consistent
scale and style. It also forms part of a coherent
estate for residents. These are two of the criteria

which could be considered when deciding the
boundaries of a neighbourhood plan according to
planning practice guidance. The proposed boundary
line also follows the special low density area
designation in the Elmbridge Local Plan which is
featured on the policies map 2011. For these
reasons, the proposed boundary line appears to be
logical and appropriate.
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27

Keiller Monaghan

Resident

No

It is too wide. The proposed boundary should
include only those properties which are actually
inside the park. I am not in favour of such a
neighbourhood plan nor a forum - for the record,
I never received invitations to any of the
meetings described on the documents attached
to this web page - but if it is to exist it should
only be open to residents of the park.
(ALSO SIGNED PETITION- see Representation
28)

28

Simon Batten

Resident

No

The proposed boundary is NOT appropriate
for designation as a neighbourhood area and
Elmbridge Borough Council (EBC) must
refuse this designation for the following
reasons:
1. The neighbourhood area of Burwood Park
has a number of different zones each with their
own individual covenants, and in addition, the
area is covered by EBC Design & Character
Planning Document. Together, these provide
detailed, prescriptive policies and guidelines
which have secured the delivery of distinctive,
high quality residential developments in the area
that respect the local character. A
neighbourhood area designation for the
proposed boundary is therefore not warranted,
as it would unduly add an unnecessary layer of
planning.
2. The intention of Neighbourhood Planning
through the Localism Act 2011 was designed to
decentralise power to local communities to allow
them to better shape the social, economic and
environmental well-being of their areas.
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Objection Noted.
The boundary line follows the special low density
area designation in the Elmbridge Local Plan which is
featured on the policies map 2011. All these
properties share the same characteristics (certainly in
terms of density) even if they do not form part of the
BPRL and ‘park’ boundary line.
Comments about the lack of engagement and
resistance to the plan are noted however the group
submitting the applications undertook an appropriate
level of engagement in line with regulations and
guidance.
Objection Noted.

There is a group of people who do wish to embark on
neighbourhood planning. This is a right that
communities can choose to use. Although there may
be policies and guidance already in existence, the
group feel there needs to be more detailed polices for
the Park.
The Council recognises that there are existing
policies in place for the area, however, the Localism
Act 2011 provides communities with the opportunity
to supplement existing policies with a neighbourhood
plan. Whilst there may be a difference of opinion as
to the need and scope of that plan these issues
should be addressed as part of the preparation of
that plan not as part of the establishment of the
forum.
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However, the proposed boundary is a private
residential estate with planning already well
governed by legal covenants and an EBC
Design & Character Statement. Since the area
also does not encapsulate any commercial
properties, affordable housing, vacant land
designated for development, or other
contentious planning issues where the existing
community is not already consulted, there is little
benefit this act can offer in terms of managing
the overall 'social, economic and environmental
aspects' within this designated area, and
therefore the proposed boundary is a wholly
inappropriate designation as a neighbourhood
area and use of the policy.
3. There is a great concern that the application
of the Burwood Park Neighbourhood Plan is
being driven by a small minority of residents who
are strongly anti-development and intend to
abuse the use of the Localism Act 2011 to
restrict development. Some key members of this
group have been very prominent in a spat of
objections to recent planning applications.
Further, notably and importantly, no explanation,
discussions or engagement has been
undertaken with residents as to how future
residential planning will be potentially shaped by
this Neighbourhood Plan, what powers it has
and why it is needed at all when effective
governance is already in place. Any introduction
of restrictive development policies could
potentially be very harmful to property values
and commercial development viability within the
area. Hence, until the forum can clearly
demonstrate its intentions, the council must
therefore reject this boundary designation, to
avoid inciting divisive tensions towards
community relations and worsen overall social
cohesion.
4. The neighbourhood area should also be
rejected on the grounds that the vast majority of
residents in this proposed boundary simply do
not have the appetite to participate in the
process. This is demonstrated by the very low
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Guidance does not indicate that the designated area
should include a number of uses. It can be solely
residential. The scope and complexity of the plan will
depend on various factors, including what is already
covered in the core strategy, the nature of the area in
question and the community’s preferred outcomes. A
plan could be wide-ranging, or deal with one or two
issues only. It could be detailed, or simply set general
principles for development. The choice is down to the
body producing the plan and this will clearly have
significant implications in terms of time and cost.
Whilst there are concerns expressed that there are
other agendas, there is no evidence to suggest that
the express purpose of the forum is not the social
economic or environmental well-being of the area.
The fact that there may be different views as to how
this well-being is achieved will be a key part of the
development of any neighbourhood plan.

Neighbourhood planning cannot be used to block or
resist development and it must be in conformity with
the Local Plan.
The groups state that all residents of the park were
invited to the three meetings and have sent out
invitations to join the forum. This is considered to be
sufficient.
The group does not have to submit what the plan will
include or their intentions for the plan in the proposed
neighbourhood area and forum applications.
There is no evidence that neighbourhood plans or
additional planning policy would impact on house
prices and CIL payments.
The group must work with the community when
developing the plan. This includes identification of all

turnouts to the three open meetings. The BPRA
AGM Minutes of 18th June 2015 even stated 'It
was questioned how consultation would be
achieved given that the majority of residents
don't attend meetings'. Consequently, there are
grave concerns about the representatives of the
forum and its ability to respond to the diversity of
community views.

issues and early engagement with the community.
The group will need to publicise the plan and they
must produce a consultation statement containing
details of the people consulted, an explanation of
how the community were consulted, and a summary
of the main issues raised by the community and how
these issues have been addressed.
The comments relating to residents not wanting a
NDP for Burwood Park is noted, but there are more
than 21 people interested in the production a
neighbourhood plan for Burwood Park which is a
right for communities.
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Any plan prepared by the proposed forum has to be
produced in consultation with the community and
hence it is important that the group ensure differing
views are taken account of. They will also have to
produce a report that demonstrates how effective
engagement has been carried out when producing
the plan. Therefore, in order for the plan to be found
sound at examination, the group must take into
account differing viewpoints. A referendum also
allows the community to decide whether they want
the plan.

29

Jamie Coats

Resident

No

30

Andy McDonnell

Resident

No

31

Thomas Kersey

Person with interest

No
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SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 28
ABOVE
SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 28
ABOVE
SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 28
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32

Alan Wood

Resident

No

33

Mr Jaswal

Resident

No

ABOVE
SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 28
ABOVE
Burwood Park is a PRIVATE ESTATE, with its
own covenants. These take legal precedent over
any future planning considerations and are
enforceable through a court of law, so what is
the need of a NDP in this context, and why add
additional layers of unnecessary planning?
Hence, it is my opinion that NDP is not
appropriate for this boundary area.
INCLUDED SAME COMMENTS AS
REPRESENTATION 28 ABOVE
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34

Shuang Liu

Person with interest

No

35

Min Liu

Resident

No

36

Shivraj Bassi

Resident

No

37

Resident

No

38

proAV Limited
(Richard
Brookes)
Craig Varty

No

39

Danielle Kay

Developer/
Freeholder
Resident

40

Eilen Roberts

Person with Interest

No

41

Mark Citron

Resident

No

42

Caroline Citron

Resident

No

43

Resident

No

44

Hannah
Parsonage
Ryan Parsonage

Resident

No

45

Jasmine Hector

Resident

No

46

Mr and Mrs
Coffey
N P Lonergan

Resident

No

Resident

No

47
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No

SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 28
ABOVE
SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 28
ABOVE
SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 28
ABOVE
SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 28
ABOVE
SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 28
ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
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Objection Noted.
Agree that covenants take legal precedent over
planning and the two operate separately. However,
there is a group of people who do wish to embark on
neighbourhood planning despite the legal covenants.
This is a right that communities can choose to use.
The future content of that plan cannot be considered
as part of this application.

48

Resident

No

49

Mr and Mrs
Wood
Dave George

Resident

No

50

Kelly George

Resident

No

51

Resident

No

Resident

No

53

Elliott WynnJones
David WynnJones
John Norman

Resident

No

54

Sheila Martin

Resident

No

55

Jamie Wheatley

Estate Agent

No

56

58

Walter Fraser

Person with an
interest
Developer/Freehold
er
Estate Agent

No

57

Emanuel
Sammut
David James

59

Shadan Jaswal

Resident

No

60

Andrew Speak

Resident

No

61

Helen Pernelet

Resident

No

62

Hugo Speak

Resident

No

63

Rollo Speak

Resident

No

64

Jeremy John

Estate Agent

No

65

Gary Nagioff

No

66

Waldon
Properties Ltd
(Elizabeth J
James)
Jarrod Patterson

Developer/
Freeholder
Developer/
Freeholder

Person with an
interest

No

52
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67
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No
No

No

COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE

SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
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68

Darren Hooper

Resident

No

69

Michelle Hooper

Resident

No

70

Chris Aspinall

Resident

No

71

Resident

No

72

Biliana
Whitehead
Bevan Whitehead

Resident

No

73

Astra Andrews

Resident

No

74

Resident

No

75

Ronald Jack
Andrews
John Pursley

Resident

No

76

Sajel Patel

Resident

No

77

Mital Patel

Resident

No

78

Rohina Patel

Resident

No

79

Vanash Patel

Resident

No

80

Rochika
Barathan
Vijay Barathan

Resident

No

Resident

No

Respondent
Name

Organisation /
Resident
Population

Respon
se

81

N.o

SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
COMMENTS ABOVE

Council’s Response

Respondents Comment

2. Is the proposed Forum (Burwood Park Forum) appropriate and representative of the local community? The application includes a written
constitution setting out the purposes of the Forum, membership and governance arrangements.
1
2
3

A Collins
Alison Green
Christopher

Resident
Resident
Resident
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Yes
Yes
Yes
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4
5
6

Mitchell
David Trotman
Dean Carr
Ian Bell

7
8
9
10
11

John Kyle
Julie MacDonald
Jayesh Parmar
Keith Mullins
Kevyn Mann

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Lucinda Sankey
Marie-Louise
Stubbs
Michael Reed
Nicholas Kirk
Pascale Pilcher
Richard Shearer
Robert Welford
Rodger Slape
Roger Seggins

21
22

Sophie Parker
John Lancashire

23

24

Resident
Resident
Resident/ Burwood
East
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident/ Burwood
East
Resident
Resident

Yes
Yes
Yes

Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident
Resident/ Burwood
East
Resident
Resident/ Burwood
East

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Simon Kay

Resident

No

Angela Hibbert

Resident

No
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Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
No

For the same reasons as given above - the
proposed boundary is not appropriate. (See
Question 1 comment 24)
I feel that the representatives on Onslow Road
want to try and push their views on the entire
park and surrounding areas. I appreciate that as
there are no guidelines from the Park at this
moment they are being sorted and until these
are finalised this should all be put on hold.

Due to a high level of redevelopment of the
original houses on Burwood Park; new builds
being substantially larger and on smaller plots
than the original design, despite the requisite of
low density housing, there are already a
substantial number of houses in excess of
6/8,000m so to not include any more is
detrimental to area.
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Noted- See response for Question 1.

Noted. All residents in the neighbourhood area will be
able to participate in the forum and the preparation of
the plan. It must also be noted that of those identified
as part of the 21 residents required to form a
Neighbourhood Forum come from across the area and
not just one road. In addition any Neighbourhood Plan
prepared by the Forum will need to be consulted on,
examined by an independent person and face a local
referendum prior to adoption.
Comment Noted.
The actual content of the plan cannot be considered at
this designation stage. The content and any design
issues will need to be discussed with the community
when preparing the plan. The future plan cannot
restrict development and must be in line with national
and local policy.

25

Chris Stuart

Resident/ Burwood
East

26
27

Raj Patel
Keiller Monaghan

Resident
Resident

As the Burwood Park Forum represents a
private estate then how much public money will
be spent by Elmbridge Borough Council on this
neighbourhood plan and forum?
I am concerned about the level of public funds
spent on either one off or on-going activities
related to the forum including:
1. Support
2. Advice
3. On-going administration
4. The application and consultation
5. On-going responses to the forum
6. Activities related to the plans produced by the
forum.

No
No
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28

Simon Batten

Resident
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No

No comments
It is neither appropriate nor representative. The
neighbourhood plan and forum is simply going to
be a vehicle for a small clique of residents (who
think they know best) to impose their narrow
views on the park as a whole. The following
clause from the website is spurious and
meaningless, "The express purpose of the
Forum is to promote or improve the social,
economic and environmental well-being of the
neighbourhood area.....It shall use best
endeavours to reflect the diversity, character
and inclusivity of the area. Its activities shall
include neighbourhood planning". Ultimately it
will allow the clique who govern the forum to
impose a narrow set of diktats to reflect only
their views. For example, whether a planning
application is 'approved' by the forum will simply
be down to whether your 'face fits'. Planning
decisions should be left to EBC planning. The
neighbourhood plan and forum has no merit as
far as I can see, as described on the website's
accompanying documents.
The proposed boundary is NOT appropriate for
designation as a neighbourhood area and
Elmbridge Borough Council (EBC) must refuse
this designation for the following reasons: 1. The
neighbourhood area of Burwood Park has a
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The Government are supporting local authorities in the
neighbourhood process and recently announced
updated arrangements for funding. Local planning
authorities can claim £5,000 for the first five
neighbourhood areas designated. They can also claim
£5,000 for the first five neighbourhood forums
designated. In the event of the Cabinet agreeing to
designate the Burwood Park Area and Forum, a claim
for £10,000 will be made to the Government. A further
payment of £20,000 will be made on successful
completion of the neighbourhood planning examination.
Therefore, the financial implications of the Burwood
Park Neighbourhood Plan for the Council will be
mitigated by the availability of Government grants.
Burwood Park Residents Limited is managing the costs
of producing a Neighbourhood Plan for the area.
Objection noted.
Any plan prepared by the proposed forum has to be
produced in consultation with the community and hence
it is important that the group ensure differing views are
taken account of. They will also have to produce a
report that demonstrates how effective engagement has
been carried out when producing the plan. Therefore, in
order for the plan to be found sound at examination, the
group must take into account differing viewpoints. A
referendum also allows the community to decide
whether they want the plan.

This is a copy of the objection for Question 1. This has
a Council response at 28 for question 1.
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number of different zones each with their own
individual covenants, and in addition, the area is
covered by EBC Design & Character Planning
Document. Together, these provide detailed,
prescriptive policies and guidelines which have
secured the delivery of distinctive, high quality
residential developments in the area that respect
the local character. A neighbourhood area
designation for the proposed boundary is
therefore not warranted, as it would unduly add
an unnecessary layer of planning. 2. The
intention of Neighbourhood Planning through the
Localism Act 2011 was designed to decentralise
power to local communities to allow them to
better shape the social, economic and
environmental well-being of their areas.
However, the proposed boundary is a private
residential estate with planning already well
governed by legal covenants and an EBC
Design & Character Statement. Since the area
also does not encapsulate any commercial
properties, affordable housing, vacant land
designated for development, or other
contentious planning issues where the existing
community is not already consulted, there is little
benefit this act can offer in terms of managing
the overall 'social, economic and environmental
aspects' within this designated area, and
therefore the proposed boundary is a wholly
inappropriate designation as a neighbourhood
area and use of the policy. 3. There is a great
concern that the application of the Burwood Park
Neighbourhood Plan is being driven by a small
minority of residents who are strongly antidevelopment and intend to abuse the use of the
Localism Act 2011 to restrict development.
Some key members of this group have been
very prominent in a spat of objections to recent
planning applications. Further, notably and
importantly, no explanation, discussions or
engagement has been undertaken with
residents as to how future residential planning
will be potentially shaped by this Neighbourhood
Plan, what powers it has and why it is needed at

Produced by Planning Services
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29

Jamie Coats

Resident

No

all when effective governance is already in
place. Any introduction of restrictive
development policies could potentially be very
harmful to property values and commercial
development viability within the area. Hence,
until the forum can clearly demonstrate its
intentions, the council must therefore reject this
boundary designation, to avoid inciting divisive
tensions towards community relations and
worsen overall social cohesion. 4. The
neighbourhood area should also be rejected on
the grounds that the vast majority of residents in
this proposed boundary simply do not have the
appetite to participate in the process. This is
demonstrated by the very low turnouts to the
three open meetings. The BPRA AGM Minutes
of 18th June 2015 even stated 'It was
questioned how consultation would be achieved
given that the majority of residents don't attend
meetings'. Consequently, there are grave
concerns about the representatives of the forum
and its ability to respond to the diversity of
community views.
The Burwood Park Forum (BPF) is NOT
appropriate and nor representative of the local
community, and EBC must therefore refuse this
application for the following reasons:

Objection Noted.

1. Forum is not a qualified body
The application should be rejected on the basis
that the BPF is not a qualified body. The Town
and Country Planning Act 1990 (amended by
the Localism Act 2011) states that membership
of any Neighbourhood Forum should be drawn
from different places in the Neighbourhood Area
and from different sections of the community.
Outside of those members who live in the area,
the Burwood Park Forum has not adequately
demonstrated in its application how it has
fulfilled its obligation of actively inviting:
a. Individuals who work in the
area, whether for business
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The applicants have contacted 90% of the community
and invited them to the three meetings which discussed
the proposed NDP and invited all including the
properties on Burwood Road to join the Forum. This is
a significant level of direct contact with the community.
It must also be noted that there are no offices or work
places within the park to invite people who work in the
area.
The submitted written constitution states that it will
include individuals who have a material and on-going
social, cultural, economic or financial interest in or
involvement in the area.

carried out there or otherwise
(Example: developers, builders,
tradesmen, gardeners)
b. Individuals who have a material
and on-going social, cultural
economic or financial interest in
or involvement in the area.
(Example: local estate agents,
Architects, Burhill Group Limited
– owners of the Burwood Park
covenants)

The constitution also states that the forum will operate
without distinction or discrimination on the grounds of
gender, disability, sexual orientation or race, or of
political, religious or other beliefs.

2. Inadequate Constitution
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The constitution states that BPF will ‘use
best endeavours to reflect the diversity,
character and inclusivity of the area’ and
‘strive for the Committee to reflect the
diversity of people eligible for
membership’– it has failed to
demonstrate this already in the make-up
of the forum as in point 1 above.
The Constitution purpose states a
generic aim which is taken directly from
The Act but fails to include overarching
objectives as to what the forum is
hoping to achieve through
neighbourhood planning. In so doing it
illustrates either a lack of understanding
of what the key objective concerns are
for the Neighbourhood Area as a whole
or that it does not wish to disclose its
own agenda at this point. In either case,
it has demonstrated that without
articulating the key issues of concern, it
inherently fails to show whether its
members represent a cross section of
views regarding the issues and
furthermore crucially, in the interest of
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The group have directly contacted 90% of the
community and invited them to the three meetings
which discussed the proposed NDP and invited all
including the properties on Burwood Road to join the
Forum.

The constitution does include a generic purpose which
meets the requirements of legislation.
Agree that the group have not shown whether its
members represent a cross section of views however
the content of the plan does not form part of this
application and hence the group does not have to
submit any details on Members views. However, the
members must be drawn from different places in the
neighbourhood and from different sections of the
community in that area.
The group must engage with the community when
preparing the plan and gain as many differing
viewpoints as possible. This early engagement is an
important part of plan making will need to be explained
in their consultation statement when submitting the
plan.

fairness and impartiality, they are not in
a position to claim to have proportional
representation or at the very least one
representative member from each
section.
3. Inadequate Process of Consultation PreSubmission
There has been very little effective engagement
and consultation by the Burwood Park Forum
(BPF) with key stakeholders and all other
relevant sections of the community regarding the
NDP. Examples are highlighted below:
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The BPF has not sufficiently raised
awareness of the NDP. Consequently,
questions have not been raised discussing
the pros and cons of implementing a NDP,
what powers it has and how these could be
used both for and against the benefits of the
residents.
Furthermore, residents have not been made
aware of the significant total estimated cost
of implementation of a NDP which is to be
funded in large by contributions residents
have been making to the Burwood Park
Residents Fund.
The BPF has not provided residents and
others adequate means to voice and discuss
concerns or issues relating to the
understanding of the NDP. The BPF is very
much aware that the turnout to meetings has
been extremely low, and historically majority
of residents do not attend meetings. To
resolve this the BPF could for example,
have utilized the BPRL internet forum to
open discussions and centralize store of all
relevant documents for ease of access
(such as copies of minutes, members,
steering groups, dates of meetings and
invitations, NDP planning materials).
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The group have engaged with the community when
setting up the prospective ‘Burwood Park Forum’. They
have contacted 90% of the community and invited them
to the three meetings which discussed the proposed
NDP and invited all including the properties on Burwood
Road to join the Forum.

The cost of preparing a NDP will have to be addressed
by the BPRL and paying residents

The group has utilized the BPRL meeting as a starting
point to discuss the NDP. They believe these were the
best way to get all members / residents talking about
the idea. However, this objection has been noted and
the written constitution has now been revised to ensure
the two groups operate separately. This will allow those
with a material interest and those living on Burwood
Road to attend without concerns that they are not
paying members of the BPRL. Additionally, this should
also help residents to access Neighbourhood Planning
only meetings without having to sit through a long
agenda.
Whilst there is no requirement to use a website as part
of any early engagement the Council recognises that
this use of the BPRL website would have been helpful
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The BPF has also failed to adequately
advertise, invite and engage stakeholders to
join and discuss NDP and the application,
hence why it is not representative of the
local community. The BPF could have had
open workshops, exhibitions or stalls
providing question and answer sessions and
advertising who membership is open to.
Consequently, majority of residents and
others who would qualify for membership
are uninformed and do not have a good
understanding of what a NDP actually is.
If we include those individuals living in
approximately the 400 houses in Burwood
Park, individuals who work in the area and
individuals who have some form of material
involvement, the NDP will impact potentially
well over 1000 people in total. However, the
turnout to the three open meetings in May
2015, Nov 2015 and Feb 2015 was just 57,
88 and 32 people respectively. This
demonstrates how the BPW has
categorically failed to engage and inform
relevant stakeholders, and why it is not
representative of the local community.
The BPFs use of the BPRL meetings to
discuss NDP, and not have separate
meetings is highly questionable. BPRL
meetings have historically been for Burwood
Park Residents only, and only those who
have been paid up members have been
eligible to vote. This would therefore
understandably confuse and alienate those
affected by the NDP and that might want to
attend to discuss the NDP only, especially
those resident on Burwood Road who
houses do not have access to Burwood Park
and traditionally have not been considered
as members of Burwood Park.
The BPF did not provide any notification and
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in raising awareness. However, the use of direct mailing
to 90% of homes is also considered to be effective.

The group believe that the have engaged with the
community when setting up the prospective ‘Burwood
Park Forum’. They have contacted 90% of the
community and invited them to the three meetings
which discussed the proposed NDP and invited all
including the properties on Burwood Road to join the
Forum.

The group has utilized the BPRL meeting as a starting
point to discuss the NDP. They believe these were the
best way to get all members / residents talking about
the idea. However, the Council has asked that the
written constitution is revised to ensure the two groups
operate separately. This will allow those with a material
interest and those living on Burwood Road to attend
without concerns that they are not paying members of
the BPRL. Additionally, this should also help residents
to access Neighbourhood Planning only meetings
without having to sit through a long agenda.

hence opportunity for individuals to stand for
election in the steering committee. The
steering committee was decided and formed
in the February 2016 NDP meeting without
broader elections and advertisement, hence
not providing fair and equal opportunity to all
members.

4 prospective members have volunteered to join the
steering group. This will be decided when the Forum
and Constitution is adopted at an inaugural meeting
once the area and forum have been designated. The
meeting that discussed this was open to all residents to
attend.

4. Protectionist and Anti-Development
Agenda
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Over the last few years, Burwood Park has
witnessed the development of some very high
quality and distinctive homes whilst still
respecting the local character of the Park. This
has made Burwood Park an enviable and highly
desirable place to live, as it has improved the
look and feel of the residential stock, especially
by demolishing and replacing some very tired
and architecturally poor homes. The impact of
these developments has seen residents enjoy a
windfall of substantial increases in prices, and
the Council also receiving a windfall though
substantial CIL payments.
However, both
developers and a number of residents have
expressed great concern that the primary
purpose of the NDP application is to promote
polices that will severely limit and restrict
developments within the Park, rather than
promote development. Should restrictive antidevelopment policies be implemented, the
values of properties in Burwood Park would
plummet, and this would further curtail
developments due to commercial viability and
reduce CIL payments.
Unfortunately, the NDP is a perfect vehicle to
empower the vocal minority of anti-development
activists within the Park, especially as passing
the referendum requires simply a majority vote
of attendees. Research further backs this
assumption - In 2014 a report by Turnley found
that more than half of NP were being used
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The impact of the proposed NDP on house prices and
CIL payments is not relevant to the consideration of the
proposed Forum application.
Again a NDP cannot block or restrict development.
The future content of the NDP is not part of the
designation applications.

primarily to resist development than to provide
(Ref: Turley, Neighbourhood Plans – to protect
and/or provide? 18 March 2014).
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The minutes of the 8 March 2016 Steering
Group could be viewed as further supporting a
bias towards controlling developments. The
minutes expressed members interest in
specifying building heights and getting involved
in other design issues. When concern was
expressed that the NP may be unnecessary,
costly and damaging to the future of the park,
other members expressed a view that such
concerns were premature and would turn out to
be unfounded. The minutes did not provide
further details on this discussion, but there
appears to be a lack of balance in the Steering
Group and unwillingness to engage into the
merits of the NDP and how exactly it intends to
‘provide greater certainty and help retain the
character of Burwood Park’.
The Council should also note and take into
consideration that Nick Kirk, who is leading this
NDP, has been a strong and vocal opponent to
a number of recent planning applications, and
has been successful in some of these
applications being refused. His involvement and
chair of this NDP application many consider is
therefore biased heavily to the direction of antidevelopment, and views not shared by the
majority of the Park.
Summary
The points outlined above demonstrate
unequivocally that the BPF is not appropriate
and is not representative of the local community
and relevant stakeholders. It has failed to
advertise and raise awareness sufficiently of the
NDP, failed to engage the community, and failed
to outline clearly its intentions by creating a
constitution that is both vague, hollow and
misleading. EBC is therefore strongly urged to
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reject this application on the basis of the
evidence provided and that BPF has failed to
satisfy the basic conditions of the regulations,
and therefore cannot progress to referendum.

30

Andy McDonnell

Resident

No

31

Thomas Kersey

Person with interest

No

32

Alan Wood

Resident

No

33

Mr Jaswal

Resident

No
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34

Shuang Liu

Person with interest

No

35

Min Liu

Resident

No

36

Shivraj Bassi

Resident

No
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SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 29
ABOVE
SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 29
ABOVE
SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 29
ABOVE
There is a feeling within members of the
Burwood Park community that they were not
offered a voice or opportunity to speak with
regards to the NDP, whilst others have
expressed a sense of intimidation of speaking
out in the few meetings due to the unbalanced
and strong opinions of a certain minority.
Further, others who would like to oppose this
NDP but are considering developing have
expressed that the lack of anonymity of this
consultation process could see their planning
applications being targeted by the same antidevelopment lobby, and hence may not even
comment on this consultation. For these
reasons, and those included in the separate
sheet, it is my strong opinion that the Forum is
neither appropriate or representative of the local
community, and that the council has no choice
but to reject this application on this occasion
until the Forum can demonstrate that it has
engaged and consulted with the local community
without prejudice.
SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 29
ABOVE
SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 29
ABOVE
SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 29
ABOVE
SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 29
ABOVE
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Objection Noted.
The group invited 90% of the community to the 3 open
BPRL meetings, including one solely dedicated to the
issue of Neighbourhood Planning. They have also sent
invitations to all residents’ e-mails or postal addresses
inviting them to join the Forum. They feel that they have
given people the opportunity to discuss the NDP.

The Council takes any claim of intimidation seriously.
However, when discussing development issues there is
likely to be strong views on both sides. The constitution
allows for all relevant parties to engage. However, if the
Council is made aware that the Forum is not performing
in line with the constitution it has the power to remove
this designation.

37
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38

proAV Limited
(Richard
Brookes)
Craig Varty

39

Danielle Kay

Developer/
Freeholder
Resident

40

Eilen Roberts

Person with Interest

No

41

Mark Citron

Resident

No

42

Caroline Citron

Resident

No

43

Resident

No

44

Hannah
Parsonage
Ryan Parsonage

Resident

No

45

Jasmine Hector

Resident

No

46

Mr and Mrs
Coffey
N P Lonergan

Resident

No

Resident

No

Resident

No

49

Mr and Mrs
Wood
Dave George

Resident

No

50

Kelly George

Resident

No

51

Resident

No

Resident

No

53

Elliott WynnJones
David WynnJones
John Norman

Resident

No

54

Sheila Martin

Resident

No

55

Jamie Wheatley

Estate Agent

No

56

Emanuel
Sammut
David James

Person with an
interest
Developer/Freehold
er

No

47
48

52

57

Resident

No

SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 29
ABOVE

No

SAME COMMENTS AS REPRESENTATION 29
ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
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No
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58

Walter Fraser

Estate Agent

No

59

Shadan Jaswal

Resident

No

60

Andrew Speak

Resident

No

61

Helen Pernelet

Resident

No

62

Hugo Speak

Resident

No

63

Rollo Speak

Resident

No

64

Jeremy John

Estate Agent

No

65

Gary Nagioff

No

66

67

Waldon
Properties Ltd
(Elizabeth J
James)
Jarrod Patterson

Developer/
Freeholder
Developer/
Freeholder

No

68

Darren Hooper

Person with an
interest
Resident

69

Michelle Hooper

Resident

No

70

Chris Aspinall

Resident

No

71

Resident

No

72

Biliana
Whitehead
Bevan Whitehead

Resident

No

73

Astra Andrews

Resident

No

74

Resident

No

75

Ronald Jack
Andrews
John Pursley

Resident

No

76

Sajel Patel

Resident

No

77

Mital Patel

Resident

No

78

Rohina Patel

Resident

No
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No

No

SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE

SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
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79

Vanash Patel

Resident

No

80

Rochika
Barathan
Vijay Barathan

Resident

No

Resident

No

81

REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
SIGNED PETITION- AGREED WITH
REPRESENTATION 29 ABOVE
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Appendix 16: Amended Written Constitution

Constitution of Burwood Park Forum
1. Name
The name of the organisation is the “Burwood Park Forum” (“the Forum”).
2. Purpose
The purpose of the Forum is to promote or improve the social, economic and environmental
well-being of the Burwood Park neighbourhood area. It shall operate without distinction or
discrimination on the grounds of gender, disability, sexual orientation or race, or of political,
religious or other beliefs. It shall use best endeavours to reflect the diversity, character and
inclusivity of the area. Its activities shall include neighbourhood planning.
3. Area
The Forum shall cover the area agreed when the Forum was recognised as a Qualifying
Body for the purposes of neighbourhood planning and shown in Annex A.
4. Membership
a.
Membership shall be open to:
i. individuals who live in the area;
ii. individuals who work in the area, whether for business carried on there or
otherwise;
iii. individuals who are elected members of Elmbridge Borough Council for any part of
the Area, who shall be ex officio members;
iv. individuals who have a material and ongoing social, cultural, economic or financial
interest in or involvement in the area who support the purpose of the Forum and
provide the Secretary with satisfactory evidence of eligibility.
b.
The Management Committee may refuse to accept, or may revoke, membership of
any individual or organisation which in its opinion fails to meet the criteria for membership or
which acts in a way inimical to its purpose. Any person or organisation whose membership is
revoked shall have the right to appeal to a General Meeting of the Forum.
5. Management Committee and Officers
a.
The Forum shall be independent and governed by the Management Committee (“the
Committee”). Its day-to-day business of the forum shall be administered by Burwood Park
Residents Limited as a service. and conducted by the management Committee (“the
Committee) Subject to decisions of any General Meeting, the Committee shall comprise
between six to eight members elected by a General Meeting. The Forum shall strive for the
Committee to reflect the diversity of people eligible for membership and to be drawn from
across the neighbourhood area.
b.
Councillors or others elected to public office for any part of the neighbourhood area
shall not be eligible for election, but may be co-opted to the Committee under para 5.d.
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c.
The term of office of any member of the Committee shall expire at each AGM and
members shall be eligible to stand for re-election for a continuous period not exceeding five
years.
d.
The Committee may co-opt up to three additional voting members for a term to expire
no later than the next following AGM.
e.
The Committee shall elect from among its members a Chair, Secretary, Treasurer and
any other officers as it sees fit. At least one member shall be a Committee member of
Burwood Park Residents Limited.
f.
The Committee shall meet at least four times per year and three members (including
at least one officer) shall constitute a quorum.
g.
The Committee may appoint groups to carry out specific roles or projects as it sees fit
and these shall co-opt such persons as necessary to enable it to perform its function.
h.
Decisions of the Committee shall be by consensus or by a simple majority of those
present and voting.
i.
Decisions on the content of the neighbourhood plan to be put to public consultation or
to be submitted to independent examination shall be subject to agreement at a General
Meeting.
j.

The Committee shall record its proceedings which shall be publicly available.

6. General Meetings
a.
The General Meeting of all members shall be the controlling body of the Forum.
b.
An Annual General Meeting (AGM) shall be held on a day to be appointed by the
Committee not later than three months after the end of the Forum’s financial year.
c.

The business of the AGM shall include:
i. a report from the Chair on the activities of the Forum since the previous AGM and its
plans for the forthcoming year;
ii. a report from the Treasurer as to the financial position of the Forum;
iii. consideration of and, if thought fit, approval of the accounts of the Forum for the
previous financial year together with the report of an independent examination of
those accounts if the turnover of the Forum exceeds £20,000 in the year in question;
v. any other business as required by the Constitution or as directed by the Committee;
vi. consideration of any motion which has been submitted by at least ten members of
the Forum in time for circulation with the notice of the AGM; and
vii. election of the Committee for the forthcoming year.

d.
Members shall give all members at least 21 days written notice of the time and place
of the AGM. Such notice shall include details of the business to be transacted at the
meeting.
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e.
Nominations for election to the Committee shall be invited in advance of the AGM and
must be proposed and seconded by members with the consent of the candidate.
Nominations shall be duly submitted to the Secretary of the Forum not less than two days
prior to the date of the AGM.
f.
Election of members of the Committee may be taken by a show of hands or if
requested by a member by a ballot of those present at the AGM. If necessary, voting shall
be ranking the candidates in order of preference and shall be counted by the Single
Transferable Vote method. The meeting shall agree to the appointment of one or more
scrutineers to act as returning officers and to advise the Chair on the results.
g.
The AGM may, by a vote of not less than two-thirds of those present, agree to
consider any urgent or important business which has arisen since dispatch of the notice of
the meeting.
h.
Other General Meetings of all members shall be called within 28 days of receipt by the
Secretary of a request in writing signed by no less than fifteen members, stating the purpose
for which the meeting is required, or by agreement of the Committee.
i.

Twenty members (or one-fifth of the membership if less) shall constitute a quorum.

j.
Voting at general meetings shall be by show of hands, except as provided in
paragraph 6.f. for election of Committee members.
k.
A member shall be entitled to appoint a proxy to vote on his or her behalf. Notice of
appointment of a proxy must be received by the Secretary not less than 24 hours before the
meeting.
l.

A record of each General Meeting shall be produced and made publicly available.

m.
Conflicts of interest must be declared. Members with a conflict of interest should
withdraw from discussion and voting on the issue in question.
7. Finance
a.
The Forum’s accounting period shall be annual ending on 31 December.
b.
Accounting records shall be maintained for a period of six years or until the winding
up of the Forum and such records shall be available for inspection by any member on giving
not less than 10 days’ notice.
c.
The Forum’s finances shall be managed by Burwood Park Residents Limited as a
defined purpose fund and shall be controlled by a mandate requiring the signature of at least
one officer of the Management Committee.
d.
The Forum’s accounts shall be made publicly available within three months of the
Forum’s financial year end.
e.
The Forum may raise funds by donation, grants, or other means to be used in
furtherance of the Forum’s purpose.
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8. Constitution and Interpretation
a.
In the event of any question arising where the interpretation of this
Constitution is in doubt or where it is silent, the Committee shall have the power to act
according to its own interpretation and at its discretion.
b.
Other than as may be required by law, amendments to this Constitution may only be
made by a majority representing two-thirds of the members present and voting at a quorate
General Meeting.
c.
Any requirement in this Constitution for notices or reports to be distributed to members
of the Forum shall be deemed to have been satisfied if such notice or reports have been sent
by e-mail, by posting on the Forum’s website or by other electronic means. An individual
member may request hard copies and in such a case the Committee reserves the right to
make a charge to cover the extra cost incurred.
9. Term
a.
The duration of the Forum shall be for five years from the date of adoption of this
Constitution unless it is previously wound up or extended by resolution of a General Meeting.
b.
In the event of dissolution of the Forum any remaining assets shall be distributed to
Burwood Park Residents Limited and any other person or community organisations which
may have funded the Forum. In the case of any ambiguity as to entitlement, the proportions
will be decided by the Committee, which shall retain responsibility for completing such
distribution for a period ending six months from the date of dissolution.
This constitution was adopted at an Inaugural Meeting of the Forum held at____________
on _____________________

Signed: Chair
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Constitution of Burwood Park Forum
1. Name
The name of the organisation is the “Burwood Park Forum” (“the Forum”).
2. Purpose
The purpose of the Forum is to promote or improve the social, economic and environmental
well-being of the Burwood Park neighbourhood area. It shall operate without distinction or
discrimination on the grounds of gender, disability, sexual orientation or race, or of political,
religious or other beliefs. It shall use best endeavours to reflect the diversity, character and
inclusivity of the area. Its activities shall include neighbourhood planning.
3. Area
The Forum shall cover the area agreed when the Forum was recognised as a Qualifying Body
for the purposes of neighbourhood planning and shown in Annex A.
4. Membership
a.
Membership shall be open to:
i. individuals who live in the area;
ii. individuals who work in the area, whether for business carried on there or
otherwise;
iii. individuals who are elected members of Elmbridge Borough Council for any part
of the Area, who shall be ex officio members;
iv. individuals who have a material and ongoing social, cultural, economic or financial
interest in or involvement in the area who support the purpose of the Forum and
provide the Secretary with satisfactory evidence of eligibility.
b.
The Management Committee may refuse to accept, or may revoke, membership of
any individual or organisation which in its opinion fails to meet the criteria for membership
or which acts in a way inimical to its purpose. Any person or organisation whose
membership is revoked shall have the right to appeal to a General Meeting of the Forum.
5. Management Committee and Officers
a.
The Forum shall be independent and governed by the Management Committee (“the
Committee”). Its day-to-day business shall be administered by Burwood Park Residents
Limited as a service. Subject to decisions of any General Meeting, the Committee shall
comprise between six to eight members elected by a General Meeting. The Forum shall
strive for the Committee to reflect the diversity of people eligible for membership and to be
drawn from across the neighbourhood area.
b.
Councillors or others elected to public office for any part of the neighbourhood area
shall not be eligible for election, but may be co-opted to the Committee under para 5.d.
c.
The term of office of any member of the Committee shall expire at each AGM and
members shall be eligible to stand for re-election for a continuous period not exceeding five
years.
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d.
The Committee may co-opt up to three additional voting members for a term to
expire no later than the next following AGM.
e.
The Committee shall elect from among its members a Chair, Secretary, Treasurer and
any other officers as it sees fit. At least one member shall be a Committee member of
Burwood Park Residents Limited.
f.
The Committee shall meet at least four times per year and three members (including
at least one officer) shall constitute a quorum.
g.
The Committee may appoint groups to carry out specific roles or projects as it sees
fit and these shall co-opt such persons as necessary to enable it to perform its function.
h.
Decisions of the Committee shall be by consensus or by a simple majority of those
present and voting.
i.
Decisions on the content of the neighbourhood plan to be put to public consultation
or to be submitted to independent examination shall be subject to agreement at a General
Meeting.
j.

The Committee shall record its proceedings which shall be publicly available.

6. General Meetings
a.
The General Meeting of all members shall be the controlling body of the Forum.
b.
An Annual General Meeting (AGM) shall be held on a day to be appointed by the
Committee not later than three months after the end of the Forum’s financial year.
c.

The business of the AGM shall include:
i. a report from the Chair on the activities of the Forum since the previous AGM and
its plans for the forthcoming year;
ii. a report from the Treasurer as to the financial position of the Forum;
iii. consideration of and, if thought fit, approval of the accounts of the Forum for the
previous financial year together with the report of an independent examination of
those accounts if the turnover of the Forum exceeds £20,000 in the year in question;
v. any other business as required by the Constitution or as directed by the
Committee;
vi. consideration of any motion which has been submitted by at least ten members
of the Forum in time for circulation with the notice of the AGM; and
vii. election of the Committee for the forthcoming year.

d.
Members shall give all members at least 21 days written notice of the time and place
of the AGM. Such notice shall include details of the business to be transacted at the
meeting.
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e.
Nominations for election to the Committee shall be invited in advance of the AGM
and must be proposed and seconded by members with the consent of the candidate.
Nominations shall be duly submitted to the Secretary of the Forum not less than two days
prior to the date of the AGM.
f.
Election of members of the Committee may be taken by a show of hands or if
requested by a member by a ballot of those present at the AGM. If necessary, voting shall
be ranking the candidates in order of preference and shall be counted by the Single
Transferable Vote method. The meeting shall agree to the appointment of one or more
scrutineers to act as returning officers and to advise the Chair on the results.
g.
The AGM may, by a vote of not less than two-thirds of those present, agree to
consider any urgent or important business which has arisen since dispatch of the notice of
the meeting.
h.
Other General Meetings of all members shall be called within 28 days of receipt by
the Secretary of a request in writing signed by no less than fifteen members, stating the
purpose for which the meeting is required, or by agreement of the Committee.
i.

Twenty members (or one-fifth of the membership if less) shall constitute a quorum.

j.
Voting at general meetings shall be by show of hands, except as provided in
paragraph 6.f. for election of Committee members.
k.
A member shall be entitled to appoint a proxy to vote on his or her behalf. Notice of
appointment of a proxy must be received by the Secretary not less than 24 hours before the
meeting.
l.

A record of each General Meeting shall be produced and made publicly available.

m.
Conflicts of interest must be declared. Members with a conflict of interest should
withdraw from discussion and voting on the issue in question.
7. Finance
a.
The Forum’s accounting period shall be annual ending on 31 December.
b.
Accounting records shall be maintained for a period of six years or until the winding
up of the Forum and such records shall be available for inspection by any member on giving
not less than 10 days’ notice.
c.
The Forum’s finances shall be managed by Burwood Park Residents Limited as a
defined purpose fund and shall be controlled by a mandate requiring the signature of at
least one officer of the Management Committee.
d.
The Forum’s accounts shall be made publicly available within three months of the
Forum’s financial year end.
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e.
The Forum may raise funds by donation, grants, or other means to be used in
furtherance of the Forum’s purpose.
8. Constitution and Interpretation
a.
In the event of any question arising where the interpretation of this
Constitution is in doubt or where it is silent, the Committee shall have the power to act
according to its own interpretation and at its discretion.
b.
Other than as may be required by law, amendments to this Constitution may only be
made by a majority representing two-thirds of the members present and voting at a quorate
General Meeting.
c.
Any requirement in this Constitution for notices or reports to be distributed to
members of the Forum shall be deemed to have been satisfied if such notice or reports have
been sent by e-mail, by posting on the Forum’s website or by other electronic means. An
individual member may request hard copies and in such a case the Committee reserves the
right to make a charge to cover the extra cost incurred.
9. Term
a.
The duration of the Forum shall be for five years from the date of adoption of this
Constitution unless it is previously wound up or extended by resolution of a General
Meeting.
b.
In the event of dissolution of the Forum any remaining assets shall be distributed to
Burwood Park Residents Limited and any other person or community organisations which
may have funded the Forum. In the case of any ambiguity as to entitlement, the proportions
will be decided by the Committee, which shall retain responsibility for completing such
distribution for a period ending six months from the date of dissolution.
This constitution was adopted at an Inaugural Meeting of the Forum held at____________
on _____________________

Signed: Chair
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Agenda Item 13.
Committee:

Cabinet

Date of meeting:

6 July 2016

Subject:
Lead Officer:
Portfolio Holder:
Link to Council Priorities:
Exempt information:
Delegated status:
Key Decision:

2015/16 – 4th Quarter and Year End Council
Performance Report
Chief Executive
All
All
None
For Recommendation to Council on 20 July 2016
None

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
The quarterly performance monitoring report against the 2015/16 basket of
performance indicators, Council Plan objectives and Flagship activities will be
presented to the Performance and Finance Standing Panel on 7 July 2016.
In the fourth quarter 28 (76%) Council Plan objectives were on target and 7 (78%)
Flagship activities were on target. Full details are provided in the attached appendix.
RECOMMENDED: THAT
(A)

PROGRESS AGAINST THE PERFORMANCE DASHBOARD BE NOTED;

(B)

PROGRESS AGAINST COUNCIL PLAN OBJECTIVES BE NOTED;

(C)

PROGRESS AGAINST ‘FLAGSHIP’ ACTIVITIES BE NOTED;

(D)

THE COMMENTS PROVIDED FOR THE TARGETS SHOWING AN AMBER
OR RED TRAFFIC LIGHT ARISING FROM (A), (B) AND (C) BE
CONSIDERED

Financial implications:
None for the purposes of this report.
Environmental/Sustainability Implications:
As set out within the report.
Legal implications:
None for the purposes of this report.
Equality Implications:
None for the purposes of this report.
Risk Implications:
As set out within the report.
Community Safety Implications:
None for the purposes of this report.
Principal Consultees:
Council Management Board and Heads of Service.
Background papers:
None
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Enclosures/Appendices:
Appendix A – 2015/16 4th Quarter and Year End Council Performance Report
Contact details:
Rebecca Gayton, Policy Assistant
rgayton@elmbridge.gov.uk, 01372 474 377
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Performance Report
Q4 2015/16
Overview of Performance
Basket of Performance Indicators – Quarter 4
39 (74%) performance indicators objectives are currently on or above target.
39

7

4

Corporate Development
Environment
Housing
Leisure and Culture
Planning Services
Resources
Social Affairs
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

PIs on red:
L-OD3 Percentage of telephone calls answered within 20 seconds
L-OD6(a) Working days lost due to sickness absence - short-term (cumulative)
L-HS2 Number of households in temporary accommodation
L-HS2(a) Number of households in bed & breakfast
L-IT5(d) Percentage of Service Desk tickets closed within SLA

A green face means that work is on target to achieve the objective as specified or has been achieved.
Most of the milestones under the objective and sub-objectives have been achieved within the
timeframes.
An amber face is a warning that the achievement of the target in the way specified in the plan may not
be possible. It requires an explanation; however, no decision is required at present. Some milestones
under the objective and sub-objectives are behind the timeframes.
A red face means the target is no longer achievable in the way specified and therefore requires a
decision about remedial action. A number of milestones under the objective and sub-objectives are
behind the timeframes.
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Basket of Performance Indicators – Year End
37 (70%) performance indicators objectives are currently on or above target.
37

10

6

Corporate Development
Environment
Housing
Leisure and Culture
Planning Services
Resources
Social Affairs
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

PIs on red:
L-OD6(a) Working days lost due to sickness absence - short-term (cumulative)
L-ES4 Percentage of land assessed as having deposits of litter that fall below an acceptable
level
L-HS2(a) Number of households in bed & breakfast
L-LCS21 Number of external customer complaints recorded in joint EBC/TLG log
L-TP4 Percentage of planning appeal decisions made in favour of the Council
L-IT5(d) Percentage of Service Desk tickets closed within SLA
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Council Objectives
28 (76%) Council Plan objectives are currently on target or completed.
28

3

6

Community Development
Corporate Development
Environment
Highways
Housing
Leisure and Culture
Planning Services
Resources
Social Affairs
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Objectives on red:
HT1 Maximise the value of car park assets
H2 Improve housing conditions in all tenures but primarily in the private rented sector to
ensure a safe, healthy and energy efficient housing stock and explore and develop new
models of working to make greater use of the private rented sector to meet local need
H5 Support older, disabled and vulnerable residents to live safe, healthy and independent lives
P6 Investigate the Templemere Estate as a potential new Conservation Area
S4 Support a further 10% more Centre users with high needs by March 2016
Flagship Activities
7 (78%) Flagship Activities are currently on target or completed.
7

1
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Portfolio Dashboard
Q4 2015/16
Community Development
Performance Indicators
There are no performance indicators reported in this portfolio.
Flagship Activities
Support at least 50 local businesses through a training programme focussing on
leadership, marketing and international trade by March 2016
Lead Officer: Natalie Anderson
Completed. We have supported 60 to 70 businesses through these
sessions. In the latest session over 20 businesses in Elmbridge benefited
from a unique opportunity to get their businesses noticed and improve their
sales, with practical modern marketing tips for small and growing
businesses.
Council Objectives – Exception Reporting
There are no amber or red Council Objectives
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Portfolio Dashboard
Q4 2015/16
Corporate Development
Performance Indicators
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Note: this figure does not include complaints about green spaces maintenance, for those please see
L-LCS21.
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telephone
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Context: The average call answering time across Action: The call answering times continue to
the whole council is 9% below target.
be
monitored
by
the
Organisational
Development Team and monthly reports are
sent out to Heads of Service to monitor in their
own teams.
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Context: Sickness levels overall are slightly Action: Options for effective management of
higher than our target. In Q4 1.64 days were lost sickness absence are currently being looked at
per employee on average which is slightly lower including the sickness reporting structure.
than last quarter.
6.00

L-OD6(a)
Working
days lost
due to
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absence short-term
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Context: Sickness levels overall are higher than
our target. In Q4 0.73 days were lost per
employee on average, which is an improvement
on 1.06 days in Q3.

Action: Closer monitoring of sickness level
across the Councils has seen an improvement of
2.13 days since the end of 14/15 and this will be
continued into the 16/17 to ensure we meet our
target of 2.
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20
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Context: The figure provided is from the Q3 Action: We are currently developing training
Well-Being Survey question ‘I am satisfied with opportunities for Elmbridge employees with many
learning and development opportunities available projects close to launch.
at Elmbridge Borough Council’.
Of the staff surveyed in Q4, 73% of them were
satisfied with training, so we are just under the
target of 75%.
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LCustomer7
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Context: Although below target, the result is still Action: Continue to monitor
very good
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L-OD5 Percentage staff turnover (cumulative)
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Cumulative Cumulative
Actual
Target
2012/13
7.2%
10%
2013/14
6.59%
10%
14/15 Q1 2.83%
2.5%
14/15 Q2 5.69%
5%
14/15 Q3 9.89%
7.5%
14/15 Q4 14.39%
10%
15/16 Q1 3.16%
2.5%
15/16 Q2 7.51%
5%
15/16 Q3 10.71%
7.5%
15/16 Q4 14.58%
10%

This indicator monitors voluntary turnover against a target of 10% +/-3% (i.e. between 7% and 13%).
In Q4 there was a staff turnover of 3.87%, making our end of year total 15.58%.
Staff turnover continues to increase. However, the staff survey data indicates overall satisfaction with
working for the Council and we continue to look at staff retention tools by enhancing our training and
development offers.
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L-OD2 Percentage of complaints resolved at each stage of the complaints process

100%
90%

PI
Status:

94%
86%

88%

88%

80%

Good to
be at the
lowest
stage

75%

70%

In quarter four:
2014/15

60%

Q1 15/16

50%

Q2 15/16

40%

Q3 15/16
Q4 15/16

30%
17%

20%
10%

10%

7%
2% 3%

9% 8%
4% 4%

• 4 complaints
were dealt with
at Stage 2

5%

•

0%
Stage 1

• 50 complaints
were dealt with
at Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

3 complaints
were dealt with
at Stage 3

In the 2014-15 year the Local Government Ombudsman received 17 complaints from the public about
Elmbridge services.
Flagship Activities
Launch a new website for improved and efficient customer service by March 2016
Lead Officer: Robert Moran
The launch date for this project has changed to July 2016.

Council Objectives – Exception Reporting

CR1 Improve the Council's website presence to make it easier to do
business with us online
Supporting the Council’s Top Priorities: All
Status

Last quarter

Lead Officer: Robert Moran
Context: The launch date of the new website is now July 2016.

Action: In the next quarter it is planned that the content migration will be
completed and that the launch will go ahead in line with the new
timescale.

Supporting PIs
N/A
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Portfolio Dashboard
Q4 2015/16
Environment
Performance Indicators
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Context: Performance slightly lower than target
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Action: New Contract Manager in place since
November who has put in place an Action Plan to
reduce missed bin levels.
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L-ES2(b)
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Action: New Contract Manager in place since
November who has put in place an Action Plan
to reduce missed bin levels.
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Context: Target met in Q4. Overall slightly off Action: No action required.
target, however litter levels are still low overall.
Q4 result based on smaller sample size than
normal.
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L-ES5
Percentage of
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deposits of
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Context: Quarter 4 shows an increase in Action: None required.
detritus levels falling leaf fall, which is slightly
higher than the target. However, target met for
the year.
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Flagship Activity
Maintain overall recycling and composting levels of 49% through high profile
campaigns targeting food waste, plastics, and garden waste by March 2016
Lead Officer: Anthony Jeziorski
Recycling and composting rate for 15/16 of 51.8% achieved.

Council Objectives – Exception Reporting
There are no Council Objective on amber or red.
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Portfolio Dashboard
Q4 2015/16
Highways and Transport
Performance Indicators
There are no performance indicators reported under this portfolio.
Flagship Activities
There are no flagship activities in this portfolio.
Council Objectives – Exception Reporting

HT1 Maximise value of car park assets
Supporting the Council’s Top Priorities: All
Lead Officer: Alex Williams
Subobjectives:
Status

Last quarter

Supporting PIs
N/A

HT1.1 Drewitts Court refurbishment. (Subject to Capital Bid Approval)
HT1.2 District Wide surveys of car parks.
Context: 1.1 - A lock out agreement has been agreed with GS Estates
for a period of one year to enable them to ascertain whether
comprehensive redevelopment is feasible in this area. Quarterly
meetings have shown that due to the complexities of the various legal
interests in the land it is unlikely that comprehensive redevelopment is
viable.
1.2 - Faithful and Gould have been commissioned to carry out condition
surveys on a third of the council’s car parks including, leisure,
community centre, village and traditional car parks. We have reviewed
these and are in the process of putting together a planned maintenance
regime as appropriate for each car park and where possible resurfacing
and relining will be carried out.
Action: 1.1 - GS Estates are reviewing their options with regard to the
overall asset and will report to us in May in respect of the outcome and
way forward.
1.2 - To continue to review topographical survey and condition surveys
of car park
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Parking Performance Update
In November 2015 the Performance and Finance Standing agreed that a quarterly update on
parking performance would be included in this report.
Commuter Car Parks
2015-16 Impact of Bemrose withdrawal on Transaction numbers (all stays)
Commuter car park transactions by P&D/cashless
method 2015-16

Ringo (cashless)
Phone&Pay (cashless)

18,000
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16,000
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9,585
8,657

14,000
12,000

7,260

8,953

8,387

7,379

7,567
6,906

5,402

10,000

6,363

3,164
2,835

8,000
2,182

6,000
1,886

1,901

1,939

3,812

3,909

4,182

4,000

2,126

1,905

1,933

1,765
4,295
3,469

7,140

6,790

2,304
2,203

5,227
4,046

4,193

4,094

2,000

3,328

-

Withdrawal of the Bemrose cashless parking service in late November 2015:
• Parking machine (Metric/Parkeon) transactions increase
• Season ticket sales increase as commuters look to avoid having to find up to £7.00 (all
day commuter charge) in coins per day
Introduction of Ringo cashless service from February 2016:
• Rapid and increasing take up of service during first 2 months
• Further time and work is needed to establish effects on season ticket renewals
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2014-15 & 2015-16 Pay & Display + Cashless Sales
Sources: Metric, Pakeon, Phone&Pay & Ringo systems
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Village car parks - sales
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Portfolio Dashboard
Q4 2015/16
Housing
Performance Indicators
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Context: Like many other local authorities, the
Council is seeing a rise in the number homeless
households
requiring
occupying
temporary
accommodation, particularly when the supply of new
rented affordable housing reduces.
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Action: Officers will continue to focus on
homeless prevention as a means of reducing
the need for temporary accommodation,
along with longer-term efforts focussed on
increasing the supply of affordable housing.
However, market conditions coupled with
planned welfare reforms and falls in the
supply of new rented, affordable homes could
well result in increased homelessness in the
coming years.
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Context: Bed and breakfast accommodation will
continue to be used as a last resort, but numbers
placed have risen in recent months as a result of a
combination of increased demand and limited moveon opportunities.
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Action:
We will continue to focus on
homeless prevention (to manage demand)
and making best use of other temporary
accommodation and exploring opportunities
for increasing the supply of more suitable
temporary accommodation.
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Flagship Activities
Secure at least 40 new affordable homes and bring at least 50 empty homes back
into use by March 2016
Lead Officer: Julie Cook
There were 3 affordable homes completed in quarter four (all through the
Elmbridge Homeownership Assistance Scheme) taking the total number of
completions for the year to date to 62, well in excess of the target of 40.
There has been an 11% reduction in the number of long-term empty homes
in the borough recorded between October 2014 and October 2015, with a
drop of 56 from 533 to 477 over the year.
Council Objectives – Exception Reporting
H2 Improve housing conditions in all tenures but primarily in the private rented
sector to ensure a safe, healthy and energy efficient housing stock and explore and
develop new models of working to make greater use of the private rented sector to
meet local need
Supporting the Council’s Top Priorities: P1
Lead Officer: Julie Cook
Sample Subobjectives:

H2.1 Undertake a stock modelling exercise to bring knowledge of
conditions across the private sector up to date
H2.3 Explore and develop a joint partnership/venture to make better use
of private rented sector

Status

H2.5 Improve/develop communication and engagement with landlords,
property investors and agents to improve property and tenancy
management and housing standards
Context: There are a number of sub-objectives under this heading and
performance was above target on several of these (for example in
bringing empty homes back into use and promoting take up of energy
efficiency measures). However, there have been some delays in taking
forward a number of other projects and this has resulted in the overall
the objective being given a red light.
The stock modelling exercise has been deferred until 2016/17. As a
result, the task of reviewing the Council’s policy and approach to the
regulation and enforcement of housing standards as a means of
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delivering improvements in housing conditions has been delayed, as the
exercise was due to inform the review.
Detailed work on the exploration and development of a joint
partnership/venture to make better use of private rented sector has also
been deferred. This has been done to allow for consideration of the
findings of the Peer Review which took place in quarter four and the
development of an associated action plan. This will also allow for a reevaluation of options in light of changes in national policy and the
Council’s financial position

Last quarter

Supporting PIs
L-HS4

An ebulletin for private landlords has recently been published to keep
them informed of national and local news and this includes a survey to
capture their views on attending briefing sessions run by the Council.
Action: With regard to the stock modelling exercise, we will review the
options for obtaining updated information on the condition of the local
housing stock to act as an evidence base to support the review and
revision of local housing policies.
The review of the Council’s policy and approach to regulation and
enforcement of housing standards has been rescheduled and will now
be take place in 2016/17.
A report will be taken to Cabinet early in the new municipal year to agree
a way forward following the Peer Review.
The feedback gathered from the ebulletin for private landlords will inform
decisions about future approaches to landlord liaison, in terms of the use
of social media or the staging of a landlord forum.

H3 Respond to and wherever possible prevent homelessness amongst single people
and families
Supporting the Council’s Top Priorities: P1
Subobjectives:

Status

Lead Officer: Julie Cook
H3.1 Explore / progress more supported accommodation/hostel
accommodation options for single homeless
H3.2 Progress more in Borough emergency temporary accommodation
(subject to planning permission)
Context: There are a number of milestones under this headline
objective and it is only in one area where there has been a delay and
this has been beyond the control of Officers within theHousing Service,
otherwise performance is strong.
Significant progress is being made in increasing the supply of supported
housing within Elmbridge for single homeless people and young people
at risk - three properties have been acquired and brought into use for
these purposes and construction is underway on a scheme which should
deliver three more units for supported housing and development is due
to get underway shortly on the expansion of the hostel for single
homeless people in the Borough
In relation to the proposals development of temporary accommodation
for statutorily homeless households, work on the detailed agreements
was put on hold following delays relating to the planning application and
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to allow consideration of recent welfare reform announcements that will
have financial implications for the operation of the scheme.

Last quarter

Supporting PIs
L-HS2
L-HS2(a)

Action: With planning consent granted on 22 March (subject to the
completion of a section 106 agreement), work on the heads of terms will
resume with an intention to finalise the legal agreements by Summer
2016.

H5 Support older, disabled and vulnerable residents to live safe, healthy and
independent lives
Supporting the Council’s Top Priorities: P1
Subobjectives:

Status

Last quarter

Supporting PIs
N/A

Lead Officer: Julie Cook
H5.1 Review and improve initial assessment of older and disabled
residents with housing needs and provision of information, advice and
support
H5.2 Review the Council’s scheme for private-sector housing financial
assistance to improve housing conditions and make more effective use
of Council’s funding. This will also seek to promote the health and
independent living of residents
Context: This sub-objective comprises two main objectives; a joint
review of equipment and adaptation processes between the Surrey
borough and districts and the County Council, and, secondly, the pilot
Housing Options for Older People (HOOPS) role funded by Surrey
County Council. Both projects are now affected by Surrey’s latest
funding settlement, hence progress has stalled.
The review of the Council’s scheme for private-sector housing financial
assistance has been deferred firstly because of the delays in
undertaking the stock modelling exercise (Council objective H2), but
also due to significant changes likely in the levels of funding being made
available from Surrey County Council in future years.
Action: Officers are working closely colleagues from Surrey County
Council to agree a way forward on the first project, whilst an interim
position has been established on the second, whereby the HOOPs role
will be continued, using an underspend created via the vacant Housing
Occupational Therapist Service post.
With regard to 5.2, the policy will be reviewed and updated in 2016/17
once clarity on the likely level of resources available is established.
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Portfolio Dashboard
Q4 2015/16
Leisure and Culture
Performance Indicators
L-LCS1(a)
Number of
swims and
other visits
to
Pool/Sports
Centre
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spectators)
per 1000
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high
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This PI was not reported on in 2014/15

Context: Annual figure slightly below target due to figures recorded for earlier in the year.
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L-LCS18
Percentage
of people
aged 16 and
over
participating
in at least 30
minutes of
sport at
moderate
intensity at
least once a
week.
Good to be
high

This PI does not have a trend chart.
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Q3
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Q2 15-16

Q4 15-16

L-LCS21
Number of
external
customer
complaints
recorded in
joint
EBC/TLG
log
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Context: The overall year total is below target.

Q2 15-16

Q3 15-16

Q4 15-16

Action: EBC and TLG carry out joint monitoring
to raise performance standards. Since Q3 and in
Q4 the figures are above target, showing a
marked improvement in service delivery and
customer satisfaction.

Flagship Activities
Work with partners to develop a new Physical Activity Strategy by September 2015
that will reduce inactivity by 1% year on year
Lead Officer: Ian Burrows
The new Physical Activity Strategy was adopted by Cabinet in September
and was launched to partners on Wednesday 20th Jan 2016.

Deliver community celebrations to promote the Rugby World Cup 2015 by October
2015
Lead Officer: Ian Burrows
Supported local clubs in their local delivery. Introduced a paper Mache
competition with local schools to win a Rugby World Cup shirt. Organised
celebrations with welcome ceremonies, civic reception and Trophy Tour.

Council Objectives – Exception Reporting
There are no Council objectives on amber or red.
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Portfolio Dashboard
Q4 2015/16
Planning Services
Performance Indicators

L-TP4
Percentage
of planning
appeal
decisions
made in
favour of
the Council
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Context: In quarter 4 there were a total of 45 Action: Monitoring and analysis continues as
appeals, 29 of which were dismissed and 16 of does benchmarking with other authorities.
which were allowed.

Q2 target reflects the unpredictability of planning
appeal decisions. This performance has rectified
itself in following quarters.
Performance is
regularly monitored and analysed to identify any
significant trends.
These Q23 appeals were
applications decided in Q1 and there are no
obvious trends emerging. The monitoring and
analysis continues
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L-TP6
Percentage
of planning
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in 8 weeks:
Minor
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Good to be
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Flagship Activities
Protect the local environment through a review of planning designations by
December 2015
Lead Officer: Karen Fossett
Final drafts for each of the required studies have been completed.
Discussing outcomes and next steps with the Council Management Board
in April 2016.
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Council Objectives – Exception Reporting

P4 Review the evidence base supporting the Core Strategy, specifically
housing targets and development constraints, in order agree the future
direction of the Local Plan
Supporting the Council’s Top Priorities: P1 & P3
Subobjectives:

Lead Officer: Karen Fossett
P4.1 Undertake a joint Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA)
jointly with RB Kingston, LB Merton, Epsom & Ewell Borough Council
and Mole Valley District Council for our housing market area
P4.2 Undertaken an assessment of constraints on development

Status

Last quarter

Supporting PIs
N/A

P4.3 Prepare a new Local Development Scheme (LDS)
Context: Draft SHMA has been received and comments from officers
have been made. Further discussion with Borough Housing Officers is
required to ensure key section on affordable housing is accurate. Project
delayed from outset due to establishing partnership working
arrangements and changing political leadership in Mole Valley.
Delays in the delivery if SHMA have impacted on the delivery of a new
Local Development Scheme. Publication and decisions on way forward
have also been delayed due to the elections.
Action: Final draft has been received following comments and input
from housing colleagues. Outcomes to be reported to CMB in April
alongside outcomes of other studies with recommendation on the way
forward with the Local Plan.

P6 Investigate the Templemere Estate as a potential new Conservation
Area
Supporting the Council’s Top Priorities: P3
Lead Officer: Karen Fossett
Summary:

Status

Last quarter

Supporting PIs
N/A

Prepare project brief for the Templemere Estate, identify and engage
with stakeholders, commence feasibility study, undertake public
consultation, amend document as required, present report and
designate if agreed
Context: An update was previously provided in Q3 to confirm that
project has been re-scheduled due to staff absence.
Action: Project re-scheduled within Service Delivery Plan for 2016-17
with milestones identified to:
• commence public engagement and appraisal work by 31/06/16
• commence public consultation and refine document by 31/12/16
• present recommendations to planning committee by 31/03/17
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P7 Develop our strategic approach to conserving, protecting and
enhancing the Borough’s heritage and trees
Supporting the Council’s Top Priorities: P3
Subobjectives:

Lead Officer: Karen Fossett
P7.1 Develop and implement a borough wide Heritage Strategy
P7.2 Develop and implement a borough wide Tree Strategy

Status

Last quarter

Supporting PIs
N/A

P7.3 Undertake Tree Risk Management on a corporate basis for the
Council’s tree stock
Context: As is the case with P6, the project has been slightly delayed
due to staff absence. The Heritage Strategy and Action Plan were
considered and endorsed by the Council on 02/12/15.
With regard to 7.2, it was noted that the project required public
consultation and consideration by elected members and that the
milestones are not part of the original project
Action: Implementation commenced in Q4 and continuing work is
identified in the Council Plan and Service Delivery Plan for 2016-17 and
includes the Building at Risk survey and web updates
The new Tree and Woodland Strategy document was completed and
public consultation undertaken in Q4. Milestones to complete and
endorse the Strategy document are identified in the Service Delivery
Plan for 2016/17.

Community Infrastructure Levy Update
Total CIL collected
to date (paid
invoices)
Total CIL allocated
Total ring fenced for
admin
Total ring fenced for
SANGs
Unallocated total
CIL
Unallocated local
CIL
Unallocated
strategic CIL

£9,043,590
£3,966,313
449,805
69,905

£4,557,567
£1,045,736
£3,511,831

Local Spending
Board

Allocated Amount

Walton

£28,400

Weybridge

Up to £118,900

Hersham

0

Molesey

0

Thames Ditton

£20,400

Esher

£123,344

Cobham

£77,514

Please note that the Weybridge figure is up to the amount listed, but may reduce depending on
the tendering process.
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Portfolio Dashboard
Q3 2015/16
Resources
Performance Indicators
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100
L-IT5(d)
Percentage
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Desk tickets
closed
within SLA
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Context: Whilst the performance of the SLA on Action: Head of ICT will continue to monitor on a
the Service Desk has significantly improved from monthly and individual basis to improve
the start of the formal monitoring it is still under performance.
the target. ICT has just recruited to the vacant
position which will start to help ensure that we
have staffing to enable us to improve
performance. ICT has also been reporting this to
the ICT Customer Focus Group who have
requested further information to assist in
understanding and improving the performance.
100%
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0%

This PI does not have a trend chart.

100%

L-LT2
Percentage
of NonDomestic
Rates
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Context: All years at 31/03/2016 97.9%. Number
of large bills only raised in March. Previous years
would not have raised these bills. Comparable
result (excluding these bills) 98.5%
L-LT2(a)
Percentage
of NonDomestic
Rates
collected current year
only
Q1

Good to be
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Action: If suspend rateable value amendments
next year between Main Billing and Year End no
action needed. If not will need to review ongoing
targets as not comparable to previous years.

This PI does not have a trend chart.
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Percentage difference of energy usage against same quarter in previous year

% difference for Q4 14/15 and Q4 15/16

PI Status:
Good to
be low
Gas

-36.00%

-3.20% Electricity

-26.70%

-40.00%

Total Energy: Electricity + Gas

-35.00% -30.00% -25.00% -20.00% -15.00% -10.00%
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-5.00%

0.00%

Cobham
and
Weybridge Centres
for the Community
have
been
estimated as no
reading data was
available in time for
this report.
Gas
energy usage is
improved due to the
relatively warm and
dry winter period.

Flagship Activities
Agree the basis for the redevelopment of the Stompond Lane Sports Ground that
will be in keeping with the surrounding area by March 2016
Lead Officer: Alex Williams
Stompond Lane site was marketed over the Summer of 2015 and went
under offer to a preferred developer London Square in the Autumn of 2015.
Contracts for the development which are subject to planning and other key
aspects were exchanged in November 2015 and London Square will be
taking pre-planning application advice on their proposals in April 2016
Commence the redevelopment of the Waterside Drive Sports Hub by October 2015
Lead Officer: Alex Williams
Planning permission was granted in the Summer of 2015 but was then
called in by the Secretary of State and an Environmental Impact
Assessment was requested. This has carried out and re-submitted back to
North area sub-committee prior to Christmas 2015 and was subsequently
granted full planning in January 2016.
However, the development is now potentially subject to a judicial review
however in accordance with the building contract signed with Willmott
Dixon works have now commenced on site to resolve the contamination
although this is later than expected.
Council Objectives – Exception Reporting
No Council objectives are on amber or red.
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Portfolio Dashboard
Q4 2015/16
Social Affairs
Performance Indicators
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This PI was not measured cumulatively
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Context: We are below the target in quarter 4.
This has been due to staff sickness during March
which resulted in our weekend hires being
suspended in March and a reduced number of
Community Cab journeys during the period.

Action: We have exceeded the end of target by
1,274 and we would hope by quarter 2 of next
year to have resolved our longer term sickness
which has impacted on transport activity.
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16000
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L-CS30
Number of
lunches
served at
Centres for
the
Community
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L-CS4 Number of CSS volunteer sessions including Meals on Wheels and Centres
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L-CS14b Relief Carers Scheme annual number of specialist group places/support
groups
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The reduction in places in Q4 has
been
contributed
from
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Support Group Places.
The
Alzheimer’s Café support group
has not been attended to a full
complement recently due to poor
weather on the evenings of the
café and some clients passing
away.
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Flagship Activities
There are no flagship activities in this portfolio.
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Council Objectives – Exception Reporting

S4 Support a further 10% more Centre users with high needs by March
2016
Supporting the Council’s Top Priorities: P1
Sample Subobjectives:

Lead Officer: Melanie Bussicott
S4.1 Work closely with Health, Social Care partners as well as
domiciliary care agencies to increase high need places across our
Centres
S4.2 Each Centre Manager to develop a localised visiting programme of
key partners

Status

Last quarter

Supporting PIs
L-CS14b
L-CS30

S4.4 Each Centre will deliver on one agreed community engagement
activity / localised publicity with a specific focus on reaching carers and
families
Context: 4.1 - We have reviewed the need for the Multi Agency Panel
with Members - it was felt there was not a need to meet in the last six
months.
4.4 - Some Centres have delivered on one agreed community
engagement activity, for example Adult Social Care have visited Walton
Centre, but it has not been the case that all Centres have engaged in an
activity and this will be carried forward to next year.
Action: 4.1 - As a result of the above a monthly newsletter is not
currently being produced, but we continue to produce the Community
News which is widely circulated Borough wide.
We will be looking to carry the actions around 4.2 and 4.4 into the next
year.
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Agenda Item 14.
Committee:

CABINET

Date of meeting:

6 July 2016

Subject:
Lead Officer:
Portfolio Holder:
Link to Council Priorities:
Exempt information:
Delegated status:
Key decision:

2015/16 Revenue & Capital Outturn and 2016/17 Budget
Update
Head of Finance
Resources – Councillor C.R. Sadler
All
None
For Resolution
N/A

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
To provide the Cabinet with an update on the Revenue and Capital Outturn for
2015/16 and a brief update on the 2016/17 in year budget update. The audited
Statement of Accounts for 2015/16, which contains the detailed figures in a format
compliant with the requirements of the Code of Practice on Local Authority
Accounting will be presented to the Audit and Standards Committee in September
2016 following the audit during the Summer.
RECOMMENDED:
CABINET NOTES THE OUTTURN FOR 2015/16 AND THE EARLY BUDGET
UPDATE FOR 2016/17.
REPORT:
1.

In accordance with the regulations, the Council’s Chief Finance Officer
(Section 151 Officer) approved the draft accounts by 30 June which are then
subject to audit. The audited Statement of Accounts will then be approved by
the Audit and Standards Committee in September.
The format required for the Statement of Accounts is not directly comparable
to the Council’s management accounts and the Statement is effectively an
academic exercise and caution should be exercised in making comparisons
to the financial position of the authority, and in particular the revenue position.

2.

Revenue Outturn 2015/16

2.1

In February 2015 the Council approved the 2015/16 net budget for council tax
setting purposes at £17.0 million. In February 2016 the Council considered a
revised forecast which contained a variation and changes to the anticipated
spend for the year.

2.2

As a result of these variations and other changes in the anticipated spend, a
revised forecast figure was reported in February 2016 (£2.3 million) which
after taking account of the movements in provisions predicted an expenditure
in line with the approved budget. The underspend at the time of the revised
estimate was earmarked to fund the purchase of investment property. The
actual outturn position was broadly in line with the revised forecast.
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2.3

The underspend identified in February is detailed in the February Cabinet
report. This is as a result of better than budgeted income in planning,
recycling and car parks combined with some one-off income has contributed
to the underspend. In addition, prudent budget management during the year,
ensuring that the funds available are used to deliver services at the lowest
cost to the Council Taxpayer

2.4

The outturn for 2015/16 confirms earlier forecasts that the General Fund
balance as at 31 March 2016 remains sound. However, with continuing
volatility in the economy, where Elmbridge has seen huge fluctuations in
income and interest together with known pressures and doubts over future
public sector Government support, the recommended level of £4m General
Fund balance is essential.

2.5

In setting both the 2015/16 and 2016/17 budget, Heads of Service have
costed their activities to achieve outcomes in their service plans. Corporate
Management Board considers that carry forward of unspent budget provisions
into 2016/17 would be appropriate where there was good reason for the
delayed spending and where it is clear that the budget is needed and will be
spent in 2016/17. The following criteria was used to determine the carry
forwards:



3.

Deferred expenditure for a valid reason beyond their direct control.
To fund one-off project expenditure.

Overview of 2015/16
Elmbridge has kept within its overall budget in recent years but there have
been under and overspends in individual service areas. The Council’s gross
revenue budget for 2015/16 was £73 million and it provides an extremely
wide range of very different services, many of them demand-led. As a result,
it faces a great variety of risks of adverse budget variations. These risks are
mitigated by close budget monitoring and reporting in year to officers,
Corporate Management Board and various committees.

3.1

3.2

In summary:


For the 2015/16 financial year, continuing the trend in previous years,
the Council delivered its services within the approved budget. This
was achieved despite significant demand on services and during a
period of uncertainty in the economic environment. Cautious spending
combined with increased income levels has contributed to this
favourable position. The Council’s General Fund balance stands at
£4.0 million as at 31 March 2016.



The in-year Council Tax collection performance was 98.8% (98.8% for
2014/15).

The main contributing factors to the underspend as reported to Cabinet in
February are as follows:
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£’000
Employee related

(0.3)

Operating Expenses

(0.4)

Property Rental (incl. new Property Purchases

(0.3)

Places for People – Profit Share

(0.2)

NNDR Section 31 Grants

(0.5)

Increase in planning income

(0.2)

One-off Grants

(0.2)

Decrease in the Use of Reserves

(0.2)
(2.3)

The Council’s financial health remains strong and this capacity will be needed
to provide a firm financial foundation for the Council to deliver services in
what is a very challenging financial climate in the public sector for the medium
term, with continued risk of the public sector finances and our continued
aspiration and drive to become financially independent by 2019/20.
4.

Effect on 2016/17 Budget

4.1

A review has been carried out on the probable effect on the 2016/17 Budget
of the over and underspends included in the outturn position. Items have
already been taken into account in the 2016/17 Budget, or were one-off items
that relate to 2015/16 only. At this stage, the outturn figures appear to have
little overall impact on the 2016/17 Budget, with some exceptions where more
work will be required to ensure that the monitoring reflects the latest position.
The detailed Outturn figures will be taken into consideration as part of the
review of the 2017/18 Budget work to be undertaken during July/August.

5.

Capital Outturn

5.1

The capital programme for 2015/16 outturn position is £11,360,220 an
underspend of £146,280 compared to the revised programme of £11,506,500.

5.2

In the majority of cases the underspends are due to slippage and the funding
will be carried forward into the 2016/17 capital programme following a review
by the Council Management Board. Should there be no requirement for the
funding, the funds will be released for use on future capital schemes.

5.3

The large underspend on the Housing Portfolio is mainly due to affordable
Housing Grants and Private Sector Housing Grants which are demand led
schemes. The main underspend on the Leisure Portfolio is due to the Sports
Hub, Waterside Drive where construction was due to commence in
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September 2015 but was delayed until March 2016 due to the requirement for
an Environmental Impact Assessment.
6.

Collection Fund

6.1

The net collectable debt for Council Tax was at £106 million in 2015/16 (£103
million in 2014/15). The percentage of Council Tax collected for 2015/16
(payments received as a percentage of the collectable debit) was on target at
98.8%. This was the same as the previous year’s collection rate of 98.8%.

6.2

The net collectable debt for Business Rates for 2015/16 was £56 million an
increase of £1 million compared to 2014/15. The percentage of Business
Rates collected for 2015/16 (payments received as a percentage of the
collectable debit) was 98.4% slightly below the target for that year of 98.8%.
For comparison, the percentage collected for 2014/15 was 98.9%.

7.

Significant Issues on Closing the 2015/16 Accounts

7.1

Accounting for Business Rates
The main issue relating to the Council’s 2015/16 accounts is the accounting
requirements for the Localisation of Business Rates, the third year of
accounting for the new arrangement.
In 2014/15 the Council had a significant increase in the appeals as a result of
the government’s decision to impose a backdating cut-off, the 31 March 2015.
In addition the Council made a provision for a national claim relating to a
request for infrastructure assets to be moved to the central list for billing
purposes. The effect in 2014/15 was that the Council moved into a safety net
position, where the government were due to pay the Council £1 million as a
result of the level of income on Business Rates falling below the government
set Baseline position.
It now appears that a significant number of speculative claims were submitted
and combined with a review of the settlement rate for appeals has resulted in
a reduction in the ‘normal’ provision for appeals.
The certainty of the claim relating to the infrastructure asset, the timing of the
settlement and the government’s action should the claim be settled (the
government would come under pressure to adjust its allocation to affected
Councils given the significant effect on the Council’s finances) has meant that
the Council no longer considers it requires a provision but instead a
contingent liability will be mentioned in the Council’s Statement of Accounts.
The overall effect of these adjustments together with the in year collection
performance will produce a surplus on the business rates account. Normally
the Council would be entitled (after allowing for its proportion and the levy
required by central government) to 20% of this. However, the Council was a
member of the Surrey Pool in 2015/16 and the Council’s estimated share of
the pool is yet to be finalised since it is subject to audit of the pooled
authorities.
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The timing differences when accounting for business rates means that any
surplus will not be available until the next financial year and is a one-off gain
because it is generated as a result of the change in the appeals provision and
pooling. The Medium Term Financial Strategy includes a substantial part of
this surplus over the next four years, with a £700,000 use in 2016/17.
7.2

Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL)
The CIL regime commenced in 2013/14 and the original legislation on the
scheme issued by central government indicated that the expenditure would
be of a capital nature. The guidance issued by CIPFA indicated that CIL
would be classified as a Capital Grant. The guidance for the 2015/16
accounts continues to indicate that CIL is a Capital Grant.
Legislation and statutory instruments indicate that CIL can be used for either
capital or revenue expenditure.
Having discussed the issue with CIPFA whose advice is that statute overrides
accounting guidance the Finance Team have classified the expenditure as an
earmarked revenue reserve in both 2014/15 and 2015/16.
At 31 March 2015 £5.5 million was included in the earmarked reserve. During
the year £3.8 million was allocated and has been reclassified on the balance
sheet in accordance with how the CIL Boards allocated the expenditure
(Capital Grant Unapplied. Or a Creditor for expenditure of a revenue nature).
An additional £4.7 million has been received during 2015/16 leaving £6.4
million to be allocated.

7.3

Provisions
In 2014/15 the Council identified contaminated land which required
remediation. The minimum cost of the remediation work was estimated to be
in the region of £900,000 and this was provided for in the 2014/15 accounts.
The Council commenced work to redevelop the site in March 2016. The
provision was no longer required and was released to the revenue account.
The £900,000 was then utilised to fund the remediation, which is over and
above the minimum required to redevelop the site.
In addition, the Council has a full repairing responsibility on a car park it
leases. A further provision of £500,000 has been made to meet its
obligations under the leasing agreement bringing the total provision to one
million.
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8.

Balance Sheet

8.1

A summary balance sheet for the last two years is shown below:

Long Term Assets
Current Assets
Current Liabilities
Long Term Liabilities
Net Assets
Useable Reserves 1
Un-useable Reserves 2
Total Reserves (Net Worth)

31 March
2015
£’000
104,560
49,660
(13,880)
(61,363)
78,977
46,015
32,962
78,977

31 March
2016
£’000
123,627
49,710
(16,470)
(53,395)
103,672
49,505
54,167
103,672

Notes:
1.
2.

The usable reserves are the General Reserve, Earmarked Reserves, Capital
Receipts Reserve and Capital Grants Reserve.
The unusable reserves are the Capital Adjustment Account, Revaluation Reserve,
Collection Fund Adjustment Account, Accumulated Absence Account, Pension
Reserve and Deferred Capital Receipts Reserve.

The Council’s net worth has increased by £24.7 million, mainly as a
consequence of an increase in the value of its assets of £19.1 million and a
reduction in the pension liability of £5.1 million.
8.2

The Long Term Assets of the authority have increased due to:
 An increase in the values of the property, plant and equipment - £5.7
million (£6.7 million is due to the revaluation of assets)
 A £8.4 million increase in the value of the investment properties mainly
as a result of the purchase of the purchase of two properties in
Weybridge.
 An increase in Long Term Investments of £4.2 million.

8.3

The reason for the increase in the un-usable reserves is mainly due to the
increase in the revaluation reserve (£6.7 million) as a result of the upward
revaluation of the assets and the Capital Adjustment Account of £6.6 million.

8.4

The main reason for the increase in the Useable Reserves is due to the CIL
receipts of £4.7 million received in the year.

9.

2016/17 Budget Monitoring

9.1

Based on the first two months of this financial year, the table below shows an
early indication of income against budget and should be viewed with some
caution at this early stage. Further updates to Cabinet will follow later in the
year.
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Current Prediction
Compared to Budget







Land Charges *
Interest on Balances
Cemetery Income
Planning Fee Income
Centre Income
Net Recycling Income
Off Street Parking Income



Property Rental Income





 - Income neutral compared to budget
 - Additional income above budget
 - Income below budget
* - Land Charges have to break even by statute with any surplus being used
to offset future years fees, and does not therefore result in an income stream
which contributes to the Council’s budget.
9.2

Early indications of the main income areas show an adverse variance against
budget and will require careful monitoring against the £1.9 million savings and
additional income included in the 2016/17 budget.

Financial implications:
The Council’s accounts are produced according to the Code of Practice on Local
Authority Accounting, which facilitates benchmarking with other authorities.
Environmental/Sustainability Implications:
None for the purpose of this report.
Legal implications:
Under the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2003 (as amended by the Accounts and
Audit Regulations 2006 and 2011) the Council is required to prepare, in accordance
with proper practices, a Statement of Accounts and have them formally approved by
a resolution of a Committee (Audit and Standards Committee at Elmbridge Borough
Council).
Equality Implications:
There is no need for an Equality Impact Assessment as part of this report.
Risk Implications:
Preparation of the Council’s Annual Statement of Accounts is managed carefully to
minimise risks and ensure that statutory obligations are met. Regular monitoring and
robust financial management of budgets has enabled the outturn to be within the
overall budget.
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Community Safety Implications:
There are no direct community safety implications as part of this report.
Principal Consultees:
Council Management Board
The Council is committed to publishing its summary accounts in a way that is
accessible to the public. The published accounts will be made available to the public
on the Council website on a timely basis. The Council also publishes user-friendly
versions of the Council finances in a summary form in September to all households in
the Borough via the Elmbridge Review.
Background papers:
None.
Enclosures/Appendices:
None.
Contact details:
Strategic Director & Deputy Chief Executive, 01372 474100
sselvanathan@elmbridge.gov.uk
Head of Finance, 01372 474123
acooper@elmbridge.gov.uk
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